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Abstract 

From 1909 to 1916 thousands of hobos joined the Industrial Workers of the World and 

participated in major fights for free speech in several dozen cities in the American west.  

During this period, the union organized over two dozen confrontations with municipal 

authorities to challenge repressive speaking laws which they considered to be de facto 

injunctions against public organizing.  The myriad tactics involved in the free speech 

fights transformed over time to meet the new challenges presented by various forces of 

repression; but the fights were always anchored in the practice of violating repressive 

ordinances by speaking on a soapbox.  Many of the participants were arrested and 

barricaded in the bastilles of the American west.  Some were beaten, publicly humiliated, 

killed, or eventually deported.  This dissertation explores how the performance of 

soapbox oratory composed waged and unwaged workers as a class.  The study is 

organized chronologically by date according to the major free speech fights in Spokane, 

Fresno, San Diego, and Everett.  I argue that the hobo orators of the free speech fights 

demonstrate the significance of the oratorical as a revolutionary practice of class 

composition. In this regard, the dissertation seeks to reveal lessons about the possibilities 

of revolutionary unionism today. 
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The Free Speech Fights of the Industrial Workers of the World, 1909-1916 

 In the early years of the twentieth century, several million migrant workers 

circulated throughout the American west.1  A complex and interconnected web of 

markets, regional owners of production, employment and travel agencies, commercial 

citizen organizations, municipal officials, and private detective agencies were involved in 

the constitution of migratory hobos as a reserve army of production and the capture of 

their labor power as a mass of unskilled workers.2  In exceptional poverty, hobos were 

commonly ensnared in scams in which they paid high fees for jobs with low wages or 

jobs in which they were forced to pay for company food or tools and so earned a net-loss.  

Hobos were often robbed, ridiculed in the press, run out of town, mauled or killed by 

cops, vigilante capitalist thugs, or bosses, and prone to accidental death (often by train).  

These post-frontier realities of seasonal work were largely unmitigated by the myths of 

progress and the technologies of capitalist reform available to the home-guard industrial 

workers of the east.3  Like the clandestine workers and le pueple sans-papiers of the 21st-

century, hobos could not expect recourse to a system of rights enumerated in a 

constitutional framework.  The lack of residence often prevented voting.  They had no 

legal protection to form a union.  They had little or no recourse to police or courts for 

justice.  They were ignored for the most part by the institutional trade movement.   

 The systematic exclusion from these enclosures of capitalist progress indicate not 

causes, however, but symptoms of an historical moment not unlike our own in which the 

revolutionary transformations of capital surpassed the development of mechanisms 

designed to mediate its ill effects.4  As I will explain in much more detail later, bosses of 

many sorts sought to mediate their relation to the waged through the circulation of their 
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unwaged potential replacements.5  The boss at the employment agency charged a fee for 

the location of the farm.  The boss on the farm charged for room and board and paid in 

scrip.  The boss on the farm could hire and fire as quickly as the employment agent could 

send out a new crew.  The farm boss enforced the conditions of employment with the rule 

of a gun.  The boss with a badge kept clear the streets with move along orders.  Thus 

hobos were put to work as a class in a tendency of capital to join the ostensibly separate 

areas of factory and city and to collapse space into time.    

 From 1909 to 1916 thousands of hobos joined the Industrial Workers of the 

World and participated in major fights for free speech in several dozen cities in the 

American west.  During this period, the union organized over two dozen confrontations 

with municipal authorities to challenge repressive speaking laws which they considered 

to be de facto injunctions against public organizing.6  The myriad tactics involved in the 

free speech fights transformed over time to meet the new challenges presented by various 

forces of repression; but the fights were always anchored in the practice of violating 

repressive ordinances by speaking on a soapbox.  Many if not most of the participants 

were arrested and barricaded in the bastilles of the American west.  Some were beaten, 

publicly humiliated, killed, or eventually deported.   

 The IWW and their fights for free speech have certainly received attention from a 

variety of disciplines.  Yet little attention has been paid to the historical significance of 

the self-organization and direct action of the hobo orators of the IWW through soapbox 

oratory.  The major histories of the IWW tend to take the oratorical form for granted as if 

it were disconnected from the organization of an antagonism within and against the 

imposition of capital throughout the social.   
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 The present study explores how the performance of soapbox oratory composed 

waged and unwaged workers in one big union (i.e. as a class).  The dissertation is 

organized chronologically by date according to the major free speech fights in Spokane, 

Fresno, San Diego and Everett.  Each chapter utilizes a variety of primary and secondary 

resources to explore soapbox oratory as a mode of self-organization and direct action.  By 

returning to the free speech fights of the IWW at this particular historical moment and in 

this particular way I hope to achieve several tasks which can be categorized as historico-

political and theoretico-rhetorical (although these already hyphenated categories 

undoubtedly blend together).             

 The historico-political ambition of this dissertation, to paraphrase Harry Cleaver’s 

description of Marx’s Capital, is to put a weapon in the hands of the working class.  I 

propose this rather hopeful ambition first and foremost in the good faith of a fellow 

traveler and worker interested in moving beyond the paradigms of struggle and repression 

that structure the limits of resistance in my own present.  There is a strong case to be 

made that the structure of deterrence that mobilized in all manners of state apparatuses 

and private agencies to dispose of the hobo orators in the free speech fights may be 

reactivated at a moment’s notice to dispose of contemporary alternatives and challenges 

to capital (even though the players have undoubtedly changed).7  The transformations of 

repression during the free speech fights bear an uncanny similarity to the development of 

multi-agency coordination to capture and deter the summit-hopping hobos of the global 

justice movement in the post-Seattle world.8  To cite only one recent example, during the 

2008 Republican National Convention a group of around fifty Wobblies boarded a train 

in Minneapolis to escort a fellow worker to his shift in the Starbucks coffee shop at the 
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Mall of America.  He was restored to his position by the National Labor Relations Board 

after being fired for union organizing.  The Wobblies were detained and held at gunpoint 

at their point of destination by a coordinated squadron of police, federal agents, and 

private mall security.  The train was rerouted and sent back toward downtown 

Minneapolis.  As in the free speech fights, resistance was pre-empted with the capture of 

a flow or a line of communication.  The similarity gains historical significance when 

considered in the context of the current crisis of capital that may be ironically understood 

at least in part as the breakdown of the institutions of mediation through which class 

conflict is managed (such as the trade unions or parties).9   

 At this juncture, it is crucial to explore historical precedents such as the free 

speech fights which may suggest models or at least ways of imagining how capital has 

reorganized itself to dispose of direct action and self-activity in the past and therefore to 

more thoroughly understand the possibilities of the future.10  Cleaver persuasively argues 

that such a history—written to put a weapon in the hand of the working class—must 

consist of close description of subjective forces of struggle:        

 If one’s attention is focused uniquely on the enemy’s activities on the battlefield, 

 the battle will assuredly be lost.  In the class war, as in conventional military 

 encounters, one must begin with the closest study of one’s own forces, that is, the 

 structure of working-class power.  Without an understanding of one’s own power, 

 the ebb and flow of the battle lines can appear as an endless process driven only 

 by the enemy’s unilateral self-activity.  When the enemy regroups or restructures, 

 as capital is doing in the present crisis, its actions must be grasped in terms of the 

 defeat of prior tactic or strategies by our forces – not simply as another clever 
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 move.  That an analysis of enemy strategy is necessary is obvious.  The essential 

 point is that an adequate understanding of that strategy can be obtained only by 

 grasping it in relation to our own strengths and weaknesses.11    

However, unlike a military strategy, in which disciplined armies follow highly 

centralized and hierarchical organs of deployment, the class struggle, “involves the 

fabrication and utilization of material connections and communication that destroy 

isolation and permit people to struggle in complementary ways—both against the 

constraints which limit them and for alternatives they construct…”12  In other words, to 

understand why and in what way another world is possible it is necessary to situate the 

forces of our antagonisms with capital directly on the ontological plane of social 

production.13   

 The theoretico-rhetorical task of this dissertation involves careful attention to the 

way in which capital is forced to extend its mechanisms of control beyond the factory 

walls in order to manage the crisis of a revolutionary union which constitutes itself as a 

roving army of hobo orators.  I emphasize orators as a scholar of rhetoric interested in 

the significance of the rhetorical practice of soapbox oratory (rather than letter-writing or 

the telegraph) as a way in which workers composed themselves as a revolutionary union.  

Although the texts of the orations from the soapbox would be of great interest, I am more 

interested in the oratorical as a vector or material connection through which hobos 

compose and recompose themselves through the concrete practices of speaking and 

audience participation.  In this regard, my approach shares in the intellectual background 

of rhetorical history even as I humbly wish to push its theoretical limits—particularly in 
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relation to the current hegemony of criticism and text—by drawing on the embedded 

tradition of historical criticism.        

 The distinction between history and criticism is less pronounced in the 

foundational texts of modern rhetorical scholarship.  Herbert Wichelns distinguished the 

historical concerns of rhetorical criticism from the concerns of literary criticism with 

universals.  In contrast to the criticism of “a literary work as the voice of a human spirit 

addressing itself to men of all ages and times,” rhetorical criticism is “concerned with 

effects.  It regards a speech as a communication to a specific audience, and holds its 

business to be the analysis and appreciation of the orator’s method of imparting his ideas 

to his hearers.”14  Later Ernest Wrage posits that rhetorical criticism of public address can 

illustrate how the history of ideas is embodied in the oratorical practices of the time.15  In 

the modernization of critical practice, a more strict distinction between rhetorical history 

and rhetorical criticism emerged as a way of distinguishing the methodological value of 

normative evaluation.16  The concurrent rise in the method studies and the text as object 

of criticism provoked Barnett Baskerville in 1977 to plead, “must we all be rhetorical 

critics?”17  “Indeed,” Baskerville argues, “one may infer from exceedingly censorious 

criticism of criticism…that when one can’t quite make the grade as a critic, what he 

manages to come up with is history.”18  He goes on to argue that “just as all scholarship 

about writing and literature is not literary criticism, so all writing about orators and 

oratory is not rhetorical criticism.”19  Yet in response to his justifiable concerns about the 

merits of rhetorical history, Baskerville only manages to draw on the precedent set by 

Wrage in 1947: “there, it will be remembered, he advances the thesis that students of 

public address have the credential and subject matter interest to contribute substantially to 
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the history of ideas.”20  The weight of the traditional focus on the history of ideas 

influences more recent work in rhetorical history.  Michael Calvin McGee’s work on 

ideographs is predicated on the assumption that “ideology in practice is a political 

language, preserved in rhetorical documents, with the capacity to dictate decision and 

control public belief and behavior.”21  However, as James Jasinski has noted, “McGee’s 

interest in studying the popular ‘usages’ of ideographs, like Wrage’s attempt to access the 

‘popular mind’ through ‘fugitive literature,’ avoids the question of conceptual or 

ideational textualization.”22  By focusing more directly on “political concepts and 

ideas…as they unfold in textual practice” Jasinski proposes a constitutive orientation for 

rhetorical history: “rather than organizing the elements of text with respect to the 

intentions of an author or speaker, constitutive inquiry focuses on the inevitable 

multiplicity of intentions that inhabit a text and tries to chart the interaction between, and 

in the influence of, these often disparate motivational forces.”23  Thus the constitutive 

turn evolves from the encounter of a “broader ‘constructivist’ or structurational agenda in 

the humanities and social sciences” with the “often unnoticed but embedded element of 

the tradition of rhetorical thought.”24  The revelation of a disciplinary narrative within 

which a constitutive turn becomes possible nevertheless reproduces the idea or 

ideological orientation of rhetorical criticism even as it reduces the materialization of the 

idea in rhetorical practice to the dynamics of the text.   

 The alternative is not “in the romantically rational world of the positivist,” as 

McGee has argued; but rather, by situating acts which generally fall under the province of 

rhetorical criticism directly on the ontological plane of social production we may 

reconstitute the constitutive turn of rhetorical history without delimiting its explanatory 
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force to the interpretation of the world as text.  In other words, to situate rhetorical 

practice on the plane of social production invites us to reconsider the situated and local 

activation of bodies in practices of communication.  In this sense, the theoretico-

rhetorical task is concerned less about how texts mediate ideology but rather how orators 

and audiences transform and are transformed by the logic of production within which 

they are embedded.  Such a theoretico-rhetorical approach may be further situated in the 

context of class struggle with reference to the two-pronged approach suggested in the 

recent work of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri.     

 Hardt and Negri describe two methodological approaches.  They explain that, “the 

first is critical and deconstructive, aiming to subvert the hegemonic languages and social 

structures.”25  The temptation to conflate language with social structures invites the 

reduction of their ontological project to what Marx might call a ruthless criticism of 

everything existing.26  The insight of modern cultural theory that reality is constructed 

through discourses that shape and are shaped by human activity has indeed produced a 

generalization of the rhetorical as linguistic process that structures everyday life.27  The 

effect of the globalization of rhetoric for critical work, as Ron Greene has argued, is that, 

“rhetoric is less a situated art of harnessing the available means of persuasion than a 

generalized linguistic process for activating an ideological field.”28  If as Lawrence 

Grossberg explains, “the analysis of culture then involves the interpretation of cognitive, 

semantic, or narrative content which lies hidden within the text,” the ironic effect is the 

“reduction of culture to texts and of human reality to the plane of meaning.”29   

 Greene puts us back on the track of the ontological dimension of rhetoric by 

urging critics to consider how “rhetoric can circulate as a set of esthetic techniques 
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(stories) and technologies (medium) that are put to administrative uses.”30  Thus our 

focus may shift from interpreting the latent meanings or values of cultural artifacts to 

describing the way in which forms of rhetorical practice circulate as instruments for 

managing bodies.  The shift in emphasis enables us to situate the mundane rhetorical 

practices of speaking and writing directly on the historical plane of social production and 

therefore reveals them to us as the ontological basis for a world beyond capital.31  Hardt 

and Negri write that “this is where the first methodological approach has to pass the 

baton to the second, the constructive and ethico-political approach.”32   

 The ethico-political approach “must delve into the ontological substrate of the 

concrete alternatives continually pushed forward by the res gestae, the subjective forces 

acting in the historical context.”33  This approach differs from the previous approach in 

the sense that capital—or to say exactly the same thing, dead labor—is no longer the 

focus of the inquiry.34  The pretenses of objective and scientific analysis of the mode of 

production are replaced with the desire to embed oneself within the movement of refusal 

of labor insofar as labor is capital and to amplify the trans-historical tendencies of refusal 

so as to precipitate an irresolvable crisis.35  The ethico-political approach is therefore also 

constructive in the sense of “seeking to lead the processes of the production of 

subjectivity toward the constitution of an effective social, political alternative, a new 

constituent power.”36  In the idiom of Marx, the logic of this inquiry seeks not only to 

critique “the state of affairs that is to be established, an ideal to which reality will have to 

adjust itself” but to affirm “the real movement that abolishes the present state of 

things.”37  To remain in manere to the real movement requires close attention to the way 

in which the surplus of local and immediate processes of struggle (that kernel of struggle 
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which is not fully exhausted or actualized) communicates to different configurations of 

refusal and resistance.38      

 The upshot of this approach is that we may move from a rhetorical understanding 

of “resistant culture as signifying practice” to one that historicizes the role of rhetorical 

practices of speaking and writing in their capacity to compose or fabricate ontological 

possibilities, alternative ways of being.39  The prototype of this approach is undoubtedly 

embedded in the early writings of Kenneth Burke, who argues that “the ethical is…linked 

with the communicative (particularly when we consider communication in the broadest 

sense, not merely as purveying information, but also as the sharing of sympathies and 

purposes, the doing of acts in common, as with the leveling process of communicating 

vessels).”40  Thus although the approach I am advocating downplays the formulation of 

resistant culture as signifying practice, the (re)turn to ontology entails a more 

fundamental (re)formulation of communication as the basis of the doing of acts in 

common.  

 It is also necessary to state the somewhat technical language of the ethico-politics 

at the outset of the present work in order to perform the approach in the writing of the 

historical narrative.  In a sense, by showing, rather than telling, the way in which the 

event of composition (the surprise of itinerant workers constituting themselves as a 

roving army of hobo orators) caught the state off guard and forced important concessions, 

each chapter offers an historical clue to understanding not only the communication of 

struggle but the way in which such communication exposes a vulnerability of the state.  

At this point, the theoretico-rhetorical task of the dissertation (to conceptualize the 

rhetorical on the plane of social production) reconnects with the historico-political 
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ambitions (to put a weapon in the hand of the working class).  Yet the completion of the 

loop must be understood in the writing of the dissertation through the concrete 

descriptions of the transformations of struggle rather than in the abstract.  In practice, the 

vulnerability of the state, as I will show, permitted the reconstitution of more complex 

and outright violent forms of repression that sought to deter the composition of hobo 

orators in advance.  In this regard, As Jack Bratich argues, the vulnerability of the state 

“needs to be invoked, not to revisit a past glory nor find in it a model of action to repeat 

(only to melancholically be disappointed), but to detach from it in order to remake it.”41   

Thus the free speech fights contribute to our understanding of crisis by showing how the 

cracks in the state are not simply there for the strategic exploitation of Leninists but also 

provide a moment of reconstitution and redeployment of control.42   

 Consideration of the crisis of the juridical and the subsequent regrouping of a 

more powerful state of exception is generally ignored in all histories of the IWW free 

speech fights.  The most detailed information about the free speech fights can be located 

in Phillip Foner’s, collection Fellow Workers and Friends: IWW Free Speech Fights as 

Told by Participants.  This collection of oral histories has been invaluable to my own 

work but leaves much to be desired in terms of historical context and contemporary 

relevance.  The free speech fights are considered to varying degree in the more general 

histories of the IWW but are often considered as a kind of historical anomaly or 

temporary detour from the purpose and central leadership supposedly required for 

industrial domination.43  The most sustained treatment of the free speech fights, in David 

Rabbans, Free Speech in its Forgotten Years, deals mostly with emergence of vernacular 

rights consciousness.44                  
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 To set the stage one final time before proceeding with a description of the 

historical chapters, the approach I have taken in this dissertation engages in a certain 

historiography of the intellectual tradition of rhetorical scholarship by appropriating the 

ethico-political approach of Hardt and Negri.  This approach differs from text-based 

ideological criticism in that I hope to situate the oratorical form directly on the plane of 

social production; and therefore propose to study it as a distinct and dynamic site of class 

struggle.  My argument is that the telling of the free speech fights in this way may help 

thicken our formulation of communication in resistance and show capital and the state in 

the process of reorganization to deter the flows direct action and self-organization in 

advance.   

 In more specific terms, each chapter reconstructs a major episode in the free 

speech fights in order to illustrate the historical significance and consequence of the 

oratorical form as it was used by migrant workers to constitute themselves as a class.  

The first historical chapter, Spokane, 1909-1910, reconstructs the first major IWW free 

speech fight within the context of the Don’t Buy Jobs campaign and pays special 

attention to the way in which knowledges and practices of resistance spread through the 

coordination of hobo orators and audiences.  This chapter illustrates the power of 

soapbox oratory to bypass the mediation of the waged through the unwaged.  The one big 

union of waged and unwaged hobo orators forced a crisis in municipal authority and 

eventually resulted in the repeal of repressive speech codes.  The second historical 

chapter, Fresno, 1910-1911, discusses the second major free speech with attention to the 

differences from the previous chapter—namely, the way in which it became necessary for 

the IWW to mediate their relationship with local vigilante thugs through the technologies 
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of the press.  This chapter therefore marks a transition in which the free speech fights 

became increasingly detached from self-organization and direct action resulting in the 

unbridled violence against the union.  The next chapter, San Diego, 1912, situates this 

fight in the context of the self-activity and direct action of the Spanish-speaking 

members.  This chapter takes a short detour through IWW activity in the Baja Revolution 

in order to map the way in which the changing contours of local membership affected 

their capacity to counter the increasingly successful strategies of deterrence.  Although 

the fight in San Diego eventually resulted in a policy victory, at this point, the union 

relied too much on the tried and true tactics of previous free speech fights.  The 

repetitions of the tactics of previous struggle were easily captured by the increasingly 

savvy coalition of municipal authorities and capitalist vigilantes.  The next and final 

historical chapter, The Everett Massacre, 1916, situates this free speech fight in the 

context of the historical struggle of the timber workers to produce an organizational form 

appropriate to the radicalism of their ideology and the dangers of their occupation.  

Totally vanquished by the strategy of deterrence, the Wobblies experimented with a new 

tactic of open confrontation but were again thwarted in their attempt to reach Everett by 

boat.  The local sheriff and hundreds of deputized citizens attacked them with a fusillade 

from the city dock, sending the Verona back to sea.  The final chapter, Voyages of the 

Verona, is a meditation on the sense in which the fated venture of the sea-faring 

Wobblies can be viewed as a metaphor for the search for effective anticapitalist 

resistance in the present. 

 Few write rhetorical history to put a weapon in the hands of the working class.  

Those that do, often disagree on the fundamental categories of analysis (e.g. object or 
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method) and the way in which such analysis may constitute a political intervention.45  

Although I do not even know if it is possible to produce such an intervention, I do know 

that the ethical basis of struggle—as well as rhetorical praxis—is action in spite of an 

uncertain outcome.  I am also certain that the stories of the fights and bummery of the 

formidable and wildly raucous hobos of the IWW may enter mythology as an anomalous 

curiosity of Americana folklore.  I really hope not.  I hope instead that this other workers 

movement—the movement to smash the old structures and norms of class-

collaboration—can be insightful in a moment when all bargains with capital seem to be 

off.  In my attempt at describing these interesting and useful historical fragments, I hope 

at least to have produced a commons to share insurgent affects and desires across the 

void of sadness and disempowerment that characterize capital today.46     
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Spokane, 1909-1910 

Introduction 

 The free speech fight in Spokane was the first in a series of major free speech 

fights from 1909-1916.  The purpose and meaning of these confrontations varied as 

each fight reveals a different sense in which the self-organization of the class was 

accomplished through oratorical practice.  The free speech fight in Spokane reveals 

the way in which the organization of migrant workers as a union of hobo orators 

exposed a vulnerability of the state to support the strategy of capital to mediate its 

relation to casual workers through the circulation of unwaged workers.  As the first in 

a series of chapters about the free speech fights, this chapter also provides the 

necessary historical context in order to situate the evolution and transformation of 

strategies of repression in the years leading up to the Everett Massacre of 1916.   

 The first part of this chapter describes the process by which soapbox oratory 

became a mechanism for the self-organization of hobo orators within the framework 

of the IWW and therefore also reveals the sense in which the initial tendency of the 

free speech fights involved the fabrication of an antagonism with capital in the 

context of the collapse of circulation and production through the Don’t Buy Jobs 

campaign.  The second section of this chapter describes the transformation of 

soapbox oratory as a form of direct action or, in other words, as a mode through 

which hobo orators constituted an immediate resistance to the technology of 

repression as formulated through speech codes of municipal policy.1  The third 

section of this chapter illustrates the myriad forms of insurgency activated by hobo 

orators, especially in the cramped quarters of the Spokane bastilles.  The major points 
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of each section are recapped in the concluding section in segue to the subsequent 

chapter on the fight in Fresno.  

The Hobo Orators of the IWW 

 The IWW was founded in 1905 precisely to organize an industrial base for a 

revolutionary general strike.  Although they eventually planned to organize all 

workers into One Big Union, they focused primarily on organizing among unskilled 

workers in the east and migrant workers of the west.  They are widely regarded as the 

most egalitarian union for organizing among immigrants, women, people of color, 

and other members of the working class generally considered unorganizable by the 

craft unions.  Indeed in stark contrast to the craft or business unionism, the preamble 

to the constitution of the IWW states that “the working class and the employing class 

have nothing in common.”  While the American Federation of Labor believed in “a 

fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work,” by 1908, the IWW openly called for “the 

abolition of the wage system.”  

 From the 1908 convention forward, the IWW emphasis on direct action made 

a strong impact on organizing migrant workers of the American west.  During this 

time, millions of hobos circulated through the western cities attracted to the relative 

freedom of exploitative seasonal work.  The IWW appealed to this section of the 

working class for a number of reasons but primarily because the democratic character 

of the union permitted self-organization of its membership as well as universal 

transfer of the union red card.  Hobos were free to become organizers or not, to work 

or go on the bum, to join a mixed local in any of the union halls or to camp out in the 
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jungles.  The following description of the iconic western IWW member illustrates 

the sense in which the union cultivated a subjective hatred of the boss and waged 

work:    

 His cheerful cynicism, his frank and outspoken contempt for most of the 

 conventions of bourgeois society…make him an admirable exemplar of the 

 iconoclastic doctrines of revolutionary unionism. His anomalous position, half 

 industrial slave, half vagabond adventurer leaves him infinitely less servile 

 than his fellow workers in the East.  Unlike the factory slave of the Atlantic 

 seaboard and central states he is most emphatically not “afraid of his job.”2 

The quotation is representative of a number of arguments produced in IWW literature 

of the day romanticizing hobo culture.  The connection between hobo culture and the 

radicalism of the IWW is also illustrated by Charles Ashleigh’s rich description of 

life in the working class slums of Minneapolis:       

 They fascinated Joe, these workers who were so different from farmers, 

 although they worked on ranched during the harvest; and who were different, 

 also, from the  city workers, although like them they were dependent on 

 wages.  There was an  atmosphere of  recklessness and daring about these 

 fellows, who strolled along the streets in their blue overalls, or khaki trousers, 

 with grey or blue shirts, open at the  throat, and their black slouch hats.  They 

 knew the western states from British  Columbia to the Mexican border, from 

 Chicago to Portland, Oregon.  In all the vast territory where great railroads are 

 still being built, or giant reservoirs where wheat and other harvests are 

 gathered; where forests are felled, they roamed from job to job, often 
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 becoming dependent between employments upon begging or even stealing, 

 and never paying for a railway journey.  Either they would be shipped out to 

 jobs by the employment agencies, or they would travel illegally, hiding upon 

 freight or passenger trains, risking discovery by railroad employees or police, 

 and the consequent beatings of imprisonment.  But they spent their money 

 royally.  After working for a couple of months or more in a construction 

 camp, where they slept in wooden bunks, or in a lumber camp, they would 

 come into town with their pockets full of money; and then there would be a 

 prodigious celebration!  Everybody was welcome to share in the ‘stiff’s’ 

 prosperity; and everyone did…Genial groups poured out of saloons to enter 

 other ones.  On the corner the portable rostrum of the Industrial Workers of 

 the World was being set up, and in a moment the voices of the ‘Wobblies’, 

 singing their revolutionary songs, added yet another note to the strong 

 symphony of the Slave Market.3 

Any hobo was capable of being an IWW organizer or delegate provided he or she was 

in good standing with the union.  Although the union did provide some pay for 

organizers with exceptional oratorical skills, most organizers also lived and worked 

according to the seasonal patterns of migrant labor.  They often held propaganda 

meetings in the jungle camps set up outside of towns.  These meetings always 

included a speech and usually a song or two.  Soapboxer and IWW organizer James 

P. Walsh describes one such organizing experience in the Industrial Union Bulletin:  

 We continued our work of propaganda without missing a single date, and all 

 re-united at Spokane, where we held several good meetings.  Leaving 
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 Spokane, we took in Sandpoint, Idaho, and then rambled into Missoula 

 Montana, where we had some of the best meetings of all the places along the 

 route.  We put the “Starvation Army” on the bum, and packed the streets from 

 one side to the other.   The literature sales were good, the collections good, 

 and the red cards containing the songs sold like hot cakes.4     

These extended descriptions are meant to illustrate the strong connections between 

hobo culture and IWW organizing efforts.  The union provided a unique 

organizational form as well as informal organizational norms that appealed to and 

drew on cultural sources of animosity toward work and bosses.  

 At the close of the frontier, the techniques available to discipline the hobos 

roving through vast open spaces of the American west were different from those 

prevailing in the basic industries in the east.  For example, the conflict in major 

industries such as shipping, machine and iron molding was gradually being subsumed 

in the trend toward collective bargaining.  Indeed, trade agreements were established 

in multiple industries at district and national levels during the expansion of 

production and relative prosperity of the first decade of the 1900’s.5  These 

agreements required bosses to recognize union representatives as the sole agent to 

negotiate demands on behalf of an exclusive bargaining unit.  As many have shown, 

the prevalence of collective bargaining as an answer to the labor question permitted 

capital to mediate class conflict through the structures of the union.6   

 The strategic utility of the union as a way to mediate class conflict was 

irrelevant in the context of casual work west of the Mississippi.  Furthermore, in the 

absence of a reserve army of labor on hand, capital required an additional hand to 
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mediate casual waged labor with the circulation of unwaged labor.7  Enter the 

sharks.  Shark is a generic term for the employment agencies that promoted the 

circulation of unwaged workers throughout the American west.  The shark established 

this flow by promoting and selling the location of job sites ostensibly in need of 

workers.  Sharks contracted with certain bosses to ensure a steady flow of unwaged 

workers capable of replacing the waged workers at a moment’s notice.  In return, 

bosses arbitrarily fired workers and kept their crews for only short periods of time.   

 The IWW understood the significance of the shark in practical terms as a 

block to class unity.  Writing for the Spokane local’s periodical the Industrial 

Worker, J. C. Conahan explains the predicament with characteristic IWW flourish:  

 The men buy the JOB and go, at their own expense, to the camp.  The men 

 already at work at the camp are then discharged on the arrival of the fresh 

 batch of suckers, and these men discharged, who are now hobos, go back to 

 the employment office and to the shark who runs it to see if his teeth are sharp 

 as before.8   

At any given moment, workers were en route to a job, working a job, or getting fired 

from a job; hence, the IWW described their predicament as the three job system.  

IWW member and historian Fred Thompson explains the three job system in more 

detail:  

 They worked on the jobs with “one gang coming, one gang working, and one 

 gang going,” and the more rapid the turnover, speeded up by firings, the more 

 fees there were for the sharks to split with the boss-man who did the hiring 

 and firing.9  
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The joke among the IWW was that the sharks had discovered perpetual motion.  In 

reality, the sharks had fabricated a means to extend work and extract profit beyond 

the walls of the factory while simultaneously ensuring the maximization of profit at 

the point of production.10  The composition of hobos as a class within this network of 

circulation and exploitation virtually foreclosed the old fashioned model of workplace 

organizing. 

 The IWW initiated the Don’t Buy Jobs campaign in Spokane in 1909.  In the 

best case scenario, traditional union drives use interpersonal communication to build 

solidarity on the shop floor and then present demands to employers.  In contrast, the 

Don’t Buy Jobs campaign deployed soapbox orators within the networks of 

circulation in order to promote myriad practices of non-collaboration and eventually 

to force bosses to hire directly though the union.11  This small but important 

innovation in communication as a public technology of organizing permitted the 

IWW to connect community and workplace areas of struggle and so to use the 

collapse of circulation and production in a social factory as a resource rather than an 

obstacle to hobo composition.  The exodus from the circulation promoted by the 

sharks to the self-activity and organization established through the union hiring hall 

would eventually bypass the mediation of the waged through the unwaged in One Big 

Union of all the (waged and unwaged) workers.         

 Hobo orators utilized the signature wooden box as a raised platform from 

which to address throngs of migrant workers gathered in the slave markets of 

downtown Spokane.12  The elevated platform transformed a hobo into a hobo orator 

and the crowds of unwaged and waged migrants into attendees of a public meeting of 
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the union.  From the first words of the hobo oration, audiences were addressed in 

good faith and solidarity as “Fellow Workers and Friends,” or simply, “Fellow 

Workers!”  The IWW were fond of many different genres of speaking and audiences 

often experienced a mélange of impromptu or extemporaneous address, lecture, 

recitation, poetry (in addition to IWW poets such as Agnes Thecla Fair or Covington 

Hall, they speak fondly of Whitman and Shelley for example), and frequently, song.  

Programs often included multiple local speakers (at this point speaker and organizer 

were sometimes used interchangeably as in the slang term jaw-box) as well as touring 

speakers from headquarters or regional organizing drives.  To be sure, the soapbox 

orators competed for the attention of the migrant workers with single-taxers, 

preachers (sky pilots), and especially the Salvation Army (starvation army) band.   

 Utah Phillips is fond of recounting one tactic the IWW used to gather a 

crowd.13  According to Phillips, the orator would shout “help, help, I’ve been 

robbed!”  A crowd would gather and the orator would continue “I’ve been robbed by 

the capitalist system, fellow workers!”  The meeting would then commence with a 

speech or perhaps with the song made famous by the IWW hobo orators “Hallelujah, 

I’m a bum.” 

 Why don’t you work, like other folks do?  
 
 How in hell can I work when there’s no work to do?   
 
 (Chorus)    
 
 Hallelujah, I’m a bum, Hallelujah bum again,  
 
 Hallelujah, give us a handout to revive us again.   
 
 Why don’t you save all the money you earn?  
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 If I didn’t eat I’d have money to burn.   
 
 I went to the bar and asked for a drink,  
 
 They gave me a glass and the showed me the sink.   
 
This and other songs functioned to activate audience participation in the meeting and 

to counter the Salvation Army band which regularly attempted to drown out IWW 

orators.  When the band showed up to silence the orators in the pomp and glory of 

popular Christian hymns, the IWW simply changed up the lyrics and sang right along.  

For example, the Joe Hill song “Preacher and the Slave” was sung to the tune of 

“Sweet Bye and Bye”:    

 Long-haired preachers come out every night  
 
 To tell you what’s wrong and what’s right.  
 
 But when asked about something to eat  
 
 They will answer in voices so sweet,  
 
 (Chorus) 
 
 You will eat, bye and bye, 
 
 In that glorious land up in the sky (way up high).  
 
 Work and pray, live on hay, 
 
 And you’ll get pie in the sky when you die (that’s a lie).   
 
The struggle against the strategic objective of capital to mediate its relation to the 

waged through the unwaged cannot happen in the abstract but must take concrete 

forms of social praxis.  The parenthetical phrases of “Preacher and the Slave” and the 

simple choruses of “Hallelujah I’m a Bum” and other songs provided an opportunity 

for the gathered crowds to sing along in a lively commons of call and response.  
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Fabricating a commons of waged and unwaged workers through oratorical forms 

should not be confused with producing an identification that subsumes either waged 

or unwaged workers as an ideal type.  Instead, the participation of waged and 

unwaged workers in a commons of performative solidarity permitted the fabrication 

of class as a sort of social praxis that emerges in the process of the everyday fight 

against work and the extension of work throughout the social.   

 This sort of struggle in which the waged and unwaged struggle against 

themselves insofar as each represent a kind of value to capital also necessitates a kind 

of dissemination of struggle through self-organization rather than a kind of vanguard 

manipulation of consciousness.  Elizabeth Gurley Flynn recalls the way in which the 

union promoted the self-organization of hobo orators through a rotating schedule of 

deployment:    

 We had a custom in those days to send a speaker into a district for an 

 indefinite period—until the speaker was worn out or the local audiences got 

 tired.  It was a  good plan, for both the speaker and for the organization.  

 Instead of being a fly- by-night lecturer, voicing generalities, one was 

 compelled to study and deal with the conditions confronting workers in that 

 area and the remedies the organization proposed, and to speak about these 

 matters.  I came to know the people as they really were, their strengths and 

 weaknesses.  The speaker had to speak in a manner to interest people to whom 

 he was not a passing novelty.  It was hard on the lazy ones—speech orators—

 of which we had a few.14      
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The distinction that Flynn makes between a speaker and a speech orator suggests 

that successful address offered concrete analysis and solutions to local concerns.  In 

this sense, Flynn also illustrates how the union conceptualized address as way to 

activate the capacity of the class “their strengths and weaknesses” for the practical 

struggle with capital.   

 These innovations and experiments in public address as a technology of 

organization produced anomalous increases in union membership.  Hobos flocked to 

join the OBU and cut their teeth on the soapboxes of the slave market in Spokane.  

From the fall of 1908 to the summer of 1909 IWW membership in Spokane increased 

from several dozen to around three thousand members with approximately half in 

good standing at any given time.15  Hobo orators were holding four mass meetings 

per week.  The local began publication of a weekly paper, the Industrial Worker.  The 

union rented a new hall with a lecture room, library, reading space, and offices.   

 In addition to the new facilities the increasing organizational strength of the 

union provided new opportunities for direct action:      

 Today the IWW in Spokane numbers thousands of members.  It is generally 

 enough to send a few men from the Union Hall to reason with the employment 

 shark in a case where he has robbed a victim.  The employment shark pays 

 back the amount stolen.  He has had a change of heart.16 

The increasing capacity for direct action is further dramatized by a popular song sung 

by IWW hobos in Spokane:  

 I remember you, I remember you; 
  
 Mr. Shark, you grafter; 
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 You’re the feller I am after, 
  
 For I mean to comb your hair with this piece of pipe. 
  
 Oh I remember you, and you’ll remember me. 
  
 See this shark to me is walking, 
  
 Soon this gaspipe will be talking 
  
 Then he’ll remember me.17   
 
Beyond the thinly veiled specter of violence associated with direct action, the 

increasing organizational strength of the union permitted them to institute a voluntary 

insurance plan as well as an in-house employment service as an alternative to 

eventually replace the employment agents altogether.  The Don’t Buy Jobs campaign, 

which was initiated by utilizing the oratorical as a public technology through which 

waged and unwaged migrant workers began to organize as a class, was now, in effect, 

realizing in material practice the IWW vision of bringing to birth a new world from 

the ashes of the old.   

Soapbox Oratory as Direct Action 

 The municipal authorities of Spokane sought to repress the emerging 

composition of hobo orators through public policy.  The city initially passed an 

ordinance prohibiting “the holding of public meetings on any of the streets, sidewalks 

or alleys within the fire limits” in 1909.18  Adding insult to injury (or more precisely, 

injunction), the city subsequently amended the policy to authorize the mayor to 

exempt religious organizations from the ban.19   

 The IWW were incensed that the new content-based distinction could permit 

free run of the streets to one of their most hated foes the Starvation Army.  The 
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Industrial Worker published increasingly harsh critiques of employment agents as 

well as city officials.  By March of 1909 the Industrial Worker proclaimed that 

“organized power is better than law” and editorialized that “while police ‘can’t’ help 

it [the workers] will proceed to write some laws of our own and enforce them.”20  In 

another published statement referencing the change in policy to exempt religious 

organizations, a local organizer argued, “let this last evidence be proof that there is no 

help for working people outside of their own direct, intelligent, courageous action.”21  

The Industrial Worker also published more specific calls to action:   

 The opportunity for real agitation and organization … in the winter time, is 

 magnificent!  As for the hungry individual, there are a thousand ways of 

 getting food without resort to ‘mob’ violence.  A man who has lost all 

 superstitious respect for his masters’ laws will soon be able to invent ways 

 that fit the need of the moment, remembering that all is fair in war.22  

As the Industrial Worker published increasingly overt calls for an outright 

confrontation in Spokane, hobo orators defeated city police in Missoula in a small but 

important skirmish over a similarly repressive speech code.  In Missoula, the IWW 

learned the important tactical lesson that there was indeed a limit to the discretionary 

funds used to incarcerate and process speakers who not only violated the ordinance 

but refused to leave the jails while demanding food and other accommodations.23   

 Although this early success in Missoula offered an important lesson, it 

remained a question if the tactic could be reproduced on a much larger scale and with 

heightened stakes in Spokane.  In a more significant sense, the success of the tactic in 

Spokane would require the solidarity for an oratorical performance of sections of the 
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working class that capital had sought to divide by mediating its relation to one 

(waged) through the other (unwaged).  However, the Don’t Buy Jobs campaign had 

already established a framework for this sort of solidarity and the influx of hobos 

after the harvest would provide the sheer muscle.24  In fact, the IWW intended 

precisely to draw on the reservoir of waged and unwaged workers pooled together in 

the saloons, slave markets, and city streets in the cold and muddy months between the 

fall harvest and the spring planting:  instead of blowing yer stake on likker just to get 

the jims on any old mainstem, why not apply a dose of direct action to the sharks in 

Spokane?25 

 On October 25, 1909, IWW member James P. Thompson was arrested for 

speaking on the street.  The Industrial Worker put the union—and the city for that 

matter—on notice that hobo orators would take the streets on the day Thompson 

appeared in court, regardless of the decision of the Judge:   

 If he is dismissed, and the authorities allow the union to speak on the streets—

 as the religious bodies are already allowed—all right.  If he is convicted the 

 I.W.W. will proceed on that day, November 2, to hold public meetings on the 

 streets regardless of the law.  REMEMBER, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 

 THERE WILL BE A STREET MEETING IN SPOKANE.26 

Thompson, as it would happen, was acquitted for the original offense of violating the 

speaking ban even as the Judge recommended to the police that they should arrest 

speakers for disorderly conduct.27  The signal had already been given as the streets of 

Spokane were flooded with hobo orators and the free speech fight was underway. 

Street meetings began early the afternoon of November 2.   
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 The Industrial Worker reported that “meetings were started in different 

parts of the city at about 1 o’clock in the afternoon and up till 5 o’clock in the 

evening; as one speaker was pulled off the box by police another would stand for the 

purpose of being arrested.”28  At first blush, simultaneous street meetings at different 

parts of the city involving arrest after arrest must have appeared somewhat chaotic.  

However, the hobo orators self-organized into mobile compositions of speakers and 

audiences.29  A core of ten orators volunteered from the local.  Each volunteer 

organized a “fighting committee” that included five other orators.  Each member of 

the fighting committee selected an alternate.  The alternates were also responsible for 

selecting an alternate.  The tightly knit groups and groups within groups illustrates 

that the actual confrontations were neither spontaneous nor directed from a central 

command.  Instead the groups coordinated through self-organization to appear 

simultaneously across the city, to dissolve back into the gathered crowds, and to 

reassemble at a moment’s notice.30  On the first day of the fight, approximately 100 

orators were arrested.31  A mass meeting was held that night and the Industrial 

Worker reported that “the men are orderly, disciplined and determined to take their 

place on the street as fast as they are needed.”32  Within the next ten days, 158 more 

orators were arrested.33   

 To supplement these efforts, the Industrial Worker published a call for 

participation that was immediately sent out across the country: “Big free speech fight 

in Spokane; come yourself if possible, and bring the boys with you!”34  As hobos 

responded to the call and bummed in from around the country the internal 

composition of the union became more complex yet remained organized.  By the end 
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of November, 438 additional orators were arrested.35  After the local jail was filled, 

a schoolhouse was temporarily transformed into a detention facility.  With the 

permission of the War Department, local officials also used Fort Wright to house 

inmates.  Each arrestee demanded a separate trial and the IWW sued the city and 

municipal authorities for $150,000 in damages.36  Over the course of a few months 

the struggle ebbed and flowed as hundreds of hobos struck out for Spokane, often 

from great distances, in order to stand on a soapbox for a few minutes and say a few 

words to audiences that sometimes numbered in the thousands.37   

 Before such crowds there were few opportunities for hobo orators to say more 

that “Fellow Workers and Friends,” “Friends and Fellow Workers,” or even simply 

“Fellow Workers.”  However, we can at least get a sense of what the speeches may 

have been like by looking at the few existing accounts given by actual participants.  

For example, consider C. E. Payne’s description of the free speech fights:  

 The first speaker would have been able to hold a crowd with a speech of half 

 an hour or more had he been allowed the time, but he  was arrested and 

 hustled off to jail within less than two minutes after he had shouted “Fellow 

 Workers!”  This man’s voice had the twang of the Down East Yankee, and his 

 bearing was that of a descendant of the Pilgrims of the Mayflower.  Following 

 him cam a short, swarthy German, evidently from Shwatzwald.  “Mein Fellow 

 Vorkers! Schust you listen by me vhile I tells you sometings!”  But what that 

 “something” was he could not tell before he was seized and hustled in the 

 wake of the other two.  After  the German came a large, raw-boned Irishman 

 with the brogue of the ould sod thick on this tongue.  “Fellow Workers! Oi’m 
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 not much of a spaker, but Oi don’t suppose Oi’ll be allowed to talk long, 

 anyhow.”  That was all the speech he was allowed to make before he too was 

 led away.  Next in line was an Italian who shouted the regular greeting of 

 “Fellow Workers,” spoke a few rapid fire words and was taken towards the 

 jail.  From another part of the crowed a five-foot man with the unmistakable 

 rolling gait of a sailor sprang to center of the cleared street,  shouted “Fellow 

 Workers,” and had time enough to make perhaps the longest “speech” of the 

 evening.  “I have been run out of this town five times by the Citizens’ 

 Club, and every time I have found my way back.  This proves conclusively 

 that the world is round.”38 

The participants evidently did not anticipate making much of a speech and prepared 

no lengthy manuscripts.  Indeed, it mattered not what one said, nor how one said it.  

Fred Thompson recalls an account of one hobo orator that was struck by stage fright:   

 One man, unaccustomed to public speaking, uttered the customary salutation, 

 and still unarrested, and with no police by the box, paused, with nothing more 

 to say,  and in all the horrors of stage fright, hollered: “where are the cops?”39 

Even orators that were capable of extended oration from the soapbox recall the 

practice of speaking rather than the content of the speech.  For example, the poet 

Agnes Thecla Fair—described by Elizabeth Gurley Flynn as the first women hobo—

provides a telling account: 

 I made four jumps, as the box filled with dry goods, standing at Howard and 

 Riverside, in front of the White House was a high one.  I talked for ten 

 minutes and had a large crowd, when a detective came up and took me down 
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 from my high pedestal.  He wanted me to walk to the station, but as I had 

 never rode in a hurry-up wagon I asked to ride.40  

Despite the brevity of the comments they do reveal a sense in which the self-

organization of hobo orators cut not only across waged and unwaged but also across 

nationality and (sometimes) gender.  Indeed, the soapbox provided a platform (in the 

broadest sense) for the transformation of a collection of minorities into a common 

vector of struggle within and against the divisions of wage status or national origin.41  

Beyond the content of the speech, it was the saying that mattered and the saying that 

produced a communication of struggle across such transcendent divisions.     

 After a lull in February, the IWW vouched to “begin a new full scale invasion 

to fill Spokane jails and bull pens.”42  Finally, on March 10 of 1910, the city agreed to 

terms that would conclude the free speech fight.  The city released most of the orator 

prisoners and reconstituted the right to public assembly.43  In this way, the hobo 

orators effected the transformation of soapbox oratory: from a public technology to 

counter the strategy of division and mediation to a form of direct action in which 

speakers and audiences violated the speech code in order to force its repeal.   

The Social Communication of Struggle    

 The assembling of hobo orators in Spokane promoted the social 

communication of struggle through the sharing of knowledge and practices of non-

collaboration with authority.44  For example, the slogan of the Spokane local was to 

“find out what the boss wants you to do, and then—do the opposite.”45  In particular, 

hobo orators invented and shared ways to put the slogan into practice during their 

incarceration.  This section of the chapter describes the cramped conditions within the 
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jails and how non-collaboration with the commands of the guards cultivated 

innovative norms of jail solidarity.   

 Robert Foss recollects the conditions of the incarceration facilities in his 

testimony before the Commission on Industrial Relations:   

 I was taken down to the police station, searched and thrown in what they call a 

 sweat box.  I did not measure the place but I would guess it to be about 8 x 10 

 feet square.  There were 27 men inside and I made 28.  When the door was 

 shut it was air tight, with but one exception.  There was a steam pipe about 

 four inches running through the cell with steam on in full blast.  We were kept 

 in there 15 hours with the door shut.  We had to take our clothes off it was so 

 hot.  There were a lot of men who could not stand the heat and had to be 

 carried out after 15 hours.  We were then taken to cell No. 13, with windows 

 all open without any bedding at all.  Then they came and took our shoes away 

 from us, which made it all the worse for us…I have seen men brought in with 

 blood flowing from their face and head, some with broken bones and some 

 who had been kicked and beaten all over.  Although I was never struck by 

 anyone all the time I was in jail, they had what was called the club party.  

 They worked in the dark so as you could not see who they were.  They first 

 gave each man 1/3 of a small five cent loaf of bread, then they cut it down to 

 1/3 and finally they got it down to one loaf of bread for five men two times a 

 day…In the schoolhouse [used when the jail was full] they would wake us up 

 at all hours of the night and chase us from one room to another.  There is no 

 use of me trying to give a full detail of what I saw with my own eyes, for it 
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 would take a long time to write what I saw.  This is the truth as I saw it, so 

 help me God.  There would be no use of me telling a lie because there are six 

 or seven hundred men who could testify as to what I have written, which is 

 only a part of what took place in Spokane.46 

It is important not to forget that the treatment of the inmates varied by gender.  Agnes 

Thecla Fair describes how men accosted her to obtain information:      

 They put me in a cell with a fallen woman and left.  They were gone but a  few 

 minutes when two officers returned and (although the other woman was not to 

 go until Monday, she told me), they told her to get ready in two minutes and 

 get out.  When she was gone they put me in a dark cell, and about ten, big 

 burley brutes came in and began to question me about our union.  I was so 

 scared I could not talk.  One said, “We’ll make her talk.”  Another said, 

 “She’ll talk before we get through with her.”  Another said “F--k her and 

 she’ll talk.”  Just then one started to unbutton my waist, and I went into 

 spasms which I never recovered from.47 

These accounts are representative of the experiences of many inmates in the jails and 

various holding facilities established during the free speech fights.  Without the 

ingenuity to find alternative means to capture the flow of hobos into the city and into 

the jails, municipal authorities literally tortured many of their inmates and, in the 

process, caused several deaths.   

 When possible, the hobo orators practiced non-collaboration with the policies 

and commands of their jailors in such a way as to avoid an outright confrontation.  

For example, those who refused to work on a rock pile were restricted to a diet of 
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bread and water.  The hobo orators initially protested this policy by going on a 

hunger strike.  After realizing that the hunger strike was sapping their strength to fight 

even further they became more adept at less visible practices of non-collaboration.  

William Z. Foster describes how the hobo orators implemented a less visible practice 

of non-collaboration on the rock pile:    

 We simply went through the motions of working.  We accomplished almost 

 nothing.  For instance two men chained together pounded for four days upon 

 one rock, when it was accidentally broken.  To break that small rock (about as 

 large as a wash bucket) cost the city of Spokane $4.00 for food alone, at the 

 rate of 50 cents per day per man, besides the other expenses for 

 guards…[who] would shift us from shoveling to wheeling, carrying or 

 breaking rock, but it was the same old story wherever we were put.  Nothing 

 doing.  Passive resistance is an art, and many of the men have really become 

 experts at it in this fight.48 

Even as Foster marvels at the “studied awkwardness and deliberation” necessary to 

work on the rock pile without actually doing much work, he explains the constant 

labor of conducting union business from inside the cells:  

 In the jail we held rousing meetings and in order to do it systematically we 

 elected a secretary and chairman and set aside Sunday night for propaganda 

 meetings and Wednesday night for business meetings.  It was surprising the 

 amount of business we had to transact, and we established rules and 

 regulations of all kinds, from  tactics to be pursued if our shackles were put on 

 too tight, to forbidding I.W.W. members from shouting to the women 
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 prisoners who might be insulted by some of the doubtful remarks 

 continually bandied between the men and women prisoners.49 

In light of the various efforts of the jailors to break down the will to dissent, the self-

organization of the hobo orators must have come as something of a disappointment.  

Indeed, despite the terror and barbarism of the jails, rowdy hobo inmates held regular 

meetings and sang rebel hymns.  To cite only one further example of the self-

organization in the jails, consider the Thanksgiving Program put together by the hobo 

orators at Fort Wright:     

 1. 9:15 am Meeting called to order by Chairman J. Rebner. 
 
 2. Prayer. More stale punk and less water and patriotism. 
 
 3. Introduction of Master of Ceremonies--Wagoner. 
 
 4. Song--Red Flag. 
 
 5. Speech--Our Struggles for Emancipation, Past and Present, by Jas. C Knust. 
 
 6. Song--They are all Fighters. 
 
 7. Speech--Organization, Fellow Worker Leckner. 
 
 8. Song--Working Men Unite. 
 
 9. Song--German quartet. 
 
 10. Address in Russian, Fellow Worker Druzan. 
 
 11. Song--Banner of Labor.  
 
 12. Solo--Rouse Mit 'Em, Fellow Worker Jacobs. 
 
 13. Remarks on Organization, Oscar Anderson. 
 
 14. Tramp Life in the Old Country, Fellow Worker Jacobs. 
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 15. Recitation--God Knows we have Paid Them in Full (Kipling), by J.   
        
 Rebner. 
  
 16. Solo--Good-bye Dollars, I Must Leave You, by Fellow Worker Foscamp. 
 
 17. Monologue--Fellow Worker Collins. 
 
 18. Song--When London Sleeps, Fellow Worker Lenton. 
 
 19. Song--Banner of Labor, by (pink) Schroder. 
 
 20. I am Going to Live Anyway, Till I Die, by Nelan. 
 
 21. Duet--Holy City, Workingmen Unite, Knust and Nelan. 
 
 22. Recitation--Man with Hoe (Kipling), Fellow Worker Dixon. 
 
 23. Marseillaise, by Martyrs. 
 
 24. Skidoo to our School of Meditation Which Will Harvest a Crop of    
        
 Agitators, Leaders, and Editors that will Eventually Place our Persecutors        
  
 (if we so desire) Where We at Present Linger. 11:30 am.50 
 
The text of the Thanksgiving program highlights the sense in which jail solidarity 

integrated the necessary regimentation to conduct union business with a sense of non-

collaboration that was embedded within such regimentation.  To say nothing of the 

“prayer,” consider the example of the modification of a Kipling poem “Song of the 

Dead” as “We Have Fed You All for a Thousand Years” here listed as “God Knows 

We Have Paid Them in Full.”  Kipling’s ode to imperialism includes such verses as, 

 We have fed our sea for a thousand years 
 
 And she calls us, still unfed, 
 
 Though there's never a wave of all her waves 
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 But marks our English dead: 
 
 We have strawed our best to the weed's unrest, 
 
 To the shark and the sheering gull. 
 
 If blood be the price of admiralty, 
 
 Lord God, we ha' paid in full!51 
 
The anonymously authored IWW version of this poem replaces the debt to admiralty 

owed by the sea with the debt to the workers owed by the boss and the owning class:  

 We have fed you all for a thousand years 
  
 And you hail us still unfed, 
 
 Though there’s never a dollar of all your wealth 
 
 But marks the workers’ dead. 
 
 We have yielded our best to give you rest 
 
 And you lie on crimson wool. 
 
 Then if blood be the price of all your wealth, 
 
 Good God! We have paid it in full.52   
 
The song as well as other items in the program illustrate folklorist Archie Greene’s 

claim that “unlike many radicals before and after…the IWW accepted strange 

accents, surreal deliveries, zany humor, and pungent cartoons as proper in the 

organizations discourse.”53  It is remarkable to consider that the inmates of the 

bastilles of Spokane comprised their holiday celebrations out of hobo songs, 

international working class anthems, and such vernacular surrealism as “skidoo to our 

School of Meditation Which Will Harvest a Crop of Agitators, Leaders, and Editors 
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that will Eventually Place our Persecutors (if we so desire)  Where We at Present 

Linger.”54     

 In the cramped spaces of incarceration, the hobos fabricated ways to avoid 

collaboration with their jailors and kept to a regular schedule of business and 

propaganda meetings.  From the rock pile to floor of their cells, the hobo orators 

continued the work of transforming the collection of diverse elements into a common 

vector of struggle within and against the stratifications of wage and nationality.  In 

these close quarters the routines of jail solidarity permitted the social communication 

of myriad forms of struggle and, in so doing, supported and amplified the emerging 

ways of being in common that supported a revolutionary struggle against bosses and 

cops. 

Conclusion: Nothing in Common     

 Beyond the flash and bang of the tactical showdown between hobos and cops, 

the real ontological drama of the free speech fight involves the composition of hobos 

as an insurgent union of orators at the cutting edge of capitalist command.  As I have 

shown in this chapter, the shark provided an indispensible technology by which 

capital mediated its relation to the waged through the circulation of the unwaged.  

The circulation promoted by the collusion of shark and boss reflects the modern 

tendency of capital to impose its logic beyond the point of production, or, to say 

exactly the same thing, collapse space into time.55  The three job system certainly 

instituted a system of travel which continuously converted the unwaged to the waged 

and the wage to the unwaged but it also established a communication of feeling and 

thought that make up the sort of existence defined by such ceaseless conversion.    
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 The innovative and relevant contribution of the IWW was to institute a 

form of organization that worked within and against the circulations of publicity and 

sale of temporary employment.  In contrast to organizing workers by craft through 

interpersonal communication on the shop floor, the hobo orators of the IWW utilized 

the soapbox as a public technology to bridge the imposition of a strategic division 

between waged and unwaged workers in the city.  The orator organizers used the 

soapbox as an immediate way to actualize the transformation of the slave markets of 

Spokane into wild back-and-forth meetings of the union.  In this way, they promoted 

the subjective composition of the class through the everyday struggle against the 

extension of work.  In this regard, the IWW of the free speech fights stand out in 

sharp contrast to business union leaders today who increasingly resorts to pitiful calls 

for the dignity of labor.     

 The state instituted multiple versions of repressive public policy to prohibit 

the interruption of the circulation of publicity and sale of temporary employment.  

The fortification of the flow of capital also meant in practical terms an injunction 

against hobo organizing in the re-constituted space of the Spokane slave markets.  

Thus capital found in local municipal authority what it was refused by the IWW, 

another technology to mediate its relation to workers (and even more specifically, the 

emerging solidarity between waged and unwaged hobos).  Yet again, the hobo orators 

of Spokane are distinguished from labor leaders today who seek above all to ground 

their right, their raison d’être, in a contract establishing an identity of interest 

between workers and bosses.  The call for aid mobilized hundreds of orators who 

tramped hundreds of miles to say a few words to audiences of several thousands.  
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They vied with their comrades to go to jail and then to return to jail upon their 

release.  The city was even gutted from within by the continuation of assembly and 

address in the area bastilles.  As city coffers dwindled, the state could not absorb the 

shock of resistance to a self-organizing union of lawbreaking hobo orators—without 

the self-imposed discipline of the business union or some other authority or means—

and so were vanquished. 

 Nevertheless, the conclusion to the fight in Spokane marks the beginning of 

the transformation of the techniques of repression.  As subsequent chapters will show, 

the state, perhaps even more so than the union, exploited the vulnerability exposed in 

Spokane as a moment to regroup and redeploy its forces.  Meanwhile the union would 

seek to reproduce the pattern crystallized in Spokane as a general form of struggle 

against repressive speech codes.  The next major encounter, discussed in the 

following chapter Fresno, 1910-1911, would be radically different.  
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Fresno, 1910-1911 

Introduction: The Fallout of Spokane    

 The present chapter, Fresno, 1910-1911, covers the second major free speech 

fight with attention to the differences from the previous fight—namely, the way in 

which the IWW were forced to mediate their relationship with local vigilantes 

through the technologies of the press.  The first part of this chapter considers the 

textual exposition of the revolutionary subjectivity cultivated in the Industrial 

Worker.  In spite of the efforts to foreground the hobo as the embodiment of class 

struggle, the breakdown of local and immediate forces of composition in Fresno 

provided the conditions for unbridled violence against union members.  The second 

part of this chapter details these events in Fresno and situates the emergence of 

vigilante violence in the context of local sentiment. As I will show, despite the best 

efforts of the Fresno Morning Republican, the coverage of terrible and bloody attacks 

on the hobo orators drew national attention and permitted more general appeals of 

free speech to circulate to a wider audience.  Although the wider coverage 

considerably affected the outcome of the fight, the IWW paid for the experience in 

blood and could show only insignificant or ancillary development in the local 

capacity of the class for self-organization and direct action.  In the final historical 

section of this chapter, I describe one such ancillary development in an historical 

account of a squad of hobo orators who set off for Fresno but never made it.  Their 

remarkable adventure to Baja California suggests the importance of contextualizing 

the success of the fight in Fresno within the broader effort to produce a union of 

revolutionaries.  In this regard, this chapter is of interest insofar as it permits a view 
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of the union and of the forces of repression in the process of attempting to 

reconstitute and redeploy their energies in the fallout of Spokane.            

The Hobo or the Homeguard?   

 The Industrial Worker was the primary western IWW paper from 1909-1918.1 

Melvin Dubofsky’s introduction to the Greenwood Reprint edition of the Industrial 

Worker outlines the scope of the paper:  

 Most of the important developments in the history of the IWW were discussed 

 in the columns of the Industrial Worker.  A full-size newspaper, ordinarily 

 running four to eight pages, it consisted of news columns largely concerned 

 with IWW labor conflicts, feature stories, and ideological treatises drawn from 

 other radical publications (including European ones), exegetical contributions 

 on Marxism contributed by such IWW theoreticians and immigrant 

 intellectuals as Justus  Ebert and John Sandgren, a regular editorial page that 

 included revealing rank-and-file letters to the editor, book reviews and 

 cartoons (Mr. Block, the IWW ‘s cartoon caricature of the obsequious, hence 

 stupid, wage worker first appeared in the Industrial Worker).  Everything 

 from the Wobblies’ struggles for free speech to their bitter battles for 

 industrial justice in McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania; Lawrence, Massachusetts; 

 and Minnesota’s Mesabi Range, as well as the organization’s internal 

 struggles over structure, tactics, and objectives, made its appearance in the 

 pages of the Industrial Worker.2         

It was published in Spokane from March 18, 1909 to February 5, 1910, when 

repression during the Spokane free speech fight forced a temporary relocation to 
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Seattle until May 21, 1910.3  After returning to Spokane, the Industrial Worker 

continued regular publication until it was suspended in the summer of 1913--over 

“ideological conflicts among members of the paper’s editorial staff and between the 

staff and the general executive board of the IWW”--until April 1, 1916 when it 

resumed publication in Seattle.4  Publication in Seattle continued until federal 

repression during the red scares of WWI.5   

 Following the return of the Industrial Worker to Spokane, May 21, 1910, the 

editorial board issued a number of statements regarding its purpose and function that 

give us a clue into its utility as a component of class composition.  Editor Hartwell S. 

Shippey remarks that “the return of the paper to the management of the Spokane 

Locals, the election of new editors, is perhaps an excuse for a short statement of the 

future policy of the paper.”6  The new policy directs new attention and focus to the 

role of the movement media in relation to class struggle:   

 First and foremost, the paper must be ALIVE.  It must fan the flame of 

 rebellion in the ranks of the workers—rebellion against the boss at every point 

 where his interests and that of the workers conflict—and that is everywhere.  

 The paper is concerned not at all with satisfying any but the rebellious slave, 

 and to do this it is imperative that it be filled with “live copy.”  To the extent 

 of their ability, the editor and his assistant will see that the paper is a fighting 

 rebel sheet.  The paper, however, is not their paper.  It is the organ of the 

 militant workers, and it is up to the latter to do everything in their power to 

 assist in making the paper all that can be desired.  The fundamental function 
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 of The Industrial Worker is not so much to expound a philosophy as to keep 

 the workers acquainted with the progress of the movement.7        

The lead article from June 4, 1910, titled “Struggle for Free Speech in North and 

West”, explains that “there seems to be an epidemic of free speech fights on the part 

of the workers, due to the activity of the police in denying the workers the privilege 

of airing their views.”8  In Wenatchee, Seattle, and Fresno, “men have been jailed and 

otherwise mistreated for exercising the ‘right’ of free speech.”9 In each city, “the 

workers are quietly drifting into these centers of persecution, going to work and 

waiting until the opportunity present[s] itself for direct action, either in the way of a 

general strike or a direct fight for free speech.”10  Thus does the Industrial Worker 

continue with its “fundamental function” under the new editorship of Hartwell S. 

Shippey “not so much to expound a philosophy as to keep the workers acquainted 

with the progress of the movement”11   

 Furthermore, the emphasis on the terms ALIVE and live copy suggest the 

emerging interest in how the paper could circulate tactics of direct action.  These 

terms were linked with Walker C. Smith’s column “Sparks from a Live Wire.” Smith 

would later serve as editor from 1912-1913 and gain notoriety for “a series of 

editorials that ran up until April 24, 1913, and that discussed, in exceedingly 

laudatory and hyperbolic language, the tactics of sabotage.”12  As discussed in the 

previous chapter the term sabotage first appeared in an article by Gustave Herve in 

September of 1909.  Smith wrote the first article on sabotage for the IWW in 1913 in 

which he explains that “this little work is the essence of all available material 

collected on the subject of Sabotage for a period of more than two years.”13   
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 The term sabotage was already en vogue by the summer of 1910 when the 

article “How Sabotage Affects the Scizzor-Bills” was the headline of a May 28 front-

page article in the Industrial Worker.  The article, published one week after the 

“statement of future policy,” reflects the emphasis on producing copy relevant to the 

internal calibration of the movement: “Those who are ‘honest’ and believe in giving a 

‘fair day’s work for a fair day’s wages’ should not read any more of this article”—

explains the unidentified author in the first paragraph.14  The author then states the 

purpose of the article to discuss “ways and means as to how to make the boss come-

through—how to get more of the goods.”15  The author then proposes more 

specifically to discuss a “method of striking called ‘Sabotage’ [which] means in a 

general way, GOING ON STRIKE WITHOUT STRIKING.”16  In one example, the 

author describes a situation in Germany where “a tunnel was being bored through a 

mountain from both sides, the two bores to meet in the center of the mountain.”17  But 

an Italian worker was mistreated by the company contracted to bore the tunnel and 

“in some unaccountable way a little screw was turned on an instrument and instead of 

meeting in the mountain, the two bores missed each other by 30 feet.  Ill-treating the 

Italian cost the company $2,000,000.00”18  The example suggests the sense in which 

the strike can be imagined as a withdrawal of labor power while remaining on the job:  

 The boss reasons thus: if he pays $1.50 or $2 to an employee, he figures that 

 he has bought the best ability of that slave.  The worker, on the other hand, if 

 he thinks he is not getting all he can from the boss, refuses to work with the 

 whole of his ability, and therefore does not do as effective work; is more 
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 careless and forgetful and generally less efficient.  He does not quit; he 

 simply  quits giving ALL of his ability…(emphasis added in italics)19       

 Note how the author refers to the subject of sabotage in the first personal plural and 

then transfers to passive voice when referring to the object of sabotage:  

 We work a day or two; then we find we are going to need a little more money 

 or a little more time to sleep and rest. We make a demand for more money, 

 less hours, Boss refuses.  H-m-m!!  Grain sacks come loose and rip, nuts come 

 off wagon wheels and loads are dumped on the way to the barn, machinery 

 breaks down, nobody to blame, everybody innocent and unashamed, boss 

 decides to furnish a little inspiration in the shape of more money and shorter 

 hours.  Everything lovely.  See?20         

The plural pronoun “we” indicates the sense in which sabotage is not simply an 

individual act of terror against a boss but rather constitutes a commons of refusal in 

which, at the same time, things happen.   

 To sustain and amplify class composition among the migrant workers, the 

Industrial Worker faced a rhetorical challenge of indicating the different senses in 

which solidarity may be revealed beyond the point of production.  As discussed 

above, the new emphasis on producing “live copy” and speaking of “How Sabotage 

Affects the Scizzor-Bills” reflects the struggle to address the audience constituted in 

the fallout of Spokane even as it sought to register and nurture the audience as a class 

in the process of composition.  This struggle or dynamic of the Industrial Worker 

performs the work of separation or discontinuity with the process of capitalist 

development, from the perspective of the organization of labor.  The struggle against 
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work or, in the words of the 1908 IWW Preamble, for the “abolition of the wage 

system,” is predicated on the principle also articulated in the preamble that “the 

working class and the employing class have nothing in common.”21  The rhetorical 

task of the Industrial Worker was therefore not only to indicate how solidarity may be 

revealed beyond the point of production but also to fabricate the hobo—the worker 

who most refuses the disciplinary function of work and the classic labor theory of 

value—as the locus of revolutionary subjectivity.  Assistant Editor Otto Justh makes 

the point:        

  That cityward [sic] migration of the workers has its effects upon the worker 

 alone.  He is the one who suffers, be it while slaving in one of those private 

 penitentiaries called factories, or at home (?) in a filthy, modern (?) improved 

 tenement.  Yes, and the workers in mill, mine, and forest and construction 

 camp fare not one whit better.  Theirs is a life barren of the joys that even a 

 tenement home, poor as it may be, affords.22 

Without the meager comforts of the urban industrial worker, the hobo is less 

susceptible to myths of progress promoted by the capitalist press: “The ‘Press’ wants 

to leave the solving of this great problem to future generations.  Not by a long shot—

if we, the workers, are alive, up and doing.”23  Once again, the concept of “alive” 

returns but this time in reference to an alternative temporality constituted by the 

refusal of progress: “THIS IS A PROBLEM OF TODAY and not tomorrow.  

Tomorrow never comes, don’t yer know!”24  The hobo occupies the space of 

revolutionary temporality suggested in this article because he or she most thoroughly 
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embodies the prospect of no future.  If there is no future there is only a block on the 

present moment.25        

 The Industrial Worker further valorizes the hobo through the promotion of 

internal debate.  An early argument in favor or focusing on organizing the homeguard 

of the basic industries distinguishes “Workers and Loafers”:  

 When will a man fight hardest?  When he has something to lose or when he 

 has something to gain?  When he is preserving what he has, or when he is 

 trying to get something that he has not?  Which is most active, the man who is 

 absolutely “on the bum,” down and out completely for the time being, with no 

 clothes, no money, not even a clean skin, and therefore has everything to gain 

 and nothing to lose, or the man who has a good suit of clothes, is clean and 

 well fed and has a few luxuries, and therefore has much to gain, but also 

 something to lose?  We all know from experience that, when we sink to the 

 lowest possible condition, we are slow to try to rise.  We know that there is 

 nothing to be lost, and therefore take  our time about attempting to better our 

 condition, some postponing it for life.  On the other hand, if we have a little 

 start, we rebel at the idea of allowing it to slip away from us from the lack of a 

 little effort…In a vague way the worker knows that champagne is better than 

 beer, but his palate has not been educated to  appreciate the great distinction.  

 Likewise he knows that the ease, the culture, the physical and mental well-

 being are desirable, but he does not miss classic music nor a marble bath as 

 would the capitalist if he were deprived of it…the point to the above is that 
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 the more we have the more we will fight to keep what we have and get 

 more.26     

 The language of “those who have, fight harder” makes a significant and very un-

IWW concession to gradualism.  By this logic, accumulation and perhaps even 

bourgeois sophistication precede revolutionary consciousness—leaving the hobo with 

few options.   

 The following week, Walker C. Smith responded with an article titled “The 

Floater an Iconoclast.”27  Smith begins by explaining hobo migration in terms of the 

great historical drama of the organization of work: “when a strike of long duration 

occurs in the east the more rebellious of the unmarried men go west.”28  That is to 

say, in this representation, the hobo is already constituted by a refusal of or 

withdrawal from the strike as a form of class struggle proper to the point of 

production.  In contrast to “the married men…tied to wife, children, and property” the 

“young and unmarried men have within them the spirit of unionism rather than the 

desire for the craft form of organization.”29  Withdrawing from the organization of 

work and the correlative institution of marriage “they go west working on the great 

railway lines that are still forging their way through the mountains.”30  As the 

railroads crossed the continent, “new labors are sought and found in the planting, 

harvesting and other seasonal occupations.”31  Bringing the reader to the present 

moment, Smith narrates how “the northwest is penetrated, and the workers become 

lumber jacks, river hogs, etc., as well as agricultural workers of various kinds.”32  As 

the economy moves from penetration to saturation, “these men are the casual, the 

migratory workers, in other words, the floater.”33 I cite the next section of the 
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argument at length, for Smith’s exemplary valorization of the hobo as the locus of 

revolutionary subjectivity:  

 These are the real proletarians.  Of them it can truly be said, “you have 

 nothing to lose but your chains.”  They are the unskilled propertyless workers.  

 Their blanket, a lousy bunk house or a strawstack shelter is their home.  Their 

 work shows them the direct relation between cause and effect and this 

 destroys their belief in God.  They are irreligious.  Their words and ethics are 

 not those of the ruling class.  The one, last tie that binds other workers to 

 society is lacking; there are no family ties.  Even the post office is as nothing 

 to them for they rarely make use of it.  Yet among these men are found men 

 with intellect, even college bred and powerful speakers are not rare.  

 Revolutionary literature finds its way into their midst and is eagerly received.  

 A hatred for the priest, the soldier, the policeman and other forms of authority 

 is ever present.  This is the class that the masters fear.  They can not be hired 

 to do the masters’ dirty work.  A yawning gulf separates them from the slum 

 proletariat of the great cities.  Though they come to the cities with a “roll,” 

 and many spend their entire earnings on a protracted spree, yet they ship out 

 again as soon as they are sober.  They are not of the type of the city saloon 

 bum and nothing will sooner cause a fight than to apply to them the epithet 

 “homeguard.”  It is this class of laborers, ever increasing in numbers with the 

 introduction of bonanza methods in agriculture, that is not intelligible to the 

 eastern philosopher or the pseudo-economist.  It is to this class, turned down 

 by the A.F. of L., that the I.W.W. must turn for material to organize.  Our 
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 style of unionism appeals to them.  Our tactics are their tactics.  Low dues 

 meet their needs and above all, the system of universal transfer cards 

 breaks  down the only barrier to their organization.  They have nothing in 

 common with their masters and their practical realization of the class struggle 

 would put the parlor socialists to shame.  To this class the I.W.W. comes as a 

 revelation.  It expresses the idea which they have long felt and it gives new 

 life to the hope nursed within their breasts.  It is no wonder they say of the 

 I.W.W. “We’ll go to hell for such a union.”34 (emphasis added)   

The rhetorical value of Smith’s profound materialist drama is worth noting.  In the 

first place, the hobo does not emerge out of some economic base; but rather, from the 

class struggle itself, the hobo is pushed westward as capital releases labor power 

across the continent.  As the northwest is penetrated and eventually saturated, the 

reserve army of labor emerges as a pool of floaters unencumbered by the social and 

political norms that bind their fellow workers to the east.  Then, “work shows them 

the direct relation between cause and effect and this destroys their belief in God.”35  

That is to say, the experience of work, in all its manifold expressions and hardships, 

from a lousy bunk house to a strawstack shelter, problematizes the bourgeois impulse 

to seek refuge in what Spinoza called the asylum ignorantiae of theocratic reason: 

“since men find in themselves and in nature many means which assist them in their 

search for what is useful they come to look on all natural means as means for 

obtaining what is useful, and they explain everything by ends, seeing everywhere the 

will of God.”36  In fact, all forms of flight into transcendence are rejected by the hobo 

for whom “hatred for the priest, the soldier, the policeman and other forms of 
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authority is ever present.”37  Refusing to “do the masters dirty work” of postponing 

and projecting of the present into transcendence, the hobo thus comes to embody the 

revolutionary promise that when you have nothing to lose, anything becomes 

possible.  If they would go to hell for such a union it is because there is no hell or 

more precisely because hell and salvation are only ways of talking about the 

possibilities of this world.   

 Smith’s article is representative of the broader purpose of the editorial focus 

of this period.  He and other influential writers helped to place focus on the 

glorification of the hobo and the circulation of tactics appropriate to the refusal of 

work (in all it myriad forms).  The analysis generally proceeded by pointing out that 

the hobo represents the cutting-edge of exploitation where exploitation is 

reconfigured beyond the classic labor theory of value to include the work 

accomplished outside of the factory—specifically, the way in which the hobo is 

subsumed in the mediation of the waged through the unwaged.  Thus the hobo is in 

the unique position of being situated in the most developed tendency of exploitation.  

Yet hobos are also unencumbered by the forms of discipline pertaining to the 

homeguard and factory models of exploitation.  Their disregard for work, the boss, 

and the product of their labor, hints at the promise of a new world brought forth 

through the ashes of the old.  Despite the problematic logic of this analysis, the 

circulation of discourses which depict the hobo as the privileged actor in the historical 

drama to abolish the wage provided an important textual resource for the emerging 

solidarity of hobo orators.  As more and more orators were forged in the fires of free 

speech fights spreading throughout the west, the regular weekly delivery of the 
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Industrial Worker connected the mixed locals in ways that the oratorical form 

could not—namely, by providing regular updates that, taken together, offer a picture 

of the broader development of the movement and, in turn, the progress toward the 

world beyond capital. 

The Fight in Fresno 

 The free speech fight in Fresno from 1910-1911 took the IWW to the fruit belt 

of California in the San Joaquin Valley.  Phillip Foner explains that, “Fresno had long 

been the key concentration point for agricultural labor in the state.”38  The Fresno 

local was composed of undocumented and migratory agricultural workers, the 

majority of whom including migrant fruit-pickers, but also casual laborers contracted 

to build a local dam, and some who worked in the power plant of the Santa Fe 

Railroad.39  The IWW local was established in 1909 and began organizing public 

meetings and distributing literature.40  Local 66 included one W. F. Little, brother to 

the well-known veteran of Spokane, Frank Little.  Frank shared experiences and 

information with his brother during Spokane and joined him when the fight was 

concluded.41 

 Police Chief Shaw began to crack down on public assembly in 1910 in tandem 

with the issue of a series of articles from the Fresno Morning Republican that 

attacked working class organization.  On April 17, only one month after the 

settlement was reached in Spokane, the Fresno Morning Republican announced 

“Mexican Speaker is Stopped by Police: Socialist Agitator has no Permit; Is to Enter 

Protest.”42  The article went on to report that “a Mexican socialist was stopped last 

night while addressing a crowd of peons at the corner of F and Tulare streets, and 
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refused the right to proceed in his talk.”43  The police officer, claiming an ability to 

speak Spanish, reported that “the Mexican [was] haranguing the peons regarding the 

oppressing power of the police and doing everything in his power to incite these men 

against the police.”44  After the officer stopped the unnamed Mexican speaker, W. F. 

Little displayed a permit and was permitted to speak provided that he did not also 

criticize the officers. 

 The incident on F and Tulare occurred during an unsuccessful attempt to 

organize the city’s street cars.45  The Fresno Morning Republican editorialized on 

April 19 that “it is pleasant to know that the walking delegate of the Industrial 

Workers of the World failed to get any encouragement in his effort to organize the 

street railway workers of Fresno.”46  The editorial continued by making a distinction 

between the IWW, “a class revolutionary organization that bring neither peace to the 

community  nor stable prosperity to their members,” and “business-like unions” with 

their purpose of “the improvement of the condition of its members and the promotion 

in industrial peace”47  The editorial explains that the American Federation of Labor 

accomplishes the dual purpose of the business union even though thy may “have 

more difficulty in doing it with street car men and teamsters than any one else, simply 

because these two trades must conduct their contests, when they have them, on the 

public streets, where their work is done.”48  In a moment foreshadowing what is to 

come, the paper concludes that “It is hard to conduct any conflict in the streets 

without provoking somebody to violence.”49  

 On May 26, 1910, Patrolman Cronkbite arrested IWW member Elmer Shean 

on a warrant for vagrancy.50  Raymond Cabezut, also affiliated with the IWW, was 
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arrested for the same offence while “addressing a crowd of foreigners.”51  Upon 

their arrest, Chief Police Shaw “notified all patrolmen that every permit for speaking 

on the streets had been canceled and if the Industrial Workers attempt to hold 

meetings they are to be arrested.”52  However, fearing a repeat of the events of 

Spokane, the Fresno Morning Republican advised officials to avoid arresting IWW 

orators: “it is probably just as well to avoid making martyrs of the Industrial Workers 

of the World.”53  Obviously aware of the events in Spokane the paper explains that 

the IWW is “anxious to go to jail and some of them will doubtless succeed in 

compelling the police to arrest and the courts to convict them.”54  Again 

distinguishing the IWW from the AFL, the Fresno Morning Republican councils its 

readership “let no one delude himself with the idea that these people are a legitimate 

labor union, entitled to the respect and consideration which labor unions receive.”55  

As an organization only “ostensibly of workers” the IWW organizers “who are 

making the effort to introduce this anarchist mob in place of the law-abiding trades 

unions are entitled to no sympathy or consideration whatsoever.”56 

 These events get picked up in an article for the June 4 issue of the Industrial 

Worker with a report from Frank Little: “in Fresno, the chief of police has revoked all 

street-speaking permits and declares that anyone speaking in the street or refusing to 

accept work when offered will be jailed.  Truly a return to the feudal system.”57  Of 

course, as the IWW learned in Spokane, the most appropriate time for a full-on free 

speech fight would be after the harvest.  In a letter from the same issue, Little 

explains in more depth how Shean was arrested for vagrancy and how Cabezut “who 

was a Mexican agitator and was doing good work for the Local [will be] tried next 
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Wednesday.”58  According to Little Chief of Police Shaw notified Local 66 that “to 

talk against the business interests is treason” but insists that “we will build up a good 

Local here this summer.  The Russians, Mexicans, Japanese, and Chinamen are 

coming in, so you can look for something to happen here this fall.”59 

 Chief of Police Shaw explained that “he would arrest any man in Fresno who 

would refuse to work when a job was offered, as such men would be considered 

vagrants.”60  In response, local members posted unsigned notices throughout the city 

alerting of a mass meeting for 3 o’clock the following afternoon.61  The Fresno 

Morning Republican reported on the meeting in typically racist fashion: “Not over 

two hundred people attended.  The majority were working men whose appearance 

indicated not have worked much recently, while there was a considerable scattering 

of peons.”62  According to the Fresno Morning Republican, the police showed up and 

notified Little that there was no permit to speak.  Little then called the meeting off.  

Then, in a very interesting moment, “a little flurry was aroused when Chief Shaw 

seized a bunch of newspapers from an outside city which an Industrial Worker was 

hawking about the park.”63  It is highly conceivable that the paper mentioned was the 

Industrial Worker.  Fortunately, the issue mentioned above had not yet gone to press 

in Spokane.  However, it is likely that Fresno would have had copy from the May 21, 

1910 issue.  This issue included a very interesting story about direct action against 

sharks in Minneapolis that would have been of interest to the Fresno police.64  

Alternately, there is a possibility that Fresno would have been “hawking” the May 28 

issue which included the article “How Sabotage Affects the Scizzor-Bills” discussed 

above.  Either issue of the Industrial Worker would have provided the Chief with a 
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good deal of information regarding the strengths and tactics of the western IWW.  

After the Industrial Worker was confiscated the crowd retired to a hall in 

Chinatown.65  The Fresno Morning Republican reported that although “there was 

little done,” Chief Shaw was referred to as a “petty official” as members “asked if 

Fresno can afford a repetition of the Spokane campaign for street speaking.”66 

 The remainder of the summer was quiet as IWW members bided their time 

waiting for the end of the harvest.67  Already in the build up to the free speech fight, 

the Fresno Morning Republican sought to depict the IWW as a public nuisance that 

had to be stopped.  They claimed the IWW was an illegitimate union that posed a 

threat to the general order of town business.  Furthermore, they claimed, the IWW 

promoted an anarchist organization of peons with respect for neither the authority of 

the law nor the Chief of Police.  As such, they were not deserving of the protection 

such respect should afford them.      

 Little warning preceded the announcement of an invasion of Fresno in an 

August 6, 1910 article for the Industrial Worker:  

 Word comes from Fellow Worker F. H. Little that the bulls of Fresno, Cal., 

 are again discriminating against the workers by denying them the right to 

 speak on the street.  The Starvation Army is permitted to spread their scab 

 propaganda and is protected by the cops in doing it which his enough to show 

 that the bosses know who are favorable and who are detrimental to their 

 interests.  The workers of Fresno may count on the aid of all reds in 

 regaining the privilege of free speech.68  
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A few weeks later the Little brothers and several friends were arrested for 

disturbing the peace.69  They were arrested en route from a bar to a hotel for allegedly 

refusing follow police orders to quiet their voices.70  Six days later, W. F. Little wired 

General Secretary-Treasurer Vincent St. John in Chicago: “F. H. Little and two other 

members arrested for standing on the street and not ‘moving on’ by 9 p.m.  Myself for 

asking ‘why?’  Police are bound to force fight.”71  St. John responded just hours later: 

“General organization endorses Fresno’s local fight for free speech and the right of 

assemblage.  All locals ordered to take part.  Carry fight to an end if it takes all 

summer.  Reinforcements on the way.”72  For the Fresno Morning Republican, this 

exchange amounted to an open declaration of war: “it is believed that these men will 

purposely hurl themselves in the path of the police in order to be placed under arrest 

and lodged in jail.”73  

 For the offense, F. H. Little (Frank) was found guilty of disturbing the peace 

and fined $25 (refusal to pay resulted in 25 days in jail).  Vogel was acquitted.  The 

jury could reach no conclusion regarding W. F. Little and Flannagan.  “With a 

dramatic wave of his hand,” reported the Fresno Morning Republican, “F. H. Little, a 

prominent member of the local order of I. W. W., declared in police court that ‘your 

jails and dungeons have no terrors for me.’”74  A veteran of Spokane, Little refused to 

rake the leaves of Courthouse Park when ordered to do so by Park Officer Woods.  

Apparently, Woods handed him a rake and he “hurled it to the ground and refused to 

rake leaves [claiming] the leaves could rot before he would rake them up.”75  He was 

promptly “put in the tanks” of solitary confinement where he “began to sing and kept 

it up all day.”76  The following day, the Industrial Worker proclaimed “Another Free 
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Speech Fight, Go to Fresno” in the headline of the September 3 issue.77  The 

national office had issued authorization for this general call.  The Industrial Worker 

called for “all fighting I.W.W. men and age workers who love the breath of liberty 

[to] communicate with the Worker and indicate their intention to attend the free 

speech fight this fall in Fresno.”78   

 In early September, shortly after Little’s refusal to rake leaves, Chief Shaw 

refused to grant the IWW permission to march in the Labor Day parade.  They were 

denied this permission because they intended to march with red flags instead of the 

American flag.  Suspecting motive, the Fresno Morning Republican made a thinly 

veiled accusation that a member of the IWW must have torn down an American flag 

from the Federated Trades union building.  After receiving word that Local 66 and 

the national leadership of the IWW encouraged Little to rake leaves so as to prevent 

ill-health, the Fresno Morning Republican patronizingly  reported that “‘Martyr’ Will 

Join Gang of Trusties this Morning; Leaves Dark Cell.”79   

 Meanwhile the Fresno Morning Republican continued to stir up a reactionary 

sentiment among its readers.  They reported on Gus Maloney who allegedly “got a 

meal at the Acme restaurant and then on, account of socialistic scruples, declined to 

pay the concomitant bill.”80  A number of other arrests made in the preceding days 

having nothing to do with the IWW were included in the story.  The Fresno Morning 

Republican also carried a frightening story about one IWW member named Joe 

Palmer.  Palmer was apparently “caught in the act” of robbing the Firebaugh Station.  

The “Brave [Station] Agent” Reynolds is said to have “shot and instantly killed him.”  

A paid up IWW card was apparently found in Reynolds pocket and “without a doubt, 
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Palmer was en route to Fresno to join the local I. W. W. members in their much-

talked about war against the city police in an effort to gain what they call ‘free 

speech.’”81     

 For its part, the Industrial Worker kept up its efforts as an organizational 

vector for IWW’s deploying from Spokane to Fresno.  The September 24 issue 

declared that “from all over the Northwest comes letters of information and 

interrogation concerning the coming Free Speech Fight at Fresno.”82  The editor 

avoided publishing the details of these letters but did inform the membership of the 

protocol for shipping out:  

 All those who are ready to report for duty may joint [sic] a section of the 

 Spokane squadron per the following: a special meeting was held in the I.W.W. 

 hall Sunday afternoon, September 18th, to discuss the Fresno Free Speech 

 proposition.  It was carried that the recruits for the scene of action leave 

 Spokane Tuesday, the 20th.  Street meetings will be held on the following 

 dates: Seattle, Saturday evening, September 24; Tacoma, Sunday evening, 

 September 25; Portland, Tuesday, September 27.  This was done to give the 

 various locals a chance to boost the meetings and to give the members who 

 wish to join the party a chance to do so at the above mentioned meetings.  A 

 large crowd left Spokane Tuesday and will gather recruits on the way, 

 stopping at various places for that purpose.  At a date to be announced in the 

 WORKER all the forces will concentrate in the town of Fresno and proceed to 

 use their ‘inalienable’ right of free (?) speech.83  
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The gamble—or perhaps, the bluff—of the Fresno model was that the authorities 

would fold when faced with the risk of a repeat of the events of Spokane.84  With free 

speech and industrial trouble brewing throughout California, the perception of the 

stakes of Fresno were high.  The same issue of the Industrial Worker exclaims: “WE 

HAVE GOT TO WIN THE STREETS OF FRESNO!  WE’VE GOT TO SHOW 

THE BOSSES THAT WE MEAN BUSINESS and unless we make it stick in the 

Raisin City we are going to have serious trouble in all other California cities.”85 

 All over the northwest, the IWW mobilized for an invasion of Fresno.  The 

October 8 issue of the Industrial Worker printed the following telegram from the 

National Headquarters: “Fresno fight important.  Police determined to crush 

organization.  Have to make good.”86  Alongside this note a telegram from Fresno 

was also printed: “Have declared war.  5,000 rebels wanted at once.  Report at 

Fresno.  Will fight to a finish.”87  The issue also included reports of the mobilization 

of the Free Speech Brigade bound from Portland to Fresno.  Members of Spokane 

were en route.  Agitators and soapboxers began to drift north from Los Angeles and 

south from Seattle and Tacoma.  Hundreds of migrant workers were on the move.  

The Fresno Herald reported that “Industrial Workers to Invade this City—Free 

Speech to be Tried.”88   

 In the meantime, the IWW had been forced out of their hall and subsequently 

rented a tent on a lot outside the city limits.89  The space was rented from an 

unidentified “friend” who “says he will defend the ground against every attack.”  The 

October 15 issue of the Industrial Worker included instructions for arriving workers:  
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 Go out to Belmont and to Palm avenue and look for the camp one-eight of a 

 mile north of Belmont.  If you don’t find the jungle camp go to the Fresno 

 coffee store at 1128 J street and get instructions.  The line of action will be 

 laid out by the men that get here before the fight.  So come.  There will be  no 

 hunger strike.  The bulls are watching the head end of all passenger trains.  

 We are doing our best to get some food for the boys when they get here.90 

Arrests for vagrancy and disturbing the peace occurred as IWW members poured in 

from around the Northwest.  From the jungle camp, the “fighting committee” issued 

demands for free speech to the municipal authorities of Fresno.  The authorities 

refused to consider the demands.  The committee estimated that two hundred and fifty 

workers were amassed and prepared for the fight. Preparations included sleeping 

under the tent, washing up as “clean as a pin and fit as a fiddle,” and making final 

preparations “for a damn hard fight.”91  As the hobo orators made their preparations, 

the Fresno Herald issued a threat on the eve of the conflict: “for men to come here 

with the express purpose of creating trouble, a whipping post and a cat-o-nine tails 

well seasoned by being soaked in salt water is none too harsh a treatment for peace-

breakers.”92  

 The fight commenced on October 16th as Frank Little “using a box for a 

platform… was exhorting a small crowd.”93  Little refused to stop speaking and was 

“forcibly stopped.”94  Upon his arrest, twelve associates mounted the soapbox and 

were each arrested.  The Fresno Morning Republican reported that, for the offense of 

“haranguing in the street,” thirteen members of the IWW were arrested for “violating 

the city ordinance which prohibits public speaking on the streets without a permit.”95  
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The following evening a crowd gathered on the corner of I and Mariposa as seven 

more soapboxers were arrested.  Each of the arrestees pled not guilty and most 

demanded separate trial by jury. 

 A few more arrests trickle in but the fight seemed to have lost some 

momentum.96  The Fresno Morning Republican gleefully reported that “Expected 

Outbreak Fails due to lack of Supporters.”97  Even the tactics of jail solidarity 

developed in Spokane seem to have failed the workers.  On the morning of the 18th, 

jailed soapboxers began to sing.  They refused to stop and were subsequently hosed 

down in their cells.  According to the Fresno Morning Republican, “the men 

continued to sing and yell at the top of their voiced until they were drenched, and then 

they became silent, remaining quiet for the rest of the day.”  On October 23rd, a crowd 

gathered to watch a confrontation between workers and police at I and Mariposa but 

the workers failed to show.98  As the crowd dispersed from this location, Frank Little 

“‘broke loose’ at the Grand Central corner…roasting the city government, especially 

the police department, and was just getting under way at full steam” when he was 

arrested for not having a permit.   In yet another incident about the same time, an 

IWW member was arrested for breaking up a Socialist meeting and W. F. Little was 

arrested for drunkenness.  Finally, an IWW member “insulted a woman” and was 

caught in an attempt to flee the scene.99  The image one gets following these stories is 

that they IWW were both unable to muster the organizational capacity of Spokane 

and that their integrity was highly questionable—given the public insults, the 

seemingly unorganized outbursts, public intoxication, and the feeble attempt to 

engage in solidarity through song in the Fresno jail. If that wasn’t enough, later that 
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month the Fresno Morning Republican reported an “IWW Man Suspected in 

Dynamiting Case” and “IWW Members Carrying Guns” later that month.  On 

November 2nd 50 of the arrested IWW’s were released from jail as they agreed to 

plead guilty in exchange for a suspended sentence.100  The November 3rd issue of the 

Fresno Morning Republican declared victory, with only three IWW members left in 

jail.101  By November 5, the Fresno Morning Republican ceremoniously declared 

“‘Free Speech Fight is Now All History – Last of the Industrial Workers Please 

Guilty and Walk Out of Town.”102 

 A hopeful missive from the Fighting Committee on November 7 was printed 

on the front page of the Industrial Worker:  

 Fellow Workers F. H. Little and F. Hicok hit the road yesterday morning for 

 Visalia and Porterville, trying to turn back some of our renegades.  So soon as 

 15 men accumulate we will go at it again.  Leave all I.W.W. literature and 

 cards at home…copies of this letter have been sent to all locals west of the 

 Rockies and four back east.  Be damned careful on the road or you will never 

 get here.103 

Within a few weeks the free speech fight was back in full swing.  By Thursday, 

November 24, the Industrial Worker ran the headline “Fresno Free Speech Fight is 

Re-opened—On to Fresno.”104  Fifty new arrests were made in Fresno in under one 

month.105  The Spokesman-Review reported that new demands were issued to Mayor 

Rowell of Fresno for the right to speak without a permit.106  

 Frank Little’s test case was brought be fore the Fresno court on December 7, 

1910.  In an extraordinary verdict, Little was acquitted upon the discovery that there 
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was in fact no law prohibiting speech without a permit in Fresno.107  In what 

appeared as a miraculous turn of fate, the Spokesman Review reported that “The 

Industrial Workers of the World have won their fight for ‘free speech’ in Fresno and 

are speaking throughout the city advocating the principles of their organization, while 

the police, helpless to interfere, are merely watching to see that none of the agitators 

incite riot.”108  Police officials released notice of their intent to release all remaining 

prisoners.109  The jungle camp was apparently a “scene of jollification” as workers 

rejoiced in the news.110  Chief Shaw issued an order six o’clock to “allow members of 

the I.W.W. to speak unmolested on the streets” and further explained that “the 

citizens may do as they wished.”111 

 After Shaw issued these orders, a gang of citizen thugs gathered to dispose of 

the IWW.  The gang attacked and relentlessly beat several hobo orators attempting to 

speak and then marched off to the IWW tent on the outskirts of town.  The front line 

of the gang surged toward the camp as they reached the perimeter.  Others lit fire to 

the tent.  Apparently, “some [IWW members] were forced to flee in their 

underclothing, carrying their outer garments in their hands.”112  The gang left the 

camp in shambles and marched off to the county jail.  They demanded the remaining 

prisoners but were refused by the Sherriff and his armed guards.  More detailed 

reports—that depicted the involvement of leading citizens—came from the ever-

watchful Fresno Morning Republican: 

 When the members of the I.W.W. gathered at the corner of I and Mariposa 

 streets last night, they found a large crowd of men and boys already awaiting.  

 No intimation was given that there was to be any violence.  The signal for 
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 action came, however, when one of the men started to speak.  In a twinkling 

 the mob was in action.  Seizing the man who had attempted to speak, the 

 crowd threw him to the ground and beat him up severely.  Several others, who 

 were recognized as I.W.W. men were also taken in hand and given the same 

 treatment.  The remainder of the I.W.W. men broke and ran, with the mob in 

 hot pursuit.  In the riot at the corner of I and Mariposa streets, Nig Normart, a 

 member of the fire department and a former prize fighter, and Prof. James 

 Quinn, also a prize fighter, led the attack on the members of the I.W.W. and 

 with their fists, beat up two or three of these men.  Frank Shuck, proprietor of 

 the Acme restaurant, carried rioters to and from the I.W.W. camp in his 

 automobile.  He made two or three trips to the camp to bring back men who 

 had gone out there to work devastation…street cars, automobiles, and other 

 vehicles were used to convey the members of the mob to the I.W.W. camp.  

 Scores followed on foot…the site of  the huge I.W.W. flag which hung over 

 the camp aroused the mob to  uncontrollable fury and the first dash was made 

 for this.  The piece of bunting was torn from its fastenings and reduced to 

 ribbons while pieces were handed around to the invaders as souvenirs.  The 

 attack on the camp proper followed.113    

The response from the IWW was swift.  A telegram was immediately sent from 

Vincent St. John to Fresno Mayor Rowell: “action of ‘respectable mob’ will not deter 

this organization.  Full and Complete reparation will be exacted.  Free speech will be 

established in Fresno if it takes twenty years.”114  St. John then appealed to the 

Governor of California but to no avail.115  No arrests were made and the city trustees 
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moved quickly to pass an ordinance outlawing public speech; in the meantime, 

vagrancy was used to continue detentions.116                   

 The attack brought the national attention of the associated press.  Even an 

editorialist from the Fresno Morning Republican commented on the “Disgrace to 

Fresno” and, in a remarkable change of tone, argued that “this thing of meeting 

lawless speech with more lawless acts is bad business.”117  “Until yesterday,” the 

author laments, “the invaders had to recruit their numbers as best they could, by 

passing around the invitation in their own newspaper.”  “Today,” the author writes, 

“the Associated Press has carried to all the world the news that there is a fight on in 

Fresno, and every irresponsible vagrant who is looking for such a fight now knows 

where to find it.”  The author did qualify the critique of the mob, however, by noting 

that “so far as the Industrial Workers of the World are concerned, nobody need have 

any sympathy with them.”  Nevertheless, the national coverage of the attach garnered 

sympathy for the IWW from a much wider audience even as it sparked a renewed 

organization-wide interest in a free speech victory in Fresno.118         

 The third wave of invasions began silently, three days after the riot, as 

members reappeared on the streets of Fresno:  

 Six or seven of them seated in a spring wagon, drove through the business 

 section of the city several times, parading up and down for a half hour or 

 more.  Big red streamers, fastened to the wagon, told of the identity of the 

 men seated within.  Each man also wore a red band around his hat and had a 

 red ribbon on his coast.  The parade through the streets was unaccompanied 

 by any proclamation on the part of the occupants of the wagon and no 
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 attempts were made to speak publicly on the streets…a small crowd, drawn 

 more by curiosity than anything else, gathered at the corner of I and Mariposa 

 streets, at the scene of part of Friday’s riot, against last night, but when 

 nothing developed the gathering quickly melted away.119    

Hobo orators returned from their retreat as their ranks surged with new arrivals. The 

Industrial Worker relentlessly drummed up support for the Fighting Committee and 

each issue featured special news and updates on the struggle.  Four of the five front 

page headlines of the Industrial Worker from December 22 involved information 

regarding the renewed fight.  One article in particular, “Law! Law!” emphasizes the 

“duplicity of this fake called LAW”:    

 LAW is a good thing for the boss when it works to his benefit.  When it don’t, 

 he handles the law by DIRECT ACTION.  Note the action of the capitalist 

 mob in Fresno when it was discovered that there was no LAW to prohibit 

 FREEDOM OF SPEECH.  There are so many glaring examples of the 

 duplicity of this fake called LAW that it would take ten papers the size of the 

 WORKER to tell about it.120 

The following week, as the Industrial Worker announced “500 Men Wanted in 

Fresno, California, Immediately.”121  The immediate increase in arrests provoked the 

city to offer a deal to release all prisoners if they agreed to leave town.122  The union 

refused and by December 23, the city held eight free speech prisoners.123  By 

February 13, the prisoner population numbered one hundred.124  Meanwhile, a Free 

Speech Brigade met in Seattle on February 12 to depart for Fresno.125  Another 

Fresno-bound crew of 112 men departed from Portland on February 15.126   
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 Newspapers around the country reported on the renewed preparations to 

invade Fresno.  The St. Louis Globe reported on February 26 that, 

  A hundred agitators, left their quarters at 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon to 

 march on Fresno, Calif., and take part in the free speech fight there by the 

 Industrial Workers of the World.  When the army reaches Kansas City the 

 number will be enlarged to about 200.  By picking up the unemployed along 

 the route, the marchers expect to number more than a thousand when they 

 reach Fresno.127 

The Denver Post reported that five thousand hobos were “scheduled to start for 

Fresno.”128  Apparently, the Post reported, “if they cannot beat their way on the 

railroad, the members of the army have announced their willingness to walk.” 

Tis Hoped We Made Revolutionists 

 And walk they did.  To provide only one example, E. M. Clyde joined a 

brigade of hobos in Seattle that never reached Fresno but some of whom instead 

found their way to the Baja revolution.  Clyde explains that, “to no particular person 

can credit be given for organizing this brigade as it seemed to be simultaneous with 

about 10 Fellow Workers who happened to meet at 211 OX Ave., Seattle, on Feb 12, 

1911.”129  Over the next 24 hours they raised $20 and were joined by seven more 

workers.  They departed the evening of the 13th, some “by boat and others by train,” 

and reconvened in Tacoma.  At a street meeting in Tacoma they collected $3 more 

dollars before catching out on from the freight yard on gondolas full of coal.  At Roy 

they switched to an empty meat car equipped with empty meat hooks that came to 

serve a new purpose:  
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 Before leaving Roy the train crew discovered our presence and tried to get 

 to us be in closing the doors we had left them slightly ajar to allow us air and 

 some how some of those cursed meat hooks had swung into such position  that 

 they would allow the doors to be swung neither in nor out, and as we had all 

 suddenly fallen asleep from which we could not be aroused to assist them in 

 opening the door they did not gain an interview until the next town, Tenino, 

 was reached.130 

At the next stop they were ordered out by the conductor.  Their refusal prompted the 

conductor to trap them inside of the car, “but again some of those meat hooks came 

into play in such a manner that the door would not close.”  Apparently, “wild with 

rage” the conductor drew a .22 revolver and demanded “unload at one or some one 

will get hurt.”  He was informed by the workers that he may be the ultimate victim of 

the encounter.  Again frustrated, the conductor tried to chuck a lit flare into the car in 

attempt to smoke out the workers, “but one of the boys with a well aimed meet hook 

put the fuse out of commission.”  After Centralia he mostly left them alone after 

discovering that, though they preferred Fresno, they would go to jail anywhere.  They 

reached Portland by the morning of the 14th.  In Portland they had a parade with the 

local Socialist Party and picked up approximately 100 new recruits for the journey to 

Fresno.  They sang as they travelled without much event from Portland, to Salem, to 

Albany and on to Junction City.  They gave a talk at Junction City and at Roseburg 

before “purchase[ing] bread, bologna, cakes, and cookies which was brought to the 

depot where we lined up in single file and as each passed he was given his portion.”  

Along the way they picked up a few strangers and voted on whether or not they 
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would be allowed to join the voyage.  At Ashland they elected to walk after 

missing a train:  

 We now dismissed the meeting and after dividing our sandwiches we began 

 to hike to Steinman, 10 miles up the hill.  It was raining all the way and the 

 snow kept getting deeper and when we finally arrived at Steinman at 4:30 pm 

 we found ourselves wet, cold and hungry, with 18’’ of snow on the ground 

 and no  chance to get food or shelter for the night.   

They proceeded to hike to through the Siskiyou Mountains but left little record of the 

event, saying only: 

 there will [be] no attempt made to describe the misery, exposure and hardship 

 endured on this trip of 19 miles through the snow, slush and water but the 

 suffering will long be  remembered by us and stands out as a shining example 

 of what men will pass through in defense of a principle. 

Upon their arrival at Weed on May 1st, still hundreds of miles from Fresno, they 

learned that the fight was already in conclusion.  In the concluding paragraphs of the 

report of the event, Clyde offers this simple conclusion:  

 It brought out the true character of men, there was a constant shifting of 

 opinions, it was the means of drawing more closely together members of the 

 organization between whom differenced had been existing, and, while we 

 suffered misery, hardship, exposure, and was a test of endurance, all readily 

 recuperated and experience no ill effects of the trip, and, ‘tis hoped we made 

 REVOLUTIONISTS.  
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The brigade of hobo orators would not reach Fresno prior to the conclusion of the 

fight but some did go on to join the struggle for Land and Liberty with the Magonista 

forces in the Baja revolution.131 

 In their own simple but poignant analysis, the San Francisco Call expressed 

astonishment that men who “work with their hands” would have any interest in 

participating in the fight: 

 Hundreds in Jail and More Seek Martyrdom: It is one of those strange 

 situations which crop up suddenly and are hard to understand.  Some 

 thousands of men, whose business is to work with their hands, tramping and 

 stealing rides, suffering hardships and facing dangers—to get into jail.  And to 

 get into that particular jail in a town of which they have never heard before, in 

 which they have no direct interest.132 

In addition to the sheer mass of hobos in the bull pens, the dramatic surge in attention 

provided by the national coverage of the mob violence and the preparations to fortify 

the free speech fighters had considerable effect on the process of negotiations.  By the 

end of February the city re-opened negotiations.  From inside the jails, a 

spokesperson issued new demands for the immediate release of all prisoners and 

permission to speak on the streets of Fresno.  These terms were agreeable to city 

officials and the fight was settled—almost one year to the date after Spokane.  On 

March 9, 1911, the Industrial Worker announced “The I.W.W. Wins a Complete 

Victory at Fresno.”133 

 Does it Work?  
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  The free speech fight in Fresno calls to mind the opening lines of the 

Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte: that all the great world events happen 

twice, “the first time as tragedy, the second time as farce.”134  The breakdown and 

failure of the municipal authorities in Spokane was repeated in Fresno albeit with no 

recourse to extant policy.  Furthermore, the fight attracted hobo orators of all manner 

from across the country but was for the most part disconnected from any particular 

antagonism with capital.  The fight was keyed off after all by a noisy disagreement 

regarding the price of a hotel room and developed into an elaborate and fantastic 

chase that culminated in a kind of divine intervention.  

 Yet a sober analysis is still necessary in order to situate the confrontation in 

Fresno in the broader context of the effort to prevent the composition of a union in 

circulation.  The bluff that the union could repeat the events of the previous free 

speech fight reflects an underestimation of the strategic value of the breakdown of 

municipal authorities in Spokane.  The breakdown in Spokane and the subsequent 

failure of recourse to actual policy in Fresno prompted the authorization of action in 

excess of the extant legal framework.  The question of legitimacy for the leading 

citizens of Fresno was not is it legal but does it work?   

 The hobo orators of the Fresno fight lacked the self-organization provided by 

the social communication of waged and unwaged workers in the Inland Empire 

during the Spokane free speech fight.  Thus they were forced from the start to mediate 

their relationship to their regional hobo comrades through the Industrial Worker and 

eventually to mediate their relationship to the vigilante capitalist thugs of Fresno 
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through the broader audience constituted through the national coverage of the 

attack on the jungle camp.   

 The fight in Fresno reveals a model of communication in which the self-

organization of the class—through the communication of bodies (of all sorts) that 

destroy the abstract divisions of capital, namely of the waged and the unwaged—is 

replaced with a model of publicity.  The publicity of the attack in Fresno drew 

national attention but added risk to the already risky gamble of a repeat of Spokane.  

However, the sympathies of the people, even a majority of a people, could not 

constitute a revolutionary composition insofar as they reproduced rather than 

challenged the very way in which the class was divided from its power of 

constitution, that is to say, through mediation.  The local and immediate process of 

oratorical composition can thus in this historical instance be contrasted to the form of 

collectivity permitted by the technology of publicity.   

 The national attention of the attack on the camp nevertheless provoked 

hundreds if not thousands of spontaneous efforts to organize contingents to reinforce 

the displaced Fresno orators and to re-open negotiations with the city from a more 

favorable bargaining position.  The subsequent marches on Fresno—though most 

certainly not the product of an organic struggle to displace the mediation of the waged 

with the unwaged—stand among the most interesting examples of self-organization in 

the history of the free speech fights.  E. M Clyde and the brigade of hobo orators 

travelled great distances and worked together to overcome various obstacles with 

democratic process.  When the trains failed them they hiked through the Siskiyou 

mountains by foot in the hope that they too might stand on a box and say few words 
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to go to jail with their fellow workers.  Instead they armed themselves and liberated 

parts of Baja California before returning from Tijuana to demand free speech in San 

Diego.  As we will see in the next chapter, it is important to attend to these broader 

forces transforming casual labor into a revolutionary class of hobo orators in order to 

further assess the development of a strategy to deter this transformation in advance.    
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San Diego, 1912 

 
 In the previous chapter, I discussed the transformations in the struggle over 

the oratorical form as a public technology for the self-organization and direct action 

of migrant workers in Fresno, California.  The struggle in Fresno increasingly 

depended on print and the press as a public technology of mediation.  On the one 

hand, the press as a public technology of mediation did in fact provide the necessary 

means for a successful outcome of the fight in Fresno.  On the other hand, the 

importance of mediation, indicates the weakness of the oratorical as public 

technology for the self-organization and direct action of the regional working classes 

to determine the outcome of the struggle.  Although my account indicates that the 

outcome of this particular struggle depended more on mediation than self-

organization and direct action, there is an important sense in which this particular 

failure of the fight was compositional of subsequently diverse and significant forms 

of struggle. I related the remarkable story of brigands of hobo orators that set out for 

Fresno but never arrived in time for the fight.  Instead, some of them made their way 

further south to fight for free speech in San Diego or even further to the Mexican 

Revolution.  Indeed, many hobo orators of the IWW played a key role in liberating 

significant portions of Baja California during the 1911 anarchist uprisings of the 

Mexican Revolution.1  The uprisings brought together a cast of veteran IWW 

agitators, soldiers of fortune, and the often inscrutable leadership of the Liberal 

Party.2  Absent a unified revolutionary front in Mexico, the IWW provided significant 

material and logistical support from north of the border.  In fact, the initial raid on 

Mexicali was planned and launched from the IWW local in Holtville, California.  
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Mexicali was captured before dawn on January 29, 1911, after the local helped the 

Liberal Junta smuggle arms across the border.  Later in the struggle, the IWW and 

others assisted in the liberation of Tijuana and the establishment of the short-lived 

Baja Commune (more on this later).  This brief account of the hobo orators in the 

Baja revolution suggests the importance of understanding the free speech fights not 

simply in terms of evaluating the outcome of each episode but rather by looking at 

forces in combat as effectivities activated in the process of struggle.  By looking at 

how the effectivities further contributed to the self organization of the class, it is 

possible to provide a richer evaluation of the free speech fights in terms of the overall 

class struggle.   

 The hobo orators of the next major free speech fight in San Diego faced 

different challenges although they too initially sought to organize themselves as a 

class through soapbox oratory.  In the following section I describe the historical 

context of this fight in San Diego.  As in the previous chapters, I focus on the 

connection between the fight for free speech and local organizing efforts.  In contrast 

to most historical accounts of this fight, I trace the initial trend to police intervention 

in organizing efforts to the self-organization and direct action of Spanish speaking 

workers in the San Diego local.  In an historical moment in which San Diego 

promotes itself as a city of growth, perfect climate, tourism, and real estate, the 1912 

ban on speaking also occurs in the context of the threat of immigrant self-activity 

organized constructively as industrial labor.  The omission of immigrant labor from 

the stories of the San Diego free speech fight makes it difficult to understand the 

interconnections of struggle--between the Local 13, the Spanish-speaking Public 
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Service Union No. 378, the Baja Revolution--and ultimately the barbarism of 

organized capitalist thugs.  In this chapter, I attempt to weave these lines of struggle 

together in order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the free speech fight in 

San Diego.  As in Fresno, the oratorical composition of migrant workers broke down 

in San Diego.  However, the breakdown in San Diego was largely unmitigated by the 

press (at least initially) and resulted in the most sensational violence against the union 

during any of the previous free speech fights.  Therefore, in this chapter, I attempt to 

produce a historical account for the failure of the oratorical as a mode of composition 

by attending to the way in which composition was ultimately deterred in advance.  In 

this regard, it is indeed appropriate to suggest that the state learned from the 

vulnerabilities of the previous fights.     

Smokestacks or Geraniums 

 After the Gold Rush, the modernization of agricultural production and the 

land boom of 1880’s provided for rapid population growth in southern California.3  

According to Lowell Blaisdell, the region experienced a population boom after the 

turn of the century “where abundant fertile land, oil production, hydroelectric power, 

and sheer ballyhoo acted as magnets.”4  During first few years of the century, the 

vision of what San Diego could be was contested by different factions of capitalists.  

The “smokestacks” imagined an industrial model that emphasized developing the city 

as an industrial port.  The “geraniums” preferred a cultural model that emphasized 

developing tourism and recreation.5  The emergence of real estate speculation among 

other factors eventually led to nation-wide promotion of the image of San Diego as a 

city of “natural beauty, properly enhanced by the artful hand of man” that 
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nevertheless increased its shipping capacity by widening the channel in the harbor.6  

By 1911 the population of San Diego was nearly 40,000.7  Grace Miller writes that in 

1912 San Diego was “the epitome of a town straining to be successful.”8  By 

successful, Miller actually means to secure the interests of capital: 

 San Diego was not in the midst of an economic “slump” as it had seen 

 following the “great booms” in the 1870’s and 1880’s, but from 1910 to 1912 

 prominent citizens were doing all they could to attract new families to settle in 

 San Diego.  The Chamber of Commerce was conducting a lively advertising 

 campaign in national magazines, hoping not only to interest settlers but 

 encourage tourist to the healthy, Mediterranean-type climate of San Diego.  

 Real estate agents were promoting land sales, the Panama-California 

 Exposition—a regional “world’s fair”—was scheduled for San Diego in 1915 

 and new roads were being laid out all over the city and county as the result of 

 a $1,250,000 bond issue passed in1909.  Architects were also being 

 encouraged to come to San Diego to help plan and construct new downtown 

 structures and buildings for the exposition.9  

In short, the interests of capital came to depend on the image of the city.   

 Craft labor in San Diego was organized in the Federated Trades and Labor 

Council.10  Throughout the first decade of the twentieth century, a number of different 

craft labor unions affiliated with the Council.  The Council organized primarily 

around wages and in opposition to Mexican immigration.  Although they initiated a 

number of strikes in 1909, the Council was a relatively conservative body that saw its 

interests as joined with capitalist development.  The Socialist Party was also active in 
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San Diego and often articulated its political platform with the industrial concerns of 

organized labor.  “For example,” Diehl explains, “the Socialist Party of San Diego 

adopted as part of its political platform in August of 1910 such issues as employer’s 

liability law and shorter working hours for workingmen.”11  Perhaps not surprisingly, 

only the IWW would take the initiative to organize unskilled or semi-skilled Spanish 

speaking labor in San Diego.     

 IWW organizing in San Diego began in 1906, tapered off for awhile, and was 

re-established in 1910 with the constitution of mixed Local no. 13.  Local member S. 

F. Mcg. describes the organizing conditions of San Diego in 1910:      

 The movement here is still alive.  That is saying a whole lot for a town in 

 which  you find practically nothing except “Bourgeois” sentiment in the ranks 

 of the workers as a whole.  Still, among the workers there are few in whose 

 minds is the SPARK of rebellion, waiting only to be fanned into action.12   

Despite their best efforts at maintaining an active meeting schedule, reports indicate 

that the local got off to a slow start.  For instance, by the summer of 1910 local 

membership reached ninety on the books but apparently not in the streets or at the 

meetings.  A notice in the Industrial Worker emphasizes the importance of attending 

local meetings to drum up support for the local:  

 One thing which I want to bring to the attention of the San Diego fellow 

 workers is that YOU MUST ATTEND THE STREET MEETINGS, THE 

 SUNDAY DISCUSSION MEETINGS AT THE HALL, AND THE 

 BUSINESS MEETINGS EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE HALL, 834 
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 FOURTH STREET. YOU MUST ATTEND THE MEETINGS AND 

 TAKE  AN INTEREST IN THE WORK.13 (emphasis in original)   

On a similar note, the Industrial Worker also published a request for “organizer[s] 

who would not sit around the headquarters all day.”14   

OBU of All Spanish Speaking Workers  

 Things began to pick up as Spanish-speaking members of Local 13 led a 

successful strike at the San Diego Consolidated Gas and Electric Company in the fall 

of 1910.15  The job consisted of long days digging trenches for unequal pay.  Several 

Mexican IWW members discovered that “a couple of Americans and several Italians 

on the same job were getting $2.25 a day, while they were only getting $2.00 for nine 

hours’ work.”16  The Local published an analysis of the situation that provides insight 

into the way the IWW related to imported labor:   

 Until this time the Mexicans in this country have been receiving the lowest 

 wages of any class of labor, they have been discriminated against in every 

 way possible, their families are some of them in a starving condition and all 

 live in the cheapest shacks they can get.  Another class of Mexicans who are 

 not married are shipped out on various jobs by employment sharks, and some 

 work for less than a dollar a day, and rotten grub, mostly all of them either 

 sleeping out of doors or in dirty quarters.  In short, the Mexicans have been 

 treated like dogs.17     

In any case, all of the Mexican workers went out on strike together and organized the 

Spanish-speaking Public Service Union No. 378 of the IWW.  Within a few days the 
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non-Mexican workers joined the strike and, with everybody out, demanded $2.25 

and an eight hour day for all.   

 Meanwhile the Mexican strike committee found occasion to spread the strike 

to other parts of the city and to the nearby “pick and shovel” men of a local asphalt 

company:  

 We went to another job where the company was laying gas mains in another 

 part of the city and called out every man.  Then we went over to the street 

 paving job on the next street, where the Barber Asphalt Trust was sweating 

 men 10 or 11 hours a day for $2.00, and we GOT EVERY MAN TO QUIT, 

 WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE WHATEVER.18 

At this point, police intervened by detaining the strike committee.  They were held at 

the local police station and questioned in the presence of company lawyers.  

According to the strike committee, the police were forced to release them “as we had 

done our work and conducted the strike without any violence whatever.”19  The 

following Tuesday, they organized the largest street meeting in the history of the local 

and continued to capitalize on the momentum of the strike:  

 Nearly 200 people, mostly workingmen listened to Fellow Worker Mrs. 

 [Laura  Payne] Emerson, “Shorty” Hopkins, Fellow Worker Martinez and 

 Macdonald, who spoke for three hours steadily.  Each speaker received great 

 applause, and a collection was taken up for the families of the striking 

 Mexicans.  There was a couple of “plain clothes men” there trying to start 

 something.  However, they failed, for our speakers are level headed.  Tonight 

 (Wednesday) we held a bigger meeting than last night, nearly 250 people 
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 being present on the street listening.  The police were very good and didn’t 

 bother us in the least, although we took the crowd away from the Salvation 

 Army on the opposite corner.  To get even for this the Salvationists beat their 

 drums and tried to drown our speakers’ voices.20  

This account makes clear that the self-organization among the Mexican strike 

committee dramatically increased the organizational capacity of the local.21  For the 

next month, the Industrial Worker carried numerous reports of successful street 

meetings, calls for bi-lingual organizers, and an ominous mention of the formation of 

a merchant’s club organized for the purpose of suppressing free speech.22    

 In late September a petition was circulated to the city council that would 

prevent assembly on public streets.  Although the petition failed, the police did in fact 

arrest a man in the Soapbox Row district for speaking out against religious 

superstition.  The capitalist press described the arrest as “the first gun in a war on 

street speakers.”23  Police interference with a public assembly at Soapbox Row was 

unusual.  For the past twenty years, Soapbox Row had been a one block space on E 

Street between Fourth and Fifth that was dedicated to public use: 

 “Soapbox Row,” as the block came to be known, was frequently the scene of 

 simultaneous meetings by single-taxers, Salvation Army preachers, Holy 

 Roller evangelists, Socialists and Wobblies.  At times the block held several 

 thousand listeners, but no incident of violence or riot had occurred in the two 

 decades of street meetings.24     

The rapid growth of Local 13 and the success of the Mexican-led strike committee 

raise questions about the timing of the new policy of repression on Soapbox Row.  
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The IWW interpreted the timing as a clear indication that the city and the bosses 

were stepping up their effort to prevent further IWW organizing and agitation:  

“There is certain to be trouble here in the near future over our right to talk to our 

fellow workingmen when and where we please.”25     

 The narrative of events that I have provided thus far is important to correct the 

historical record as to the origins of the fight in San Diego.  Even if historians refer 

back to 1910, they usually trace the origin of the fight to a skirmish at Germania Hall 

in November as if it came out of the blue.26  Furthermore, because the event at 

Germania Hall was organized in commemoration of the fallen Haymarket Martyrs, 

historians claim that the fight did not originate in the context of an industrial 

organizing campaign.  To cite the most obvious example, Melvin Dubofsky argues 

that the San Diego free speech fight was “entirely unrelated to the objectives of labor 

organization.”27  I suspect that this dismissal of the struggle in San Diego is 

representative of a more common theme in IWW literature that the free speech fights 

in general were a distraction from the task of organizing workers at the point of 

production.  However, in this specific case, this generalization negates the incredible 

and unique sense in which the fight emerged through the self-organization of 

Mexican and other foreign-born workers in the San Diego local.  The self-

organization of these workers is suggestive of a model for the organization of the 

most depraved and exploitable labor that the city depended upon for industrial 

development.  It is only within the context of the promise and therefore the crisis of 

this model that the significance of the initial police intervention in San Diego can be 

understood.  
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 Several additional events transpired prior to the incident at Germania Hall 

which would very likely have further agitated the San Diego Police.  First of all, as 

described in the previous chapter, about this time, the national organization fixed its 

sites on California as hobo orators poured in to fight the cops in Fresno.  The 

Industrial Worker was filled with stories about hobos tramping from across the 

country to fill the jails of Fresno and fight to the finish.  Indeed, even members of the 

burgeoning San Diego local left for the fight: “Six more men left her tonight for 

Fresno ‘via the workin’ stiffs’ limited.’  More going soon.”28  In addition to the 

escalation of the fight in Fresno, the Los Angeles Herald reported on October 1 that 

“Unionist Bomb Destroys Times Building.”29  In an anonymous editorial for the 

Industrial Worker, the author laments the death of fellow workers compounded with 

the accusation of union involvement: “the death of these working men and women 

was terrible enough, but added to that was the accusation of the Times that the labor 

unions were responsible for the accident.”30  It is from within this historical moment 

that police intervention at Germania Hall must be located in order to understand the 

emergence of the free speech fight in relation to the broader characteristics of the 

class struggle.     

 By November of 1910, The IWW in San Diego was eager to capitalize on the 

recent gains of the local and announced plans to commemorate the Haymarket 

Martyrs: “the class-conscious wage slaves of this burg will celebrate the famous 

Haymarket affair, which resulted in the hanging of innocent workers…all workers of 

San Diego are invited to attend.”31  However, on the night of the meeting, police 

barricaded Germania Hall forcing the local to move their meeting onto the streets of 
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Soapbox Row.32  Two IWW members were subsequently arrested on the streets 

and processed through what local members referred to as the “Bertillon system” of 

the San Diego jail.33  In response, the press committee of the Local published a call in 

the Industrial Worker: “Workers, Fresno first, then San Diego.”34  At this point, 

however, the organization was not capable of sustaining two full on free speech 

fights.  So, when the fight in Fresno was re-opened the following week, an imminent 

confrontation in San Diego seemed unlikely.  A favorable editorial in the San Diego 

Sun may also have exerted some influence over the escalation of the fight: “the 

members of the IWW. . . have as much right to live and speak, so long as they behave 

themselves, as … any other public speaker or man.”35   

 Given the influence of the Merchant’s Association in the City Council, the 

unwillingness of the police to engage public orators was apparently somewhat of a 

surprise to the local.36  In a letter to the Industrial Worker, the local reported that 

“since the police prevented our meetings on November 13 they have made no further 

move and any organization or individual may speak freely from any corner of the 

city”37  However, the universality of the freedom to organize, as suggested in this 

letter, is questionable.  Indeed, on the eve of the Magonista insurgency, the Secretary 

of the San Diego local reported that “Mexican members of the IWW here are 

constantly being dogged by secret service men from Mexico and are being watched 

by the ‘patriotic’ American police department all along the border.”38  The increased 

surveillance did not prevent many of the Mexican members of the newly formed 

Local 378 from crossing into Mexico.  IWW activity in San Diego seems to have 

been at a lull from January to April of 1911 due to the participation many of the local 
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members in the Baja insurgency.  In fact, by April, the charter of Spanish-

speaking Local 378 was subsumed by the mixed Local 13 as almost all of the 

Mexican members joined with the Magonista army.39    

 As western IWW Locals—including Local 13—began organizing for a cross-

industry struggle for the eight hour day, public agitation in San Diego also helped 

channel footloose hobos into the ranks of the insurgency.40  On April 9, 1911, Local 

13 held a mass meeting at Germania Hall: “about two hundred working men and 

women assembled…here yesterday and applauded the speeches by Mrs. Laura 

Emerson and Organizer Chas. Grant of the local I.W.W. and endorsed Industrial 

Unionism.”41  The chair of the meeting spoke about the eight hour struggle.  Chas. 

Grant, formerly of Spokane, delivered a critique of craft organization.  Apparently, 

fellow worker Jim Cassidy, “the ‘Caruso’ of the IWW, sang several songs, which 

were encored to a finish.”  Emerson spoke of capital as form of murder to the 

working class and argued that “the only way to put a stop to this awful carnage, is to 

organize in one great revolutionary union and force the capitalists to give better 

conditions.”42   

 In a separate article, the Industrial Worker reported an additional speaker at 

Germania Hall that day, the socialist speaker Kaspar Bauer.  Bauer is reported to have 

stated that, “the time has come when the working class must buy the latest model of 

the most high powered automatic rifle and place it in his home.  The workers are 

going to need these rifles to force the capitalist class to obey the law.”43  This 

statement was made in the context of protesting the detainment and attempted 

deportation of Celestino Aldena—most likely for violation of neutrality laws.  Given 
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the reformist politics of most socialists in San Diego, it would have been 

interesting to learn of the reception of Bauer’s call to arms.  Unfortunately, the 

Industrial Worker reported that “most of the San Diego socialists were at church that 

Sunday evening and only a few were at the meeting.”44 

 The following Saturday a sailor and a cop broke up a street meeting in 

Soapbox Row, apparently during a speech made by the same Kasper Bauer.45   The 

meeting was held to discuss anti-militarism and the relation of the Mexican revolution 

to working class struggles in America:  

 In the middle of his talk…Kaspar Bauer…was pulled off the box by a big 

 ‘cop’ and a sailor who was full of booze.  The sailor accused Bauer of hitting 

 him on the jaw, and Bauer was taken to the police station.  A procession of 

 about two hundred people followed them the station and proved the sailor a 

 liar, upon which Bauer was released.46  

The emerging radicalism and raucous from Soapbox Row was far removed from the 

Geranium vision of the city’s fathers.  The radicalization of socialist antimilitarism a 

la Bauer blended well with revolutionary industrial unionism as San Diego was 

increasingly recognized as a site for multiple antagonisms with capital.47    

 The various radical energies on Soapbox Row fed into and were reinforced by 

the striking early morning capture of Tijuana on May 8, 1911.  IWW members 

heralded the victory in Tijuana as evidence that “the victory of social revolutionists in 

Lower California is assured.”48  Control of Tijuana meant a strategic advantage over 

the pro-Diaz forces in northern Mexico:  
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 The rebels now control the whole of the peninsula excepting the capital of 

 the state, Ensenada, and the acquisition of Tijuana gives the ‘red army an 

 excellent base of supplies, and a military headquarters from which to conduct 

 the rest of the campaign.49   

In addition to territorial and material advantage, the acquisition of Tijuana provided 

the insurrectos with a recruiting station to attract the footloose rebels from the north.  

IWW member “S. G.” describes his experience crossing the border shortly after the 

city was captured:     

     I crossed the line early in the day and was told by the Insurrecto soldiers that 

 Tijuana was to be strongly fortified and would be used as a recruiting station 

 for the army of liberty.  One of the officers told me that ‘if any workers 

 wanted to enlist to tell ‘em to come to Tijuana, fifteen miles south of San 

 Diego, Cal.’  There are many IWW men in Pryce’s army, and some WFM 

 men, and Socialists.50       

Furthermore, the capitalist press reported that American soldiers were deserting from 

the border and possibly joining with the rebels of Lower California.51  Even Captain 

Wilcox of the US Border forces admitted that “the generalship shown in the attack 

[on Tijuana] was masterly.”52   

 Early reports from IWW members in Mexico sought to entice workers to join 

the armed struggle with descriptions of life in liberated Tijuana: 

 So far only a few of the IWW boys have been killed and the revolution has 

 been only supported by Mexicans and American members of he Liberal Junta, 

 and the members of the IWW locals down here in California, and right now 
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 about half of the 250 insurrectos here in Tia Juana are members of the 

 IWW.   But, fellow workers, this revolution has just started and for to carry it 

 to a successful end more men and also more money is needed, for to buy more 

 guns and ammunition.  Reds are coming and joining every day, and we are 

 short of guns and that is the most important matter right now…We have 

 plenty of horses cattle and provisions—enough to feed a thousand men for 

 many months and you bet we are not living on coffee and doughnuts either, 

 but living on the fat of the (what used to be) the Otis and other Ranches.  We 

 cannot see why you fellows will stand for coffee and in the good ‘old USA’ 

 while we, your fellow workers are living high and keeping the Red Flag flying 

 here in our country as you see.  We have got a Utopia down here.  We do not 

 work, and we don’t get pulled for vags either.  We drill half an hour daily so 

 that we will be able to plug the federals full of holes they have recovered 

 enough to show up again…It’s not too hot here and it is also a very rich 

 country in metals and otherwise, and if you fellow workers back us up with 

 men and money we will surely take this country and will be able in various 

 ways to help organization work in the USA.  So, fellows, stop looking for a 

 master; stop counting the ties; stop gazing at the Job Sign, and take the first 

 train and come down here.  Here there are no bosses and you are FREE.53    

The tension in the letter between extolling the life of the insurgent while at the same 

time explaining the needs of the insurrection hints at the promise and the limits of 

liberated Tijuana.  Without going into detail, the insurrectos struggled with 

reconciling the material demands of warfare with a model of revolution that does not 
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involve seizing state power.  The IWW solution of the general strike could not 

speak to the Kropotkin-esque orientation of the Liberal Junta demand for “Land and 

Liberty” except indirectly through awkward calls for footloose hobos to reject the 

transcendent boundaries of the nation-state.  In the end, the hodgepodge of foreign 

revolutionaries, Mexican nationals, and filibustering soldiers of fortune could not 

sustain enough ideological coherency or strategic advantage to hold Tijuana and so 

were vanquished.  Lowell Blaisdell summarizes the defeat:   

 After 5 uneasy months, the pillars of respectability stood erect on both sides of 

 the border.  Regular Mexican troops were to occupy Mexicali, the crops were 

 to be harvested, and General Otis’ property was secure.  Undismayed, the 

 Wobblies, with the scorching summer sun beating down on them, and with ten 

 dollars in their pockets, jauntily shuffled down the tracks, looking out for the 

 freight on whose break-beam they were to ride gratis into the next trouble.54  

 During the same period, the western IWW also began an internal critique of 

the utility of the free speech fights.  In the early months of 1911, the Industrial 

Worker published a series of articles in which the authors debated the most 

appropriate method of advancing class struggle.  Although most IWW members 

expressed a favorable view toward the fights, others increasingly argued that the real 

work of class struggle consisted of struggle with bosses for economic power:  

 Until we do see this plain, self-evident fact we may as well be contented with 

 our lot as small and unimportant propaganda clubs.  Our only chance to gain 

 economic power is by dealing with economic questions, one by one, in the 

 order of their importance the wage slave class.55     
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The author further argued that in order to gain economic power the IWW needed 

more centralized coordination and a general campaign to shorten the work day:  

 It was not merely by chance that every labor organization that ever had any 

 power gained that power while agitating for a shorter work day.  There is no 

 other agitation of such universal interest.  Those who have a job need the 

 shorter work day in order that they may save their health and strength; the 

 unemployed need it because it will improve their chances of getting a job, and 

 all wage slaves need it because it will give them more power to fight for other 

 improvements in their conditions of labor.56     

While there seems to have been a consensus that an eight hour day would be more or 

less favorable, Nilsson was rightly accused of unfairly judging the free speech fights.  

After all, the Don’t Buy Jobs campaign did in fact build organizational capacity 

among the migrant workers while revitalizing the locals of the Northwest.  Veteran 

soapboxer John Pancner also critiqued Nilsson’s argument that the union should 

concern itself only with basic economic issues as an overly conservative program for 

a revolutionary union.57 Pancner argued instead for a both/and approach:  

 Suppose the locals in your town would have two committees; one to look after 

 the camp delegates, send out organizers or business agents on the job, attend 

 to the distribution of literature on the job, try to blacklist or boycott all anti-

 IWW wage slaves; the other committee would conduct street meetings, direct 

 free speech fights, give dances and lecture in the hall and carry on education 

 along the lines of anti-militarism and anti-political action.  Or let the industrial 
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 unions organize their industry and the mixed local or Propaganda League 

 agitate downtown.58     

Although many Locals wrote to the Industrial Worker in support of agitation for the 

eight our day and in favor of more centralized regional coordination, they effectively 

adopted Pancner’s both/and model.  A snapshot of the both/and composition of the 

union during the summer of 1911 is provided by Justus Ebert:  

 It is now three years since the IWW adopted a preamble without a clause 

 declaring in favor of political affiliation…despite the present industrial 

 depression [the union] is strong enough to maintain an organization of over 

 100 locals, a national textile organization, a press that publishes six papers in 

 five different languages and a literary agency that in the past year has 

 published twelve pamphlets and teen leaflets whose combined editions total 

 nearly 500 copies…In addition, the IWW has fought and won during the same 

 period very hotly contested free speech fights…it also has engages in the 

 important strikes at McKees Rocks, Pa; Hammond, Ind., and Brooklyn N.Y., 

 and was a factor in the steel workers’ strike of South Bethlehem, Pa., the coal 

 miners’ strike of Westmoreland County, Pa.; the clothing workers at Chicago, 

 and the textile  workers at New Bedford Mass…The IWW maintains 

 sympathetic relations with organizations possessing industrial tendencies…It 

 was the IWW that rushed to the aid of the Mexican insurrection…The IWW 

 carries on an educational and  organizational propaganda of considerable 

 proportion.  On the Pacific Coast and in the Northwest J. P. Thompson, 

 William Thurston Brown, John Pancner, Frank King, Joseph Biscay and 
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 others are touring various circuits and engaging in specific work; in the 

 middle west W. E. Trautmann, Vincent St. John and others are likewise 

 occupied; in the east, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Joseph J. Ettor are 

 most conspicuous in these labors.  In New York City and elsewhere IWW 

 speakers have addressed AF of L organizations, independent labor bodies and 

 Socialist party forums.  The IWW has held and is holding big meetings with 

 William D. Haywood as the speaker, at Paterson, J.J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; 

 Chicago, Ill; Detroit, Mich.; St. Louis, Mo.; Denver, Colo.; Seattle and 

 Spokane, Wash.; Los Angeles, Sacrament and San Diego, Cal.  At present the 

 IWW is growing at the average rate of five locals a month.  Among its latest 

 additions is the industrial union of Prince Rupert B.C., a building trades 

 organization with a membership of 1,000.  The IWW has international 

 affiliations and its influence is felt abroad.  The IWW is not likely to grow 

 with the speed of a prairie fire.  Its principles and environments makes that 

 impossible for the time being…We submit that the an organization that can 

 show such results as the IWW has shown in the past three years is not a 

 moribund but a healthy body that is going to grow.59  

In addition to these developments, during the summer of 1911, the IWW skirmished 

for free speech in San Francisco, Pasco, Aberdeen, Victoria, Boise, Tacoma, Duluth, 

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Wenatchee, Denver, Brawley, Ca., and Philadephia.   

The Fight for Free Speech 

 Local 13 continued to hold meetings in their hall every afternoon and street 

meetings every evening throughout the summer and early fall of 1911.60  As IWW 
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members returned from the front lines of the Baja Revolution they were greeted 

with enthusiastic calls for job organization and sabotage.  As I have shown in 

previous chapters, the western branches of the IWW would have been exposed to 

sabotage as a term and as a practice as early as September of 1909.61  However, the 

term circulated more frequently in 1911 as result of the Industrial Worker and Bill 

Haywood’s 1911 speaking tour.62  Haywood explained and advocated sabotage to 

Local 13 during his visit in August.63  After the speech, prominent San Diego member 

Stanley Gue further advocated sabotage in the Industrial Worker.64    

 Meanwhile, action on the streets of San Diego began to escalate.  A tenuous 

alliance forged between the AFL, the Socialist Party, and the IWW resulted in a 

McNamara parade of several thousand.65  The mass parade may have agitated police 

who apparently “tried to start something all last week and succeeded in getting a 

couple of our fellows arrested on a ‘drunk and resisting.’”66  In another incident, “a 

cop named Churchman jumped into the crowd and beat up a fellow worker of ours for 

listening to the speaker.”67  A correspondent for the Local reported that “the Socialists 

are with us in preventing any further outrages.”68  

 Shortly thereafter, the San Diego Grand Jury recommended that that Common 

Council suppress all speaking on Soapbox Row.69   Then on December 8 the 

Common Council received a petition filed by San Diego “Merchants and Property 

Owners” asking that “street speaking be prohibited in San Diego within a seven-

square block area” including “soapbox row.”70  The petitioners claimed that “this 

street speaking being considered by us as a nuisance and detriment to the public 

welfare of the city.”71  The Council received a third proposal on December 13 when 
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two hundred and fifty single-taxers, Socialists, and IWW members filed a counter 

petition in protest of the proposed ban.72  Villalobos provides a concise summary of 

the three proposals before the Council: “Whether to suppress street speaking entirely, 

as the grand jury requested, to prohibit it in a certain area of town as the merchants 

petitioned, or to allow it to continue throughout the city.”73 

 The Council did not award the petitioners with an immediate response.  There 

is some speculation that the council may have been interested in establishing public 

opinion before acting on the petitions.74  One council member even called for a public 

vote, stating that, “he believed that a referendum would show that the majority of San 

Diegans favored speaking anywhere at anytime.”75  Although Robert Warren Diehl 

slightly overstates the case by arguing that “as the days of December passed into 

history, Socialists and others believed that the issue had died,” there was perhaps a 

strong sense in which the Council could have gone either way.76        

 Although the Council was initially undecided the actions of an agent 

provocateur forced their hand.  On the evening of January 6, 1912, real estate 

developer R. J. Walsh disrupted a public IWW meeting by driving his car through 

soapbox row while blowing his horn.77  In response to the insult, the audience 

gathered themselves up to block the car.  A rear tire was slashed by a knife before 

IWW organizer E. J. Lewis calmed the crowd by outing Walsh as a provocateur.78  

After the IWW meeting concluded, a single-taxer began speaking on the opposite side 

of the street.  Walsh returned with the police and plainclothes men.  They “jerked the 

single tax orator from the box and hurled him to the pavement.”79  Another “big 

brute” grabbed socialist organizer G. W. Woodbey and “hurled him about ten feet.”  
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They then “fell upon the secretary of the Socialist Party, J. R. Cothran, and gave 

him a severe mauling.”80  As a crowd gathered, the group continued to attempt to 

incite a riot: 

 Between nine and ten o’clock the over-anxious police began to get angry and 

 redoubled their efforts to incite the good natured and curious crowed.  Unable 

 to get trouble thrust upon them, they began singling out individuals.  About 

 this time, Charles Grant, a member of the IWW started across the street and 

 was struck by a plain clothes detective, Wistler by name.  Grant protested and 

 was immediately jumped upon by two more plain clothes men and after being 

 man-handled was jammed in the patrol auto.81  

Two days later, the Common Council passed the ordinance preventing free speech in 

a forty nine block radius.82  The ordinance was passed with an emergency clause that 

permitted the law to go into effect immediately.83        

 The evening the ordinance was passed a street meeting was held by socialists 

and the IWW.84  For reasons that are somewhat unclear, the meeting was allowed to 

continue and the ordinance was not enforced by the police for approximately one 

month.  The IWW speculated that the police were likely ordered to avoid enforcement 

until the emergency clause was no longer relevant in order to prevent a hang-up in the 

courts.85  Grace Miller makes a similar suggestion that the police may have been 

influenced by the city attorney who thought that the emergency clause might prove 

unconstitutional.86  Furthermore, police enforcement may have been delayed due to 

the general ambiguity of public opinion.87 
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 In the following month, the California Free Speech League was formed.  

The primary elected leadership of the committee included Wood Hubbard of the 

IWW as secretary, Casper (Kaspar) Bauer of the Socialist Party as Treasurer, and E. 

E. Kirk as attorney.88  The executive committee was composed of local members 

from the major trade unions, religious organizations, the IWW, and the Socialist 

Party.89  As an affiliate with the National Free Speech League out of New York, the 

League primarily articulated a civil libertarian agenda around the universal right to 

freedom of speech.90 

 The League organized a mass parade on February 8 that drew a crowd of 

approximately 5,000 people, possibly the largest crowd of any IWW free speech fight 

thus far.  Although the red flag was flown during the parade the class struggle was no 

longer at the forefront of the message.91  The ambiguity of the class struggle in 

relation to the broader mission of the League is represented by a sign held by 

Hubbard from atop his horse at the front of the march: “Liberty and Justice Live. 

1776-1912. Tyranny and Exploitation Perish.”92  An image of the liberty bell was 

painted above the text of Hubbard’s sign.  Hubbard was flanked by a socialist, two 

unidentified Wobblies, Laura Payne Emerson, and Juanita McKamey.93  The 

contingent in the front was followed by ranks of demonstrators organized in rows of 

four and festooned with banners.94 Somewhere between 3,000-5,000 people turned 

out to watch the parade and many of them joined in the procession.95  The parade was 

escorted along its route by some of the 60 police and 40 reserve officers requisitioned 

for the event.96  The rest of the police marched up Sixth and E Street to form a 

blockade at the entrance to soapbox row.97  The parade reached Sixth and E and after 
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a brief hesitation marched through the blockade and beyond their pre-announced 

destination point.  A soapbox was produced as reinforcements helped to regroup the 

confused police.  Hubbard made as if to give a speech but was roughly arrested before 

he could address his audience.  The same ungentle treatment was applied Laura Payne 

Emerson and Juanita McKamey during their subsequent attempts to speak from the 

box.98  Apparently, the violence against the speakers agitated the crowd as they began 

to edge up against the police line chanting “free speech, show that you are 

Americans.”99  The police were temporarily forced to forego their arrests in order to 

drive back the crowd with their batons.  Somewhat to my surprise, the crowd 

subsided and over 40 orators were arrested in the first major police action since the 

passage of the ordinance.  The Industrial Worker described the event with 

characteristic flourish:  

 The forty-one persons who had decided to stand for their rights—rights which 

 existed prior to governments—then mounted the box, only to be taken as are 

 rabbits in a ferret drive, one by one, by those eunuch minded barbarians on the 

 San Diego police force.100     

Each prisoner was held for 24 hours before being charged with criminal 

conspiracy.101  They were not, in fact, charged with the actual violation of the 

ordinance prohibiting speaking in the restricted area.    

 After the initial arrests, speakers organized public meetings outside of the 

restricted area.  With ostensible concern for public meetings blocking traffic, the 

common council issued a new ordinance:  
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 Any officer designated by the Chief of Police to perform such duty shall 

 control the movement and order and stoppage of persons, street cars, vehicles 

 and animals in or upon any public street, and disperse any unusual and 

 unnecessary assemblage of persons or vehicles that are obstructing or 

 impeding, or to such officer shall seem likely to obstruct or impede, the free 

 passage of persons or vehicles along said streets.102 

Furthermore, the Superintendant of Police ordered a “general roundup of all male 

vagrants and hoboes.”103  The compounded effect of the new policies was harsher 

restrictions governing public assembly and address.  While the initial ordinance can 

essentially be understood as a place constraint, the tendency clause of the new 

ordinance (shall seem likely to obstruct or impede) permitted the cops exceptional 

authority to restrict speech based on their individual discretion.104  In the following 

two days, forty-four more orators were arrested before crowds with upwards of 1,000 

onlookers.105  These new arrestees were charged with violation of the new traffic 

ordinance and bail was placed at $50.  Each demanded a separate and immediate jury 

trial.   

 True to form, the Industrial Worker, now under the editorship of Walker C. 

Smith, called for footloose hobos to descend on southern California.  Jack Whyte 

writes,   

 The boys sent me out on bail for the purpose of making this appeal.  They said 

 “tell the boys throughout the country that we will fight to the finish.” WILL 

 YOU HELP THEM.  We need MEN and money.  There is no place in the 

 world that has a more beautiful climate than San Diego.  Let the TOURISTS 
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 roll in.  On behalf of the men who are in jail I appeal to you for assistance.  

 HOLD PROTEST MEETINGS.  SEND MEN AND FUNDS.  Help save 

 local No. 13 from defeat.  Today we need you.  Tomorrow you may need us.  

 All winter we have stood by the workers who were in trouble.  Now it is our 

 turn.  WILL YOU HELP US.106   

The call was supported by a measure of analysis: “as usual the fight resolves itself 

into a test of power and it rests upon the toilers of the world to show the master class 

that in the final analysis we, and we alone, possess the power to operate affairs.”107  

The Free Speech League issued a different analysis appealing to the more moderate 

trade unions: “At bottom it is a fight to unionize the town.”108   

 By February 20, 160 people were in jail, the majority being members of the 

IWW.109  As in previous fights, the cops created exceptionally terrible conditions in 

the jails.  The New York Call published the following report of the San Diego jail:  

 Jail treatment may be judged of from a letter written by one of the prisoners, 

 in which he states that thirty-six men were put into a room 16x16 feet, with an 

 open toilet in it and two small windows, half open for ventilation.  When one 

 man fainted and the police were finally persuaded to take him out, the door 

 was immediately closed on the others.  Prisoners were kicked on being put 

 into the cell, and when water was requested one jailer suggested the toilet.  On 

 the route from the city to the county jail one prisoner who murmured to 

 another about  constitutional rights was heard by a detective, who informed 

 him that he would “smash his head if he spoke again.”  In the county jail 

 thirty-three men were put into a cage where four hammocks provided poor 
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 accommodation for twenty men, thirteen sleeping on the steel floor.  From 

 Thursday night until Saturday morning they got no water to wash with, and 

 even then no towels.  Meals consisted of four ounces of bread and mush in the 

 morning, and a small portion of stew or beans—sometimes rotten and sour—

 at 3:30 pm.          

In another letter, Alexander McKay wrote that seventy eight orators were confined to 

a cell that was designed for twenty prisoners.  McKay also reported that beds 

consisted of iron frames with no mattresses or blankets.  In another case, jailors 

confiscated a near-sighted man’s glasses.110  In contrast, the San Diego Evening 

Tribune claimed that “Good substantial food is being served twice each day…the 

prisoners are compelled to sleep on the floor without blankets, however, the jail is 

well heated.”111  

 Organized trade labor in San Diego organized mass demonstrations to protest 

the conditions in the jails.  On February 26, 1912, labor organized 2,500 people to 

parade from the city to the county jails: 

 The band stopped in front of the city jail and rendered the “Marsellaise” and 

 with three cheers for the IWW and three more for Free Speech, which were 

 heartily echoed by the 120 incarcerated men, the marchers resumed their 

 course to the county jail.  The next stop was made at the county bastilles 

 where the ceremony was repeated, with shouts of “keep up the fight.  We are 

 with you” to cheer up the men upon the inside.        

The American Federation of Labor backed the free speech fight and sent a delegation 

to Chief of Police to inform him in this regard.112               
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 By March 4, as jails overflowed with almost 200 inmates, IWW orators 

performed a “spectacle of agitators drawing lots to see who shall have the honor” of 

going to jail.113  A new tune was fashioned to speed hobo orators on their way to San 

Diego:  

 Come on the cushions 
 
  Ride up on the top; 
 
 Stick to the brakebeams 
 
  Let nothing stop 
 
 Come in great numbers; 
 
  This we beseech: 
 
 Help San Diego  
 
  To win FREE SPEECH.114 
 
The ceaseless promotion of the fight from different fronts resulted in further mass 

demonstrations and an additional ten arrests over the course of the following week.   

 As the IWW vouched to win the fight in San Diego, “if it takes 20,000 

members and twenty years to do so,” the capitalist press released increasingly shrill 

calls for vigilante justice.115  For example, the Tribune called for the execution of the 

jailed IWW members;  

 hanging is none too good for them and they would be much better dead; for 

 they are absolutely useless in the human economy; they are waste material of 

 creation and should be drained off in the sewer of oblivion there to rot in cold 

 obstruction like any other excrement.116    
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Other local newspapers echoed the sentiment of the Tribune and called for 

deportation and other “tactics of terror” to deter would be orators.117    

Tactics of Terror   

 With the IWW and its allies content to deploy the same tactic in basically the 

same way as previous fights, the local police were afforded the unique opportunity to 

adapt their tactics.  In the first place, an additional force of 500 police was 

requisitioned to maintain civil order.118  To prevent the overflow of local jails, a 

stockade was built even as prisoners were being transferred to Orange County.119  

Snatch squads were deployed to detain suspected free speech sympathizers.120  The 

police enlisted the help of the Fire Department to control the streets.  The New York 

Call described one incident in which a hose was turned upon crowd: 

 After the Fire Department had been called up, the hose was brutally turned on 

 the audience, and directly upon the speaker’s face.  A crowd surrounded the 

 speaker’s stand until they were driven from the platform in a long and 

 vigorous battle with the hose.  Hundreds surrounded Mrs. Emerson, a speaker, 

 and withstood the terrible onslaught for over an hour.  The hose was then 

 pulled up to within a few feet of the drenched men and women and its terrific 

 force turned full in their faces, until they were swept from their feet, and the 

 speaker, nearly drowned, was forced from the stand.  For three hours the 

 crowd, dispersed at one point, would congregate at another, while the hose 

 followed it.  One young lady, singled out because she was selling Leaders at 

 the meeting,121 received five minutes of personal water cure.  Another person 

 grabbed the American flag and wrapped it about his person.  He was swept 
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 down, grabbed and roughly handled, jailed and fined $30 for desecrating 

 the flag.122   

The Call also reported incidents of cops charging outdoor street meetings with clubs 

raised and attempting to disrupt indoor meetings with false fire alarms.  In addition to 

the tactics directed towards terrorizing orators already in San Diego, cops deployed 

mounted patrols to prevent hobos from crossing the county line.123   

 The most significant evolution of police terror involved working with 

vigilante groups to brutalize and deport orators.  On March 18, 1912, the local 

newspapers published a report announcing the formation of a vigilante committee.124  

The first reports of vigilante coordination with police appeared shortly thereafter.  

The New York Call published a number of reports describing the new tactics of terror.  

Here is one example from the end of March:     

 Twenty-one men arrested; ten were put through the third degree.  We were 

 held in the station till about 10 p.m., then, in bunches of fives, were kidnapped 

 by vigilantes.  Some were loaded into autos and ditched twenty-eight miles off 

 without a bite to eat.  Then, in bunches of fives, we were unmercifully 

 assaulted with clubs and guns, and in the darkness were cornered and driven 

 through a barb-wire fence.  Several shots were fired, and some of the men are 

 badly scratched and bruised.  Two men were very nearly killed and may not 

 survive.  Out of the twenty-one arrested, eleven are at this place (Encimitas), 

 and the two dangerously wounded are on the way to the hospital; five are still 

 missing.125   
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Many similar reports were published in the Call.  For example, another victim 

describes a comparable example of police and vigilante terror during the same period:     

 I was selling the San Diego Herald and Solidarity on the corner of 5th and  E 

 streets…at about the hour of 10 o’clock a.m. I was arrested by Hervey 

 Shepard, of the detective force of the City of San Diego, and taken to the 

 office of the Police Department in the police station, where I was subjected to 

 a series of questions for a number of hours.  I was held at the police station 

 until 12 o’clock midnight, and during the time of my detention I was given no 

 food of any description.  At about 12, midnight, I was taken out of the second 

 story of the police station…I was roughly bundled into a closed automobile, 

 and shortly after one, Elie Boholt was also thrown in, after which three men in 

 civilian clothes, and the driver, got into the machine…a short distance further 

 on I notices a large public building, and in attempting to turn my head to get a 

 better view one of the parties having us in charge struck me on the jaw with a 

 closed fist and remarked: “You will try to take landmarks, will you?  Keep 

 your face straight ahead.”  That was the beginning of a continual pounding 

 received at his hands, for every once in a while he would give me a knock on 

 the jaw and say: “You will come to San Diego and show us how to run our 

 town, will you?”  We were about twenty miles out, apparently, when the 

 machine stopped, and the man riding with the driver got out, motioned to me 

 to get out saying, : “Get out here, Billy.”  Then I left the car, and the moment 

 my feet touched the ground this man grabbed me by the arm, saying: “Do  you 

 notice this fellow, Billy?”  And as I turned to see what he meant, received a 
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 crack in the head with a blackjack; he then struck me several blows on the 

 face with his fists, his companion giving me a kick, saying: “Get out.”  After 

 staggering up the road about 100 feet to a large tree I hid behind it and 

 watched proceedings.  I saw them take out John Stone from the second car 

 and proceed to beat him.  They then took from the second car Joe Marko, 

 dragged him in front of the lights of the second car and proceeded to beat him 

 up.  He was felled to the ground several times and gave several screams, after 

 which he was rushed up the road.  They then fired a revolver shot, and I heard 

 a bullet whistle past.126 

By the beginning of April, 1912, the vigilantes were highly organized and integrated 

into the policing of dissent.  The following testimony for the Commission on 

Industrial Relations describes an unfortunately common scene of terror in which 

orators were made to run the gauntlet:  

 …I left Los Angeles the second of April with 65 other fellow workers.  We 

 started to walk but soon a freight came along.  We jumped in and got to Santa 

 Ana, camped there for the night and next day held a street meeting.  Miss T. 

 Smith talked at the meeting which was a success.  We left that night on a 

 freight.  This was April 3rd.  We were all on a box car, the crowd cheered us as 

 we left Santa Ana.  The boys were in good humor and singing.  I told theme to 

 be on the alert for something was sure to happen, because she was not making 

 a stop at Cafestrana, but was going right on.  My suspicions were soon to be 

 realized, for all at once she came to a stop and a drunken mob of vigilantes 

 came up both sides of the car with a gun in one hand and a club in the other, 
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 and on both sides of the track gunmen with rifles.  They proceeded to club 

 us off the car.  There was no use resisting as we had nothing to defend 

 ourselves with, although I felt like taking my chance. After we got on the 

 ground we were made to hold up our hands while they were going through us.  

 I was luck to have the committee money, something like $38.00 besides $2.00 

 of my own money, wrapped around my leg.  We were kept holding our hands 

 up for an hour if not more.  I was clubbed several times for letting my hands 

 down, being tired.  Clubbing became more general when we were too 

 exhausted to hold our hands up any longer.  They then herded us in a cattle 

 pen, made us lay down on the ground or rather manure pile.  We were all 

 bruised by this time.  A fellow laying next to me had a couple of ribs broken, 

 some were so bruised as to be uncomfortable to lay down, seeking relief by 

 sitting up.  Were punished by further clubbing and the usual expression “You 

 son of a B--- kill em.”  The whisky was arousing their spirits wonderfully.  In 

 the morning we were told to get up.  We were wondering what was in store 

 for us, but we  were soon to find out.  We were taken out in groups of five to 

 be made to run the gauntlet as we were taken out in fives, another bunch were 

 coming in from San Diego. Their looks told us of clubbing.  Some could 

 hardly walk, but their faces were determined.  As the bunches of five were 

 taken out and up the track to run the gauntlet, my experience, and as I saw 

 them run the gauntlet  the first thing on the program was to kiss the flag.  

 “You son of a B--, Com on  Kiss it G—Dam you.”  As he said it I was hit 

 with a wagon spoke all over;  when you had  kissed  the flag you were told to 
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 run the gauntlet.  50 men being on each side each man being armed with a 

 gun and a club and some had  long whips.  When I started to run the gauntlet 

 the men were ready for action, they were in high spirits from the booze.  I got 

 about 30 feet when I was suddenly struck across the knee.  I felt the wagon 

 spoke sink in splitting my knee.  I reeled over.  As I did I felt the club being 

 withdrawn with some  effort.  I fell on the side of the track.  Two of the 

 vigilantes came up to me pointing their guns at me saying “Get up you Son of 

 a B--”.  The pain was  intense.  “You broke my knee, you might as well kill 

 me” I said.  He lifted the club and was about to strike when an onlooker 

 grabbed him and said “You let him alone, you coward or I will kill you.”  I 

 told him my knee was broken.  He felt it and buried his hand in between my 

 kneecap.  As I was laying there I saw other fellow workers running the 

 gauntlet.  Some were bleeding freely  from cracked heads, others were 

 knocked down to be made to get up and run  again.  Some tried to break the 

 line only to be beaten back.  It was the most cowardly and inhuman cracking 

 of heads I ever witnessed.127   

On April 12, 1910 the San Diego Union published a letter from the vigilante 

committee regarding their purpose and method:  

 We the law abiding citizens of this commonwealth think that these anarchists 

 have gone far enough and we propose to keep up the deportation of these 

 undesireable citizens as fast as we can catch them, and that hereafter they will 

 not only be carried to the county line and dumped there, but we intend to leave 

 our mark on them in the shape of tar rubbed into their hair, so that a shave will 
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 be necessary to remove it and this is what the agitators (all of them) may 

 expect from now on, that the outside world may know that they have been to 

 San Diego.128 

These stories illustrate how police and citizens of San Diego developed tactics of 

control in excess of any proportional sense of measure.  The Common Council 

initially intended to except itself from regular process with an emergency measure.  

The press increasingly encouraged citizens to vigilante justice and released regular 

reports of the location and progress of hobos marching on the city.129  The police 

turned to pre-emptive arrests, massive displays of force, and torture both in and 

outside of the jails.  Cops, bosses, and citizens worked openly with private detective 

agencies and capitalist thugs to remove or reroute hobos from the site of struggle.        

 In the context of growing national concern and public critiques of the 

vigilantes by California trade unions, Governor Hiram Johnson appointed special 

investigator Harris Weinstock to report on the free speech fight.  Weinstock held a 

series of hearings from April 18 to April 20, 1912, during which he interviewed 

authorities and free speech fighters.  Weinstock concluded that, 

 Your Commissioner, has visited Russia and while there…heard many horrible 

 tales of high-handed proceedings and outrageous treatment of innocent people 

 at the hands of despotic tyrannic Russian authorities.  Your commissioner is 

 frank to confess that when he became satisfied of the truth of these stories as 

 related by these unfortunate men [those who had been beaten by the 

 vigilantes] it was hard for him to believe he was still not sojourning in Russia, 

 conducting his investigation there, instead of in this alleged “land of the free 
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 and home of the brave.”  Surely these American men, who, as the 

 overwhelming evidence shows, in large numbers assaulted with weapons in a 

 most cowardly and brutal manner their helpless and defenseless fellows, 

 were certainly far from “brave” and the victims far from “free.”130    

Weinstock suggested the possibility of criminal proceedings against vigilantes even 

as he suggested new legislation to control the IWW: “because of its unholy and 

reckless methods to attain its ends…should the organization reach large proportions, 

it is likely seriously to menace the industrial peace and welfare of the country.”131 

 Despite Weinstock’s report, paranoia in the city reached new levels on May 1, 

1912, as the San Diego Union reported that 150 IWW were secretly being quartered 

in the city.  The article explains that “trooping into San Diego in small bodies and 

being quartered in shacks and a ramshackle lodging house…the agitating element is 

reported to be gathering strength.”132  A week later, a shoot out during a police raid of 

an IWW hall resulted in the death of IWW member Joseph Mickolash (also spelled 

Mickolasck and Mikotasch).  Apparently, police ordered Mickolash outside and shot 

him in the leg.133  He grabbed an ax before he was shot dead by more police gunfire.  

The capitalist press reported instead that “Assassins Attack and Wound 2 Policeman; 

Officers Return Fire; IWW Found Fatally Shot Near Scene.”134  During the raid, 

firearms were reportedly seized from the hall.135  After the shootout a band of 

hundreds of vigilantes gathered at the police station to escort IWW members from the 

city jail.  The vigilantes were armed with police batons as IWW members were 

loaded into automobiles for transport.  According to the San Diego Union, “what the 

destination of these machines was no one but the commander apparently knew, but 
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that it was different in each case soon became certain.”136  As IWW’s were 

transported north, vigilantes set up check points throughout San Diego to prevent any 

IWW reaction.  The following morning, May 9, 1912, the Union reported that, “Last 

of IWW’s are Driven from City; Man Shot in Fight with Police Dies.”137 

 When Emma Goldman arrived one week later, May 15, 1912, she described 

the city as “in the grip of a veritable civil war”:   

 On our arrival we found a dense crowd at the station. It did not occur to me 

 that the reception was intended for us; I thought that some State official was 

 being expected. We were to be met by our friends Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Kirk, 

 but they were nowhere to be seen, and Ben suggested that we go to the U. S. 

 Grant Hotel.  We passed unobserved and got into the hotel autobus. It was hot 

 and stuffy inside and we climbed up on top. We had barely taken our seats 

 when someone shouted: "Here she is, here's the Goldman woman!" At once 

 the cry was taken up by the crowd. Fashionably dressed women stood up in 

 their cars screaming: "We want that anarchist murderess!" In an instant there 

 was a rush for the autobus, hands reaching up to pull me down. With unusual 

 presence of mind, the chauffeur started the car at full speed, scattering the 

 crowd in all directions.138   

Goldman made it safely to the hotel where she was promptly sent back to the train 

station by local authorities.  Her lover, Ben Reitman, was not so fortunate.  Vigilantes 

kidnapped Reitman from the hotel and tortured him in a manner consistent with their 

stated intentions.  Goldman recounts his story of the events:  
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 When Emma and the hotel manager left the office to go into another 

 room…I remained alone with seven men. As soon as the door was closed, 

 they drew out revolvers. “If you utter a sound or make a move, we'll kill you,” 

 they threatened. Then they gathered around me. One man grabbed my right 

 arm, another the left; a third took hold of the front of my coat, another of the 

 back, and I was led out into the corridor, down the elevator to the ground floor 

 of the hotel, and out into the street past a uniformed policeman, and then 

 thrown into an automobile. When the mob saw me, they set up a howl. The 

 auto went slowly down the main street and was joined by another one 

 containing several persons who looked like business men. This was about half 

 past ten in the  evening. The twenty-mile ride was frightful. As soon as we got 

 out of town, they began kicking and beating me. They took turns at pulling my 

 long hair and they stuck their fingers into my eyes and nose. “We could tear 

 your guts out,” they said, “but we promised the Chief of Police not to kill you. 

 We are responsible men, property-owners, and the police are on our side.” 

 When we reached the county line, the auto stopped at a deserted spot. The 

 men formed a  ring and told me to undress. They tore my clothes off. They 

 knocked me down, and when I lay naked on the ground, they kicked and beat 

 me until I was almost insensible. With a lighted cigar they burned the letters 

 I.W.W. on my buttocks; then they poured a can of tar over my head and, in the 

 absence of feathers, rubbed sage-brush on my body. One of them attempted to 

 push a cane into my rectum. Another twisted my testicles. They forced me to 

 kiss the flag and sing The Star Spangled Banner. When they tired of the fun, 
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 they gave me my underwear for fear we should meet any women. They 

 also gave me back my vest, in order that I might carry my money, railroad 

 ticket, and watch. The rest of my clothes they kept. I was ordered to make a 

 speech, and then they commanded me to run the gauntlet. The Vigilantes lined 

 up, and as I ran past them, each one gave me a blow or a kick. Then they let 

 me go.139 

The stories of Goldman and Reitman shocked the Left.  Resolutions of protest were 

drafted and forwarded to labor federations and locals.  The AFL Trades Council in 

San Francisco recommended that Governor Johnson prosecute vigilantes and that 

Congressmen Kent and Berger initiate a federal investigation.  The Council also 

called for all labor presses in the country expose the vigilantes, for defense funds to 

be raised, and for state legislators remove all funds from important city projects “until 

the citizens of that city recognize the right of free speech.”140  

 With the qualification that, “of course, I have no sympathy with the 

propaganda of the IWW’s,” Governor Johnson ordered Attorney General Webb to 

further assess the situation in in San Diego.141  After consulting with local officials, 

leadership of the AFL, and the Socialist Party, Webb ordered local authorities to 

comport themselves within the boundaries the law or face state intervention and 

criminal prosecution.142  However, as Miller explains, even though “neither the 

militia nor prosecutions or indictments of the vigilantes in San Diego would be 

forthcoming,” outright vigilante assaults were indefinitely postponed.143  Considering 

the reasons for the change in policy, Miller speculates that,   
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 It is unclear what deterred the vigilantes in their terrorism during the 

 summer and fall of 1912.  Perhaps the excessive treatment of Ben Reitman 

 had produced somewhat of a catharsis in the vigilante group; that vigilante 

 terror had simply been spent.  Or, possibly the evidence that move was 

 underway to bring the IWW to the attention of President William Howard Taft 

 and the federal authorities was enough to curb the local extra-legal forces.144   

In any case, the effort to enlist the help of the federal government to suppress the 

IWW failed after the Justice Department concluded there was insufficient evidence 

that  IWW leaders could be indicted for conspiracy to overthrow the US 

government.145  The IWW reaction to the fortunate but nevertheless depressing 

recognition of their own powerlessness is represented in a June 6, 1912, article for the 

Industrial Worker:    

 On the surface, the free speech fight is becoming more calm and less 

 spectacular.  Apparently the vigilantes have every IWW man driven out of 

 San Diego or forced into hiding.  Business is again seated on her throne, while 

 here devotees chase the elusive sucker.146   

The Struggle Continues  

 Over the summer and fall of 1912, as the city of San Diego dealt with an 

outbreak of smallpox, the IWW insisted that the fight for free speech was not over.  

As hobo orators were released from jail, they quietly continued the work of publicly 

organizing Local 13, if in a restricted and cautious manner.147  Subsequent statements 

from Local 13 reflect a tension over the utility of continuing the free speech fight.  On 

the one hand, the growing sentiment that free speech fights were a distraction from 
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the task of organization is reflected by the Local 13 Executive Committee 

statement that, “we must have a strong local to back up the work of the organizers 

and agitators on the street, also to give us the job-control that is necessary to give us 

our existence.”148  On the other hand, the Publicity Committee continued to declare 

that, “on to San Diego should be the cry.  We are winning but need men to make the 

last blow so stunning that capitalists everywhere will take warning.”149  Gradually, 

San Diego slipped from the front page of the Industrial Worker.  In October of 1912, 

Laura Payne Emerson bitterly remarked that,  

 the vigilantes and police of San Diego, no doubt, are congratulating 

 themselves on  their victory in the late free speech fight, and from other 

 sections of the country comes the news that vigilantes are forming for the 

 purpose of handling the IWW as they were handled in San Diego, Cal…the 

 That sacred spot where so many IWW were clubbed and  arrested last 

 winter lies safe and secure from the unhallowed tread of the hated  anarchist, 

 and in fact, from all other human beings.  The street is paved, or grass would 

 no doubt spring up in the midst thereof, or perhaps thorns an thistles…So here 

 we are in the midst of an organized band of thugs, legal and extra legal, who 

 deny us all rights and privileges.  Perhaps there is no country in the world or 

 no spot in this country where club and gun, brute force and  ignorance reign 

 more supreme than here in San Diego 150        

The question was by no means rhetorical.  The tensions over how to proceed in San 

Diego remained largely unresolved as the Local proved incapable of producing an 

innovative response to the new conditions.   
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 In the last major event in the San Diego free speech fight Emma Goldman 

and Ben Reitman attempted to return to San Diego in May of 1913, but were detained 

and escorted out of the city by the police.151  Meanwhile prominent San Diegans 

organized Open Forum to protest the repressive speaking policies.152  In addition, 

efforts of the Socialist Party and free speech advocates led to the defeat of the 

reactionary Councilman Sehon in the 1913 elections.153  The tensions and anxieties 

over free speech in San Diego were beginning to unwind.  After the elections, the 

repressive speaking ordinance was enforced less regularly and mostly ignored by the 

summer of 1914.154  Finally, the ordinance was repealed in 1915; but, thoroughly 

vanquished, Local 13 could boast no significant organizational gains.  One historian 

concludes a study of the pyrrhic victory at San Diego by comparing it to the victory 

of the British at Bunker Hill: “The IWW suffered heavy casualties in the dispute, at 

least two dead, hundreds beaten, and may missing in action.  After the fight was over 

it hobbled away badly mauled.”155   

 The most important question of the San Diego Free Speech Fight involves the 

relation between the changing context of the oratorical as a mode of self-organization 

and direct action of the class and the activation of apparatuses of vigilantism and 

violence.  What made the conditions of the free speech fight in San Diego more 

conducive to a state governed by logics of exception and terror?  

 To begin an answer, it is important to recall that, in an important sense, the 

Spokane free speech fight predates the 1911 organizational debate about emphasizing 

shop floor organization or political agitation.  Although in 1911, the debate 

temporarily resolved around a both/and compromise, in an important sense the very 
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distinction would not have been operational in the 1908 Don’t Buy Jobs 

campaign, given the collapse of circulation and production in the apparatuses of the 

three job system.  The Spokane fight involved re-routing the circulations of labor 

power from within the regional network of the three job system in an insurgent 

counter-circulation.  In this way, the site and the stake of the struggle involved the 

composition of the class.  The capacity of the union to organize in such a way as to 

valorize and radicalize the internal characteristics of the regional working classes was 

strengthened through soapboxing as a public technology of self-organization and 

direct action.  By contrast, the internal compositional dynamic of the class was 

insufficient for success during the fight at Fresno.  The intervention of a technology 

of mediation in the form of the national press was necessary for the ostensible success 

of the IWW in Fresno.  

 In San Diego, soapboxing produced a crisis, or more specifically, the potential 

of a crisis, in the self-activity and direct action of the Spanish-speaking workers in an 

industrial union.  Police intervention on soapbox row followed from exponential 

organizational growth among Mexican workers and increased surveillance of 

Mexican members under suspicion of violating neutrality laws.  After the restoration 

of Federal forces in Tijuana, the cadre of revolutionary insurrectos returned to San 

Diego to find a tenuous alliance between IWW’s, Socialists and trade labor unionists 

for the purpose of protecting civil liberties in the aftermath of the bombing of the 

Times and the incident at Germania Hall.  As the political map was redrawn to reflect 

the escalation of forces for the approaching free speech fight, the promise and hope of 

an OBU of all Spanish speaking workers all but dissipated.   
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 As the pattern of escalation played out, the new actors followed the 

familiar script.  The IWW and its allies reproduced the tried and true pattern in 

conformity with all of their previous experiences.  Recall the mass parade on 

February 8, 1912, in which thousands of participants stormed through a barricade of 

police lines in order to simply install a soapbox and one by one be taken to jail.  It is 

nothing less than shocking to me that a union of revolutionary workers literally 

fought back the cops to stand for their right to individual arrest.  In this regard, the 

event of San Diego was not the transfiguration of soapbox oratory as a direct action 

but rather the activation and deployment of extra-legal forces as an extension and 

apparatus of the state.  As Melvin Dubofsky argues,  

 the city’s citizens learned from the mistakes previously revealed in Spokane 

 and Fresno.  San Diego [was determined] not to be invaded by armies of 

 Wobblies, nor bankrupted by scores of prisoners who resided in jail as 

 beneficiaries of the public purse and who demanded costly individual trials.156  

With no innovation in tactics, no industrial or reserve pool of labor, and only a small 

store of weapons, the fight in San Diego goes down more as a public performance of 

moral righteousness against the suppression of a constitutional right.  The storm 

troopers of the IWW were quickly vanquished by capitalist thugs and the public 

technologies of mediation and governance brought slow resolution to the remaining 

voices of dissent.     
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The Everett Massacre, 1916    

 
The Timber Beast’s Lament  

 
I’m on the boat for the camp 
With a sick and aching head; 
I’ve blowed another winter’s stake, 
And I’ve got the jims instead. 
 
It seems I’ll never learn the truth 
That’s written plain as day, 
It’s, the only time they welcome you 
Is when you make it pay. 
 
And it’s “blanket-stiff” and “jungle-hound,” 
And “pitch him out the door,” 
But it’s “Howdy, Jack, old-timer,” 
When you’ve got the price for more. 
 
Oh, tonight the boat is rocky, 
And I ain’t got a bunk, 
Not a rare of cheering likker,  
Just a turkey full of junk.  
 
All I call my life’s possessions, 
Is just what I carry ‘round. 
For I’ve blowed the rest on skid-roads, 
Of a hundred gyppo towns. 
 
And it’s “lumberjack” and “timber-beast,” 
And “Give these bums a ride,” 
But it’s “Have one on the house, old boy,” 
If you’re stepping with the tide.   
 
And the chokers will be heavy, 
Just as heavy, just as cold, 
When the hooker gives the high-ball, 
And we start to dig for gold. 
 
And I’ll cuss the siren skid-road, 
With its blatant, drunken tune, 
But then, of course, I’ll up and make 
Another trip next June.1  
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 A number of interesting and significant IWW events occur between the 

most sensational violence of the free speech fight in San Diego in 1912 to the Everett 

Massacre in 1916.  To name only a few examples, the Agricultural Workers 

Organization was organized and achieved major successes among the harvest 

workers.2  A major strike was fought and lost on the Mesabi Range in Minnesota.3  

Joe Hill was murdered by the State of Utah.  Rather than detail these events, which 

have received detailed attention in more general histories of the IWW, and, in order to 

move beyond the immediate success or failure of the free speech fight in Everett, it is 

important in this chapter to provide an outline of the context of class struggle among 

the timber workers.  The significance of the historical transformations and 

possibilities of oratory as a mode of class composition at Everett can only be revealed 

by first tracing the way in which spontaneous and militant rank and file self-activity 

(in many other forms) were repeatedly captured and betrayed by the industrial barons, 

cops, and most devastatingly, by the bosses and leadership of the Trade Union.  From 

within this context, the present chapter seeks to explore the way in which Wobblies 

ultimately failed to compose the class through the oratorical form in Everett and how, 

instead, they invented and circulated alternative models of composition, known to 

them as striking on the job.  By virtue of these historical circumstances, this chapter 

deals even less with soapbox as an oratorical form of class composition than previous 

chapters.  In fact, in this last of the great pre-war IWW free speech fights, the 

Wobblies are completely thwarted by the concerted violence of municipal authorities, 

deputized citizen thugs, and organized industrialists.  Indeed, the moment when 

everything was on the line, the Wobblies were forced to sea and were even unable to 
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reach Everett on the steamship Verona.  The final sections of this chapter 

illustrate the total breakdown of the oratorical form as a structure for the 

communication of self-activity and direct action of revolutionary bodies.  In one 

sense, the breakdown of oratory as a mode of composition can be understood in terms 

of the increasing effectiveness of apparatuses of exception to activate counter-

circulations; that is to say, to take the fight to the Wobblies.  In yet another sense, 

historians of the IWW are fond of interpreting the breakdown of oratorical 

composition as a kind of realization or historical awakening that only steady and 

permanent structures of workplace organizing can, as it were, bring to birth a new 

world from the ashes of the old.  Although I pay close attention to the first 

interpretation of the historical breakdown in oratorical composition, the “point of 

production” interpretation is neither theoretical sound nor historically accurate.  At 

the level of theory, if we accept that class was in fact composed through the 

oratorical—as I have sought to show over and over in previous chapters—then the 

composition of the class is not determined by time in production.  In historical terms, 

in the fall out of the Everett trial, the hobo timber-beasts refused the old logic of 

building long-term institutional unions and composed themselves within a context of 

circulation and direct action and through spontaneous acts of sabotage and desertion.  

Although a full treatment of the post-Everett era is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation, I address it briefly in the concluding sections of this chapter to book-end 

the decade-long era covered in this dissertation.                    

Struggling in Everett   
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 The establishment of the National Forests at the turn of the century 

accelerated the marginalization of homesteader timber west of the Rockies.4  As the 

federal government consolidated and regulated forest land, contracts for timber were 

increasingly awarded to the lumber barons and trusts of incorporated interests.5  In 

large scale operations, the introduction and evolution of machinery, at each stage of 

production, meant fewer jobs and higher risks of maiming and death.  The donkey 

engine and later the flying machine gradually replaced the practice of hauling away 

felled trees by horse teams or rivers.6  The operation of mechanized saws and 

machine loads replaced the craft carpentering of rough lumber.7  The uniform 

production of upright saws after 1900 stimulated demand for red cedar shingles from 

the lumber-producing regions of the country.8  Norman C. Clark bluntly explains that, 

“Everett grew on this demand.”9    

 Everett, known as the “city of smokestacks” became a manufacturing center in 

earnest after the turn of the century, as the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company purchased 

the Bell-Nelson Mill Company property.  Rockefeller speculation encouraged 

population growth and Everett was finally linked up with the Great Northern 

Railroad.10  “The new saws,” Clark further explains, “quite suddenly made shingle 

sawing a mercilessly bloody vocation.”11  The pro-capitalist editor of Sunset 

Magazine, Walter V. Woehlke, describes the new dangers of modernized shingle 

weaving:  

 The saw on his left sets the pace.  If the singing blade rips fifty rough shingles 

 off the block every minute, the sawyer must reach over to its teeth fifty times 

 in sixty seconds; if the automatic carriage feeds the odorous wood sixty times 
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 into the hungry teeth, sixty times he much reach over, turn the shingle, 

 trim its edge on the gleaming saw in front of him, cut out the narrow strip 

 containing the knot hole with two quick movements of his right hand and toss 

 the completed board down the chute to the packers, meanwhile keeping eyes 

 and ears open for the sound that asks him to feed a new block into the untiring 

 teeth.  Hour after hour the shingle weaver’s hands and arms, plain, unarmored 

 flesh and blood, are staked against the screeching steel that cares not what it 

 severs.  Hour after hour the steel sings its crescendo note as it bites into the 

 wood, the sawdust cloud thickens, the wet sponge under the sawyer’s nose 

 fills with fine particles.  If “cedar asthma,” the shingle weaver’s occupational 

 disease, does not get him, the steel will.  Sooner or later he reaches over a 

 little too far, the whirling blade tosses drops of deep red into the air, and a 

 finger, a hand or part of an arm comes sliding down the slick chute.12 

 The shingle weavers eventually became the most militant workers in the AFL 

dominated Everett Trades Council.13  The term shingle weaver was a generic term 

that applied to all the mill workers involved in the production of cedar shingles.14  

Clark describes the origin of the term: “Stacking slices of cedar into overlapping 

bundles, a skilled packer worked so rapidly that he appeared to be ‘weaving’ the 

shingles together, and hence the name.”15  To be clear, a skilled packer was generally 

an unskilled or semiskilled worker in the traditional sense of not practicing a craft.  In 

this sense, the early shingle weavers union was prototypical of the form of industrial 

organization advocated by the IWW: workers taking collective action across the lines 

of shop production without recognition as an exclusive bargaining unit.  In 1901, they 
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struck for wages and affiliated as the International Shingle Weavers Union of the 

AFL.  They struck successfully again in 1904 for wages.  A third strike over wages in 

1906 spread throughout the industry.  Although workers were locked out and scabs 

imported to the mills, they won a further wage increase without recognition and built 

organizational capacity throughout the Puget Sound region.  By 1907, every mill in 

Everett was organized into the union.16   

 From 1910 to 1911 the rank and file organized support for the IWW.17  Cash 

was sent to the defense funds for free speech in Spokane.18  The question of affiliation 

was even brought to the 1911 convention.  James P. Thompson delivered a two hour 

speech in favor of a referendum vote on affiliation.  Unlike the IWW, however, the 

national leadership structure overlapped with the delegate vote proportions, resulting 

in a “cut and dried affair,” with few opportunities for initiative from the rank and file.  

The final vote of 1,322 to 546 prevented the question of affiliation from going to a 

referendum.19  

 A leader of the opposition to the referendum, Ernest P. Marsh rose to the rank 

of executive secretary and editor of the union paper in 1909 after three years of 

industrial peace afforded by the informal agreement over wages in 1906.  Marsh was 

far removed from the militant agitators of the OBU.  As an articulate advocate of the 

AFL, Marsh embodied the identity of interest between workers and bosses.  He was 

clean-shaven, married, active in the church, pro-business and described by one 

historian as “the soul of moderation.”20  Marsh is said to have described the Wobblies 

as “loudmouthed, foul-mouthed, irresponsible, irreligious, and unpatriotic fools, 

directed like puppets by a handful of dictatorial ‘slum angels’ from Chicago who 
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shamed the union movement.”21  In an open and explicit effort to stall organizing 

efforts of the Forest and Lumber Workers of the IWW, Marsh reformed the shingle 

weavers union in 1913 to include jurisdiction over all timber workers in the 

industry.22   

 Despite Marsh’s efforts, the new International Timber Workers of the AFL 

provided an industrial structure for the resurgence of militancy among the rank and 

file.23  They subsequently demanded an eight-hour day and threatened an industry-

wide strike to commence on May 1, 1914.24  The Robinson Mill promptly fired 25 

new union members, causing the other two hundred workers to walk out.  Every mill 

in Everett locked out their employees.  A spokesperson for the mills stated that they 

would permit the workers to return in one week with the condition that union activity 

would cease, wages and hours were no longer negotiable, and that they would tolerate 

no “outside interests to interfere in their business.”25  A spontaneous convergence of 

5,000 workers marched on Everett as the Trades Council demanded protection for 

workers who joined the union.  The socialist representative on the Council again 

threatened a general strike.26   

 In all likelihood astonished but not yet defeated by the turn of events, Marsh 

addressed the union delegates in assembly.  In this address, he framed the recent 

radicalism as a failure of moderate delegates to discipline the rank and file of their 

locals.27  The moderate delegates, he continued, were responsible for allowing the 

leadership of the union to be characterized as “being little better than dupes of the 

employing class.”28 He argued that such characterization led the rank and file to 

substitute struggle for compromise and passion for reason.  As a consequence, there 
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would be no extension of the agreements of previous years.  Marsh then 

advocated for political action at the ballot rather than industrial action against the 

mills in order to prevent the general strike called for Mayday.  In what one 

sympathetic historian describes as “a remarkable triumph of persuasion,” Marsh 

“evoked the progressive spirit…call[ing] for an ‘appeal to the reasoning faculty of 

men and women’ across the state who would surely grant to labor its dignity.”29  

Marsh concluded with his own contract, of a sort, with the delegates.  If they called 

off the strike, he would draft and propose a ballot initiative mandating a state-wide 

eight-hour day (to be voted on the following November).  Furthermore, Marsh 

promised union leadership would “fight all reduction in wages.”30  Locals were 

notified that the delegates agreed to these terms and the union would not strike.31    

 Whatever else may be said about the singularity of this historical moment, that 

Marsh successfully captured the energy of the rank and file with promises and lies of 

progress, that his virtuoso address articulated the oratorical form to the specific 

hierarchies of control in the Timber Workers, that in this specific instance the workers 

never needed Marsh and could self-organize a general strike, that every promise 

negotiated by Marsh could have been won immediately through this general strike, 

that an armed insurrection could have easily captured and occupied the mills, etc., 

there is a sense in which the structure of this moment is repeated time and again 

throughout the twentieth-century: the surplus of self-activity and direct action is 

captured through a self-imposed structure of mediation rather than communicated 

socially and intensified locally.   Marsh was no dupe of the employing class.  He was 
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its spy, its cop, and its most articulate advocate.  When the initiative failed in the 

November election, Marsh spoke only of “hope in a hereafter.”32  

 The despair of their fallen leader notwithstanding, the Timber Workers acted 

quickly to remove moderates from office.  The editorship of the local Labor Journal 

was given to the Wobbly-friendly socialist Maynard Shipley.  The rank and file 

protested against lies of progress and political solutions to industrial problems.  

Describing how “such grumbling supported the more extended radical dialectic that 

soon dominated most local meetings,” Clark laments that rank and file militants 

began organizing a “frankly military auxiliary and began to study and drill in the 

tactics of industrial violence.”33            

 Industry conditions worsened during a depression from 1914-1915.  The 

demand for newer composite shingles further contributed to depressing the wholesale 

price of the cedar shingles produced in Everett.34  Capitalists, blaming the union and 

poor workmanship, declared a 20 percent wage cut and mandated an open shop.35  

The workers went out on strike and all but one mill closed in Everett.  The one 

remaining open mill imported scabs and strikebreakers from Seattle.36  In May of 

1915, after violent clashes between pickets and scabs, Donald McRae, a shingle 

weaver turned sheriff, arrested thirty picketers and offered to purge the industry of 

“troublemakers.”37  Heavily guarded camps were erected to house and protect the 

newly imported labor.  Under siege, many workers gradually deserted their pickets 

and sought to return to work.  Of those who stayed out, many joined the IWW.38  

Defeated, the Shingle Weavers accepted an informal agreement that the previous 

wage scale would be restored once the market improved. 
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 However, in 1916, as shingle prices reached and exceeded previous levels, 

the mills in Everett refused to restore union wages.39  The union struck and the major 

mill operations were shut down.  Even as the Commercial Club—consisting of local 

businessmen, industrialists, and mill owners—vowed to maintain the current wages 

and blamed the action on “professional agitators,” mill owners imported scabs to 

break the strike.40  Pickets were deployed in June and “the waterfront bristled again 

with barged wire, bunkhouses, searchlights, guns, and hired guards.”41 

 With no need for further evidence of class treachery, at least several hundred 

timber beasts turned to the IWW as a vehicle for self-organization and direct action.42  

A regional conference was organized in Seattle by regional forest and lumber 

workers.  According to Smith, “five hundred logger delegates responded, representing 

nearly as many camps in the district.”43  The conference mandated an organizer to 

survey the region and facilitate further industrial unionism.  General Headquarters 

dispatched James Rowan to “find out the sentiment for industrial unionism” in 

Everett.44 

 Rowan received a rude welcome that foreshadowed later events.  Shortly after 

arriving in Everett, on the evening of July 31, 1916, he spoke from a soapbox near the 

lively intersection of Wetmore Avenue and Hewitt Avenue.45  As a transplanted 

organizer, he chose first to speak on the general subject of the recent report of the 

Industrial Relations Commission.46  Although the details of the speech are lost to 

history, Rowan may likely have addressed the findings of the commission in relation 

to the previous free speech fights.  Given the state of siege in Everett, the findings of 

the commission would have been pertinent:  
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 On numerous occasions in every part of the country, the police of cities 

 and towns have either arbitrarily or under the cloak of a traffic ordinance, 

 interfered with, or prohibited public speaking, both in the open and in halls, by 

 persons connected with organizations of which the police or those from whom 

 they received their orders did not approve.  In many instances such 

 interference has been carried out with a degree of brutality which would be 

 incredible if it were not vouched for by reliable witnesses…In some cases this 

 suppression of free speech seems to have been the result of sheer brutality and 

 wanton mischief, but  in the majority of cases it undoubtedly is the result of a 

 belief by the police, or their superiors, that they were “supporting and 

 defending the Government” by such an invasion of personal rights.  There 

 could be no greater error.  Such action strikes at the very foundations of 

 Government.47  

Rowan concluded with stock IWW critiques of the AFL: “the A. F. of L. believes in 

signing agreements with the employers.  The craft unions regard these contracts as 

sacred.  When one craft goes on strike the others are forced to remain at work.  This 

makes the craft unions scab on each other.”48  He further explained that scabs would 

be irrelevant if loggers refused to convey timber to the mills.49       

 Jake Michel, a representative of the AFL, shouted back, “You are a liar!”50   

 Looking on from a nearby automobile, Sheriff McRae stated, “Jake, I will run 

that guy in if you say so.”51  

 Michel responded, “I don’t see any need to run him in.  He hasn’t said 

anything yet to run him in for.”52 
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 With the crowd lathered up, McRae forcibly removed Rowan from the 

platform and escorted him to the county jail.  He was detained for an hour and 

released with a warning.  Undaunted by the former shingle weaver, Rowan returned 

to the soapbox and was subsequently arrested by Police Officer Fox.  Rowan was put 

into isolation after refusing to perform jail work.  The next day, Rowan was treated to 

the hard and fast rules of Everett justice: charged with peddling without a license, he 

was offered a choice to get out of town or be sentenced to 30 days in the county jail.53  

Denied counsel, a jury trial, and a postponement, Rowan left town.54   

 The Seattle IWW office then dispatched Levi Remick to Everett on August 

4th. The popular one-armed orator immediately began gathering information and 

selling IWW literature.  He was ordered to obtain a license for solicitation but instead 

opened an IWW hall at 1219½ Hewitt Ave.  Remick used the hall as an organizing 

base for literature sales and for steady agitation to workers and other visitors.   

 Police protection of scabs and mill owners further agitated the shingle 

weavers.  Some pickets took to boats and shouted obscenities to scabs through the 

waterfront windows of the mills owned by Neil Jamison.  On August 19, Jamison, 

and a group of thugs and scabs, surrounded ten pickets and beat them back with 

clubs.55  City police watched on and refused to intervene because the assault occurred 

just beyond their jurisdiction.  Later that evening, however, when the pickets returned 

to the mill with 150 union men, city police shot into the crowd and wounded one 

striker.56 

 Workers increasingly turned from the Trade Council to the IWW.  As the 

Council hosted a public meeting to persuade the general public as to the cause of 
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labor, the shingle weavers took up a collection to call James P. Thompson back to 

Everett.57  Within a few days, adequate donations were in the organizations coffers 

and Thompson was scheduled to speak on August 22, 1916.        

 Thompson’s reputation loomed large in the city of Everett.  He was the 

primary advocate of affiliation in 1911 and had spoken again in Everett in 1915 and 

1916.  Thompson was also well-known among the timber-beasts for his role in the 

initial invasion of Spokane during the free speech fight.  For the city officials, such a 

“leader,” represented the “terror the middle class can feel from a siege by a class-

conscious, leering, jeering army of vagrants and bums.”58  

 In the early hours of the morning before Thompson’s meeting, McRae 

stormed the IWW hall.  As he tore down a poster advertising Thompsons’s return, 

McRae declared, “That man won’t be allowed to speak in Everett!”59  McRae then 

ordered Remick out of town and, reportedly drunk, stumbled off to a pool-hall.  

Afterwards, McRae sorted out a number of migrant workers and pickets and deported 

them to the county line.60  Meanwhile, as Remick made his way to Seattle, James 

Rowan returned from his exile and re-opened the IWW hall.  McRae returned to the 

hall and, discovering it open, tore up more IWW material and ordered Rowan back 

out of town.61 

 The evening of the 22nd of August, Thompson appeared as scheduled at the 

usual town speaking location off of Hewitt and Wetmore.  He had arrived with about 

twenty Wobblies from Seattle including Rowan.  After the Salvation Army band quit 

playing, Thompson mounted a platform and spoke of the report of the Industrial 

Relations Commission and IWW support for the struggle of the shingle weavers.62  
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After approximately twenty minutes, police marched into the crowd and 

demanded that Thompson leave the platform.  As Thompson was detained Rowan 

took the platform and was immediately hauled off by police.  Edith Frennette and 

then Laura Mahler were each arrested for leading the crowd in the song the “The Red 

Flag.”  Letelsia Fye of Everett began to recite the Declaration of Independence but 

was silenced by police threats.  Fye called out, “is there a red-blooded man in the 

audience who will take the stand?”63  Jake Michel of the AFL spoke up and was also 

detained.  In the confusion, police clasped hands and surrounded the audience.64  The 

police funneled out suspected bystanders, and began herding the rest of the audience 

down the street.  An audience of several hundred gathered and edged up on the police 

as they marched toward the jail.  At the point in which the police where almost 

overwhelmed, they quickly released Jake Michel who subdued the crowd with a 

speech in which he promised fair treatment and quick release for the inmates.65  The 

union boss had effectively defended the cops from the insurgent force of rank and file 

shingle weavers and Wobblies.         

 The next morning, the majority of the arrestees were deported on the steamer 

Verona.66  The police confiscated what literature they could find and either burned it 

or dumped it into the sound.67  The police used money confiscated from one orator to 

pay the fare.68   Three orators were sentenced to 30 days in the county jail.69  

Thompson and his wife were deported via the interurban line to Seattle.  The Chief of 

Police reported that “officers of the police department were compelled to exercise 

considerable force in herding them out of jail as they wanted to remain and enjoy the 

hospitality of the city’s nine-cent meals.”70  The deportees quickly organized a free 
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speech committee, took up funds, and notified GHQ and relevant branches of the 

union of a free speech fight.71 

   As Wobblies gathered their forces in Seattle, the Labor Council hosted a 

mass meeting in the Everett City Park on the evening of August 24th.  The Everett 

Tribune dismissed the 2,000 workers assembled to hear orators “bitterly arraigning 

the police and sheriff for their participation in recent trouble,” when in actuality they 

articulated a thoughtful critique of so-called outside agitators.72  The President of the 

Shingle Weavers explained that throughout the history of the struggle in Everett, mill 

owners had been primarily responsible for bringing in outside agitators and escalating 

violence.  The President of the Trades Council further answered questions about the 

Council’s involvement bringing in the IWW, “this is erroneous, labor agitations have 

been disrupted by employers, who import hired men to maintain the strike.”73  A 

Longshoreman, recognizing the police as the instruments of capital, described the 

police and sheriff as worse than scabs.74  The IWW, by speaking according to the 

spatial provisions in the ordinance, only asked the police to follow the letter of their 

own law.  A local attorney explained the relevant speaking law in Everett which 

allowed for speakers along Hewitt provided they stay fifty feet back from the road.  

Another attorney, E. C. Dailey, got a laugh when he urged further soap box oration 

within the provisions of the ordinance as an alternative to the press that “open their 

columns to the master class—but then it doesn’t take much brains to run a 

newspaper.”75 

 A few days later, the IWW reopened their hall on Hewitt Ave.  They spoke 

openly on the streets in the week leading up to Labor Day and were generally 
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undisturbed by Sheriff McRae.  Thompson returned and spoke to a crowd of 

thousands about the arrests of the previous week and, in typical fashion, urged the 

audience against the use of violence.  The Industrial Worker proclaimed the hasty 

conclusion that “Everett Fight an Easy Victory.”76  In actuality, the moderation of 

authorities was likely due to a visit from a federal labor mediator.77   

 Meanwhile, on the evening of James P. Thompson’s August 29th speech, Neil 

Jamison paraded his army of about 40 scabs and thugs through Everett and to a local 

theater.  After the show, they were met by a group of a hundred agitated workers.78  

The Everett Tribune reported that “a general congestion of struggling men, 

hammering and hitting at each other, started the melee, which continued until union 

and non-union workers were scattered over all portions of the street.”79  The more 

unfortunate scabs were captured and beaten with fists and clubs.  Police arrived and 

fired shots into the air, scattering bystanders.  Workers marched on the Hoyt Hotel 

and searched it for scabs.  Finding none, they considered the suggestion to go to the 

mills but decided against it as their numbers were thinning.                      

 Over the next few days, local authorities set out to organize volunteer deputies 

to purge the city of suspected agitators.80  McRae initially deputized two hundred 

members of the Commercial Club and each member was instructed to enlist two 

more.  Nearly four hundred attended a mass meeting on August 30th to sign a pledge 

of support.  Captains were appointed to lead squadrons of fifty men and each 

squadron was assigned a task.81  The tasks were designed to deploy mass force in a 

two-part territorial strategy of purging agitators and blockading the city.82  The new 
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deputies ran drills in the evening as the Commercial Club worked quickly to 

extort money from local businesses for weapons and counter-insurgents.83   

 On Labor Day, as Samuel Gompers declared that workers have “the right to 

cheer and confidence in the trade union movement,”84 the Everett Tribune headlined 

that “London Cheers as Exploding Zeppelin Falls.”85  Roland Hartley, candidate for 

Governor of Washington, declared that “the labor agitator is the man I am after and if 

I have the opportunity I will drive this parasite of society out of the state.”86  The 

Trades Council was denied the opportunity to raise an internal security force to police 

its own parade.87  A rare 35 millimeter nitrate film of the parade shows a motorcade 

of the Women’s Label League, shingle weavers, carpenters and electrical workers 

walking two abreast through the Everett streets.88  And, although the parade itself 

went off without a hitch, Walker Smith claims that “this [moment] marked the 

beginning of a reign of terror during which no propertiless worker or union 

sympathizer was safe from attack.”89 

 On September 7, 1916, McRae ordered a suspension of all speaking on the 

corner of Hewitt and Wetmore.90  The Salvation Army and others were directed to 

assemble only in the parks and on side streets.  Later that evening, six IWW orators 

were arrested for speaking on the prohibited corner.  A mass crowd of over a 

thousand people gathered in protest of the arrests.  The next day, a more persistent 

crowd of approximately two thousand people marched on the jail after three more 

IWW orators were arrested.  The Everett Tribune reported that “some of the braver 

ones pushed over the fence and thronged the alleyway at the side of the building, 

from which point they threw rocks at the windows.”91  Smith claims only that “in its 
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surging to and fro the crowd pushed over post-rotted picket fence that had been 

erected in the early days of Everett.”92  McRae and a force of 400 new citizen 

deputies marched into the crowd to break their ranks.  To the surprise of the Tribune, 

the crowd included “a large representation of women, who were in the thick of the 

mob and joined with the men in derisive shouting.”93  The Tribune editorialized that 

“these nightly mobs are no place for women and girls who lately have been in the 

thick of excitement.”94 

 With the federal mediator gone, Sheriff McRae and his citizen deputies 

stepped-up efforts to purge hobos and blockade the city.  Wobblies who attempted to 

return via the regular routes into Everett were captured and re-routed.95  In attempt to 

circumvent the strategy of control, a contingent of 21 Wobblies chartered the 

Wanderer from Mukilteo, hoping to reach Everett by sea.96  McRae received advance 

notice of the departure of the Wanderer and launched the scab tugboat Edison to 

intercept the incoming Wobblies.  The Edison approached the Wanderer as it reached 

the Everett harbor.  From 100 to 200 feet away, McRae shouted orders for the 

“Wander” to stop.  He then fired three shots, at least one of which hit the pilot house.  

Captain Jack Mitten recounts the events following the first volley of shots:  

 I shut the engine down and went out to the stern door and just as I stepped out 

 there was a shot went right by my head and at the same time McRae hollered 

 out and says ‘You son-of-a-b--, you come over here!’  Says I, ‘If you want 

 me, you come over here.’  With that they brought their boat and my boat up 

 together.  Six  shots in all were fired.  McRae commenced to take the people 

 off the boat and when he had them all off he kicked the pilot house open and 
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 says, ‘Oho, there is a  woman here!’  Mrs. Frennette was sitting in the 

 pilot house.  Anyhow, they took her and he says, ‘You’ll get a one piece suit 

 on McNeil’s island for this,”… Then they were going to make fast the line—

 they had made fast my stern line—and as I bent over with the line McRae 

 struck me with his revolver on the back of the head, and when I straightened 

 up he struck me in here, a revolver about that long…I said something to him 

 and then he ran the revolver right in here in my groin and he ruptured me at 

 the same time.  I told him ‘It’s a fine way of using a citizen.’  He says, 

 “You’re a hell of a citizen, bringing in a bunch like that,’ he says, ‘to cause a 

 riot in this town.’ I says, ‘Well, they are all union men anyway.’  He says, 

 ‘You shut your damn head or I will knock it clean off!’ and I guess he would, 

 because he had whiskey enough in him at the time to do it.97 

One by one, Wobblies were transferred to the Edison and beaten.  From shore, the 

IWW’s and the captain were transferred to jail.  No weapons were found in the 

“Wanderer.”  The Everett Tribune proclaimed that “In his interception of the invading 

launch last night, Sheriff McRae played a master stroke in preventing a repetition of 

recent riots by arresting the entire party of IWW’s in the harbor before they 

docked.”98  Of those arrested, Edith Frenette was found guilty for “inciting riots that 

threw rocks at the county jail and trampled its fence.”99  The jury took only ten 

minutes to reach this verdict after witnesses swore she urged the crowd to “kick in the 

jail.”100     

 The number of Wobblies in the Everett jails was growing. As inmates were 

processed through the system they were regularly held without charges, beaten, and 
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turned over to the citizen deputies.  The so-called deputies escorted inmates to the 

county line to be beaten again before being released.  James Rowan recounts the story 

of his return to Everett on September 11:  

 As soon as I dropped off the train at Everett I was met by three deputies.  One 

 of them told me the sheriff wanted to see me and I asked if he was a deputy.  

 He said, ‘Yes,’ and showed me a badge.  Then I went up with two of the 

 deputies to the county jail.  In a minute or two Sheriff McRae came in and he 

 was pretty drunk.  He caught hold of me and gave me a yank forward, and he 

 says, ‘So you are back, eh?’ and I says ‘Yes.’  And he says ‘We are going to 

 fix you so you won’t come back anymore.’…Just after dark that night I was 

 taken out of the cell, my stuff was given back, and McRae says, ‘We are going 

 to start you on the road to Seattle.’  With a deputy he took me out to the 

 automobile and McRae drove the automobile, and we had some conversation.  

 McRae seemed to feel very sore because I told the people on the street that the 

 jail was lousy, and he says ‘We wanted you to get out of here and you would 

 not do it, and now,’ he says, ‘Now instead of dealing with officers you have to 

 deal with a bunch of boob citizens, and there is no telling what these boobs 

 will do.’…We went out in the country until we came to where the road 

 crosses the interurban tracks about two miles from Silver Lack and McRae 

 told me to get out.  He then pointed down the track  and says, ‘There is the 

 road to Seattle and you beat it!’ so I started down the track.  I hadn’t gone far, 

 maybe 50 or 75 yards, when I met a bunch of gunmen.  They came at me with 

 guns.  They had clubs and they started to beat me up on the head with the 
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 butts of their guns and with the clubs.  They all had handkerchiefs over 

 their face except one.  They threw a cloth over my head and beat me some 

 more on the head with their gun butts and then they dragged me thru the fence 

 at the right-of-way and went a little ways back into the woods.  Then they held 

 me down over a log about eighteen inches or two feet in diameter.  There were 

 about a dozen of them I would say.  Two or three held each arm and two or 

 three each leg  and there were four or five of them holding guns around my 

 ribs—they had the guns close around my ribs all the time, several of them—

 and they tore my clothes off, tore my shirt and coat off.  Then one of them 

 beat me on the back, on the bare back with some kind of a sap, I don’t know 

 just what kind it was, but I could hear him grunt every time he was going to 

 strike a blow.  I was struck fifty times or more.  After he got thru beating me 

 they went back to the fence toward the road  and I picked up my scattered 

 belongings and went down to Silver Lake, taking the first car to Seattle.101     

A photograph of the Rowan’s lacerated back was circulated around Seattle and helped 

recruit reinforcements.  The reinforcements proceeded to Everett unmolested and held 

a meeting at the corner of Hewitt and Wetmore.  Harry Feinberg spoke for a half an 

hour before three companies of deputies marched into the audience.  They grabbed 

Feinberg from the soapbox and dragged him off to jail.  Fellow Worker William 

Roberts took the soapbox after Feinberg and calmed the crowd down stating that “the 

IWW would handle the situation in their own time and way.”102  Roberts was clubbed 

over the head and carried off to jail.  A few others tried to mount the box including an 

IWW member from Mukilteo who managed only to say, “Fellow Comrades,” before 
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he was yanked from the box.  The orators were detained only briefly before 

McRae released them into the hands of the citizen deputies.  Once the orators were 

turned over to the deputies, vigilantes took pot shots at them as they were forced to 

“run the gauntlet” on the way out of town.  As the orators were ushered out of town, 

McRae and his deputies arbitrarily and indiscriminately cracked heads to break up the 

audience.103  In the paper the next day, Sheriff McRae stated that “everybody was 

warned…and if any person has a headache today it is not my fault.”104      

 In September, as the more restrictive speaking ordinance was passed with an 

emergency clause to go into effect immediately, McRae and his deputies focused on 

blockading the lines of transportation to Everett.105  McRae intercepted north and 

west bound harvest stiffs looking to spend their stake in Everett and the surrounding 

communities of Lewiston, Snohomish, Maltby, Wenatchee and even Seattle.106  The 

hobos were most often beaten with clubs and makeshift weapons.  Some were 

wounded by gunfire.  The IWW temporarily re-opened their hall but were arrested 

and deported.  Some members of the organization were arrested under false felony 

charges, including arson, or were simply detained without warrant for indefinite 

periods.107  Approximately   five hundred hobo orators were purged from Everett, 

captured, and/or re-routed through September and October.108  Even the conservative 

historian Norman C. Clark admits that “McRae was raising the level of bloody 

violence for which he was by then notorious.”109  Although Clark argues that “if 

Donald McRae were in fact drunk on every occasion that Smith chronicles, he must 

have consumed enough whisky to flood the rooms of the Commercial Club during the 

months of September and October alone,” he admits that “one cannot entirely 
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discount all of the stories of McRae’s roaring through the streets and rail-yards 

swinging a club and fist.”  He goes to allow that “if even some of these stories are 

true—and most of them seem to be—they detail the violent ragings of a drunken and 

perhaps demented man.”110 

 In a major shift in tactics, forty-one Wobblies departed for Everett aboard the 

“Venture” on October 30, 1916.111  The group represented the first wave of a small 

army of harvesters that intended to test the validity of the latest speaking ordinance.112  

The mass deployment of the harvesters was meant to reinvigorate the fight with an 

aggressive and open challenge to the blockade.  The Seattle police wired Sheriff 

McRae and, when the steamer arrived, he was ready to intercept it at the dock.113  The 

Sheriff’s citizen deputies violently removed the passengers of the “Venture” and 

loaded them in automobiles.  They were taken to Beverly Park and wildly beaten as 

they were forced to run the gauntlet.  The personal testimonies of the beating in 

Beverly Park are on par with the worse offenses of the fight in San Diego.  I offer 

only one such example with the story of Harry Hubbard:  

 I got out of the car with another fellow, Rice, and I says, “We had better stay 

 together, it looks to me like we were going to get tamped up,” and somebody 

 grabbed hold of him, and I stood a minute, and then I ran by one fellow up 

 into the woods.  Just as I got out of the radius of the automobile lights I fell 

 over a stump on the edge of the embankment.  I was in kind of a peculiar 

 predicament and I had to get hold of the stump to pull myself up, and just as I 

 did that some fellow behind me swung with a blackjack and grazed my 

 temple, knocking me to my knees.  I got up and he grabbed hold of me and 
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 we both fell down the bank together.  Then two or three others grabbed 

 me, and this Hawse had me by the collar, and Sheriff McRae walked up and 

 said “you are the son-of-a--- that was over here last week,” and I answered, “I 

 was working here last week.”  Then he said, “Are you an IWW?”  I said, 

 “Yes,”  and he hit me an upward swing on the nose.  He repeated, “you are an 

 IWW,  are you?” and again I said, “Yes.” He then swore at me and said, “Say 

 that you ain’t!” and I replied, “No, I won’t say that I ain’t!,” and he hit me 

 three more times on the nose.  Then the man who was holding my left wrist 

 with one hand and my shoulder with the other, said, “Wait a minute until I get 

 a poke at him,” and McRae said, “All right, doc,” and then someone else said, 

 “All right Allison, hit him for me!”  This fellow they called Doc Allison hit 

 me and blackened my eye.  McRae swore at me, he seemed to be intoxicated 

 and he looked and acted like a maniac, he said “If you fellows ever come back 

 some of you will die, that’s all there is to it.”  I said, “I don’t think  there is 

 any necessity for killing anybody,” and he answered, “I will kill you if you 

 come back,” and raised his blackjack and said “Run!”  I said, “I won’t run,” 

 and he hit me again and I dropped to the ground.  He raised his foot over my 

 face, and used some pretty raw language, and as he stood there with his heel 

 over my face I grabbed hold of a fellow’s leg and pulled myself along so 

 instead of hitting my face his heels scraped my side.  Then I got some kicks, 

 three of them in the small of the back around my kidneys.  When I got up I 

 walked thru the line, there were twenty or thirty different ones hollered for me 

 to run, but I was stubborn and wouldn’t do it.  And when I got to the cattle 
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 guard and stood at the other side kind of wiping the blood off my face I 

 heard some one coming and I said, “Four Hundred,” and he said “Yes,” and 

 he was crying.  It was a young boy and I walked down the track with him 

 afterward.  At the City Hospital in Seattle next day the doctor told me my nose 

 was badly fractured and that I had internal injuries.  A few days later my back 

 pined me severely and I passed blood for a time after that.114 

The Everett Tribune reported only that “the whole bunch were driven to Beverly Park 

and were given a little talk on the advisability of staying away from Everett and then 

were started off down the interurban tracks.”115  Norman C. Clark speculates that “the 

wonder of Beverly Park is that the Wobblies lived at all.”116   

 Despite the wildly understated coverage of the Beverly Park incident, word of 

the atrocities travelled quickly through the city.117  Autonomous groups of citizens 

investigated the scene of the incident and began to formulate an organized response.  

The Seattle IWW communicated with these groups though mail, telephone, and even 

delegations of concerned parties.  A committee included Ernest Marsh floated the 

idea for a mass meeting in Everett to discuss the events at Beverly Park and to build 

capacity for a concerted and publicly organized response to the lawlessness of McRae 

and his deputies.118  Rev. Oscar McGill of Everett suggested to the Seattle office that 

an audience of thousands could meet the IWW orators, form as a shield, and escort 

them from the interurban to the demonstration.119  It was agreed that the meeting 

would be held “in broad daylight and on Sunday” November 5.120  The IWW issued 

new appeals for “2,000, active, foot-loose cats” to descend en masse on Everett.121  

Thousands of handbills were printed announcing: “Citizen of Everett / Attention! / A 
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meeting will be held at the corner of Hewitt and Wetmore Ave.s, on Sunday Nov. 

5th, 2 p. m.  Come and help maintain your and our constitutional right.  Committee.”   

 Clark reports that “there were people all over town who could imagine two 

thousand leering maniacs coming to burn their homes to the ground, to loot, and to 

rape like the barbaric Hun.”122  The Everett Tribune did its part to step up fear-

mongering propaganda with an expose on the supposed acts of terror committed by 

the IWW against Sheriff McRae’s family.123  A black cardboard cat or “sab-cat” 

symbolizing the Wobblies enthusiasm for sabotage was delivered to McRae’s house.  

The IWW were blamed for poisoning five of McRae’s prize dogs.  They supposedly 

made three attempts to burn down his barn and apparently “so terrorize[d] a weak and 

defenseless woman [McRae’s wife] as to put her on the verge of nervous 

prostration.”124  Finally, McRae announced, “this throwing of that liquid at the 

Tribune office is so much like the sneaking methods they’ve been using against me 

that I wanted to tell you of them.”125  No evidence of any of these crimes was 

presented but proving the guilt no longer seemed necessary.        

 On the eve of the mass demonstration, five hundred citizen deputies rallied at 

the Commercial Club to hear Leigh H. Irvine from the Employers’ Association of 

Washington discuss strategy meant to “combat force…with force.”126  The speaker 

discussed historical examples of successful repression of “the Wobbly menace.”127  

The deputies were given special instructions to rendezvous the next day at the sound 

of the mill whistles.128 

The Voyage of the Verona  
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 On November 5, 1916, hundreds of IWW gathered in Seattle to rally and 

depart for Everett.  There seemed to some deliberation regarding what mode of 

transportation would be most effective to break the blockade.  The cost of going by 

truck was too expensive and the interurban did not have the capacity to accommodate 

them.129  “At the eleventh hour,” Smith explains, they elected to pool their money to 

chart “the regular passenger steamship Verona, and an orderly and determined body 

of men filed down the steps leading from the IWW headquarters and march by fours 

to the Colman dock.”130  In actuality, the Verona was secured Saturday night with a 

deposit.131  The remainder of the fare was paid Sunday morning.   

 Of the hundreds of Wobblies assembled at the docks, many must have 

entertained high hopes for a successful outcome of their voyage.  The Industrial 

Worker had only recently proclaimed that “the entire history of the organization will 

be decided at Everett.”132  In a succinct statement of the IWW philosophy of right, the 

Worker further explained that “workers cannot expect any rights … except such as 

they have the power to enforce.”133  Perhaps channeling the surge toward 

preparedness and war-time repression or perhaps simply expressing a keen awareness 

of the wildly violent deputies and their drunken Sheriff, the Worker exhorted its 

readers to rise up in a show of strength and solidarity:  

 Workers of America, if the boss-ruled gang of Everett is allowed to crush Free 

 Speech and organization, then the Iron Hand will descend upon us all over the 

 country.  Will you allow this?  It is time for you to choose!  Every 

 workingman should help in every way to put an end to this infamous reign 

 of terror.  ACT NOW!!!134      
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Passage was arranged for about two hundred and fifty spirited Wobblies on the 

Verona. Thirty eight more Wobblies along with the overflow passengers of the 

Verona boarded the Calista.  The crew of the Verona stated that the passengers 

orderly and in good spirits, giving no indication of preparation for an imminent shoot-

out.135  As they neared Everett, the passengers sang “Hold the Fort”:  

 We meet today in Freedom’s cause, 
   
 And raise our voices high, 
  
 We’ll join our hands in union strong, 
   
 To battle or to Die  
 
   Chorus  

  
 Hold the fort for we are coming,  
  
 Union men be strong. 
 
 Side by side we battle onward, 
 
 Victory will come.  
 
 Look, my comrades, see the union 
 
 Banners waving high. 
  
 Reinforcements now appearing, 
   
 Victory is nigh.  
 
 See our numbers still increasing; 
  
 Hear the bugle blow, 
  
 By our union we shall triumph  
 
 Over every foe.136   
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 Meanwhile, when the mill whistle blew, the deputies assembled at the 

Commercial Club for a few drinks and marched off to meet the Wobblies.  A 

Pinkerton spy had informed McRae as to the movements of the Wobblies in Seattle.  

Armed to the teeth, the deputies hid in nearby buildings and removed planks of wood 

to stick their rifles through the walls.  More deputies hid themselves in the Edison, 

moored on the north side of the dock.  Makeshift barricades were assembled out of 

sacks of potato and lumber.  The entire area was infested with deputies who had dug 

in to ambush the Wobblies.             

 Thousands of people cheered the IWW as the Verona steamed into Port 

Gardner Bay.  McRae was forced to rope off a section of the dock to prevent the 

citizens from rushing to greet the Verona.137  A squadron of one hundred deputies 

marched in behind McRae who took a lead position on the dock.  The captain of the 

Verona watched McRae for a signal to turn away but none was given.  The 

wharfinger was permitted to secure the bowline to a piling.  With the Verona attached 

to the dock, McRae held up his hand for silence and shouted, “Who’s your leader?”   

 “We are all leaders!” the passengers enthusiastically replied. 

 McRae shouted, “You can’t land here!”138 

 “The hell we can’t” the Wobblies responded as they made their way toward 

the gangplank.               

 A gunshot broke the silence.  Two more shots were fired.  A scene of mass 

confusion and bloodshed ensued as the deputies unloaded on the Verona.  The IWW 

returned a few shots but the successful ambush had taken them by surprise.  As 

passengers rushed to the starboard side, they slipped on the blood-stained decks and 
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went screaming into the water.  Some were shot dead as they swam for their life.  

Crossfire from the intoxicated deputies on the tugboat Edison murdered Wobblies and 

deputies on the dock alike.  Smith describes the horrific scene:     

 C.R. Schweitzer, owner of a scab plumbing establishment, fired time after 

 time with a magazine shotgun, the buckshot scattering at the long range and 

 raking he forward deck with deadly effect.  The pilot house was riddled and 

 the woodwork filled with hundreds of the little leaden messengers that carried 

 a story of “mutual interests of Capital and Labor.”  Deputy Russell and about 

 ten others assisted in the dastardly work at that point, pouring shot after shot 

 into the convulsive struggling heaps of wounded men piled four and five deep 

 on the deck.  One boy in a brown mackinaw suddenly rose upright from a 

 tangled mass of humanity, the blood gushing from his wounds, and with an 

 agonized cry of “My God!  I can’t stand this any longer!” leaped high in the 

 air over the side of the boat, sinking from sight forever, his watery resting 

 place marked only by a few scarlet ripples.139     

Men and women rushed the dock and sought to aid the drowning Wobblies.  They 

vomited and swore at the unceasingly murderous deputies, “The curs! The curs! The 

dirty curs!  They’re nothing but murderers!”140  The protestors attempted to launch 

boats to rescue the drowning Wobblies but were blocked by the deputies.        

 McRae sobbed from his knees, “O-o-oh!  I’m hit!  I-I’m hit!!  I-I-I’m hit!!!”141   

 A deputy ran in terror from the docks crying “They’ve gone crazy in there!  

They’re shootin’ every which way!  They shot me in the ear!”142 
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 The Verona fired its engines to break the bowline and headed back out to 

sea.  Deputies fired countless rounds at the retreating steamer and the unfortunate 

Wobblies floating in open water.  When the Verona was finally out of range, the 

deputies found two dead and sixteen wounded, including Sheriff McRae.  As the 

deputies loaded their wounded into automobiles, the people of Everett surrounded the 

caravan, insulted the deputies, and almost blocked them from going to the hospital.  

The sentiment of the community is captured in the following report from the Seattle 

Union Record:  

 Your correspondent was on the street at the time of the battle and at the dock 

 ten minutes afterward.  He mingled with the street crowds for hours 

 afterwards.  The temper of the people is dangerous.  Nothing but curses and 

 execrations for the Commercial Club was heard.  Men and women who are 

 ordinarily law abiding, who in normal times mind their own business pretty 

 well, pay their taxes, send their children to church and school, pay their bills, 

 in every way comport themselves as normal citizens, were heard using the 

 most vitriolic language concerning the Commercial Club, loudly sympathizing 

 with the IWW’s…[causing] the transformation of decent, honest citizens into 

 beings mad for vengeance and praying for something dire to happen.  I heard 

 gray-haired women, mothers and wives, gently, kindly, I know, in their home 

 circles, openly hoping that the IWW’s would come back and “clean up.”143 

Shocked by the fury of the protests, McRae telegraphed the governor and requested 

the presence of a naval militia.144   
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 On the return trip to Seattle, the Verona encountered the Calista.  The 

captain of the Verona shouted out “For God’s sake don’t land!  They’ll kill you!  We 

have dead and wounded on board now.”145  Heeding the captain’s advice, the Calista 

turned and followed the Verona south.  At least five IWW were killed in the shootout 

and 31 were wounded.146  Smith speculates that “no one will ever know how many 

brave workers were swept out to sea and lost.”147   

 The Wobblies limped into Seattle where they were met by the city police.  All 

but vanquished, the brave passengers demanded treatment for their wounded before 

they would leave the dock.  They were searched and arrested as the wounded were 

taken to the hospital and the dead to the morgue.  Three Wobblies lucky enough to 

have already been in Everett—therefore to have missed the deadly melee—were 

arrested a few hours later for speaking on Hewitt and Wetmore.  They received the 

maximum sentence of $100 and thirty days in the city jail.  The remaining IWW 

members in Everett were rounded up and deported.148    

 The event received national attention as various presses and leading officials 

declared their interpretations of the events and distributed blame to the parties 

involved.  The Coroner’s Jury hastily declared that “deputy sheriff was slain by 

riotous mob on steamer Verona.”  Predictably explaining that the IWW are an 

anarchist and lawless organization that seeks only to preach violence and destruction, 

the Everett Tribune easily excused the Commercial Club for the events of Bloody 

Sunday: 

 The authorities of Everett and Snohomish County, seeing the partial or 

 complete failure of other communities to deal with the menace, have dealt 
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 more severely with the outbreak in this vicinity.  With a lawless 

 organization, such as they have been dealing with, it is not possible for the 

 peace officers  nicely to weigh each act and each move taken to prevent this 

 community from being overridden and put at the mercy of this organized gang 

 of outlaws…there must be some means at the hands of the government of  this 

 state to declare the order insurrectionary; to wipe out its machinery of action; 

 to stop quickly the comings and goings of its groups in their disorderly 

 errands; to stop the publications of its wretched papers and to police the state 

 too thoroughly and too vigorously to permit these men of perverted minds and 

 lawless policies to practices longer to create disorders in this state.149        

The Seattle Times placed the blame for the event on Seattle authorities:  

 The failure of Seattle officials to halt the gangs of thugs, who went from this 

 city to Everett with the deliberate intention of stirring up trouble, renders these 

 officials, in the eyes of the people of Everett, accessory to murder before the 

 fact.150     

Mayor Gill of Seattle blamed Sheriff McRae and his deputies:  

 In the final analysis it will be found that those cowards in Everett who, 

 without right or justification, shot into the crowd on the boat were the 

 murderers and not the IWW’s.  The men who met the IWW’s at the boat were 

 a bunch of cowards.  They outnumbered the IWW’s five tone, and in spite of 

 this they stood there on the dock and fired into the boat, IWW’s, innocent 

 passengers and all.151 
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The Seattle Central Labor Council denounced the verdict of the Coroner’s Jury 

and demanded a new unbiased investigation.152  In the anarchist paper The Blast, 

Charles Ashleigh simply explained that “the rule of thugs was stronger than had been 

reckoned.”153   

  In Everett, an ad hoc committee of labor and state officials met to deliberate 

the terms of ending the Shingle Weaver’s strike.  E. P. Marsh declared that “all angles 

of the Verona and other incidents were discussed, the consensus of opinion was that 

the industrial situation must be harmonized in Everett to promote peace and order.”  

Within days, the strike was called off.  The mill owners conceded to none of the 

Shingle Weavers’ demands.  Even though the pickets were gone and the IWW focus 

shifted to prisoner defense, the city remained under the watchful eye of the deputy 

patrols.  The mass funeral procession for the IWW victims was escorted by the 

National Guard.154    

 Amid rumors of an IWW counter-attack, Pinkerton detectives singled out 74 

of the supposed leaders who were aboard the Verona.155  They were transferred to the 

Snohomish county jail where they were charged with first degree murder of Deputy 

Jefferson Beard and held through November.156  A hundred and twenty-eight of the 

persons arrested at the docks were released.  The Seattle Labor Council posted bail 

for the remaining 70-113 that were charged with unlawful assembly.157   

Defense and Solidarity  

 In preparation for defense, the IWW secured Fred H Moore as chief counsel 

for the defense.158  Moore was veteran defender of the IWW and had led them to 

successful court victories, most notably in Spokane.  They also took photographs of 
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their dead comrades and began circulating them throughout the press.159  Felix 

Baran, Hugo Gerlot, Gustav Johnson, John Looney, and Abraham Rabinowitz were 

the new Haymarket Martyrs.  In order to raise defense funds, the IWW issued a 

postcard featuring the death-masks of the slain workers.160 

 As in previous free speech fights, the tales of hobo orators incarcerated at 

Snohomish County reveal the importance of jail solidarity as a compositional moment 

of self-organization and direct action.161  In a sense, the mug-shots call to mind the 

descriptions of Japhy Ryder in The Dharma Bums: 

 Japhy Ryder was kid from eastern Oregon brought up in a log cabin deep in 

 the woods with his father and mother and sister, from the beginning a woods 

 boy, an axman, farmer, interested in animals and Indian lore…At the same 

 time, being a Northwest boy with idealistic tendencies he got interested in 

 oldfashioned IWW anarchism and learned to play the guitar and sing old 

 worker songs to go with his Indian songs and general folksong interests…He 

 was wiry, suntanned, vigorous, open all howdies and glad talk and even 

 yelling hello to bums on the street and when asked a question answered right 

 off the bat from the top or bottom of his mind I don’t know which and always 

 in a sprightly sparkling way.162 

The real life Japhy Ryder, Gary Snyder, grew up in Washington and worked in 

northwestern logging camps.163  Jack Leonard describes a different sense in which the 

inmates represented a “cross section of the working class.”164  Leonard describes this 

cross section in the following account:   
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 There was an Irishman from Ireland, another of Irish extraction but born in 

 USA, and English Jew, a Russian Jew and an American Jew…there were at 

 least two from Australia.  The age…ranged from a 16 year old boy to men 

 approaching 60.  There were migratory workers and resident workers; and 

 some of them had worked at so many different jobs and at such a variety of 

 crafts, that I honestly believe that given the tools and materials, they could 

 have built a city complete with all utilities.165 

Jack Leonard also mentions that his first chuckle during processing happened when 

the booking sergeant said, “the Leonard family is damn well represented here 

tonight.”166   

 Beyond giving fake names, the inmates organized a Battleship in at the Seattle 

jail.  The battleship was organized in protest of the cramped conditions in the cells 

(i.e. the “tanks”) and the lack of tobacco and decent food.  Apparently, the tanks were 

so cramped that it was impossible for all of the men to lie down at the same time.  

Leonard describes building the battleship:    

 First we sang a few songs to warm up.  Then in our tank we all huddled in the 

 enter and locked arms, and at the count of three we would all jump up from 

 the floor and of course our combined weight would fall upon the floor at the 

 same time.  Being one of the “constructors” I cannot say for sure, but I have 

 been told, that the building actually rocked as tho it were in an earthquake.  

 The jailers first threatened to turn the fire hose upon us.  We invited them to 

 do so as we intended to keep on until we furnished them with a hole in the 

 floor for the water to run out.  They changed from an attitude of command to 
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 one of pleading.  They told us of our dying fellow workers in the hospital 

 below.  We told them that those men  would be cheered rather than depressed 

 by our actions.167 

As a result of the actions, the Mayor approved tobacco, better food, space for the men 

to lie down and blankets for them to use.         

 The inmates maintained continuous organization and activity at Snohomish 

County.  A jail committee was elected each week.  The purpose of the committee was 

to speak to the guards, to ensure that food was evenly distributed, to ensure also that 

the cells were kept clean, and to administer other affairs of the inmates.  To ensure 

democratic process, committee members were prevented from serving twice until 

every inmate had served at least once.  Everyone was taught parliamentary procedure 

and important decisions were voted upon by everyone.  They discussed the details of 

amendments to the IWW constitution proposed for the tenth convention.  They awoke 

at the same time every morning and went to bed promptly at 10 p. m.168  They kept 

the cells clean and boiled away the bedbugs and the lice.  They told stories, sang 

songs, studied together, joked, and quarreled occasionally.  Leonard recalls that one 

of his fellow inmates kept a log and—since they prohibited fighting—planned to fight 

each and everyone he had an argument after their release.  Leonard writes, “what a 

laugh we could have together, and how glad he would be to meet those same guys 

now!”          

 Smith describes the “slumgullion” food in Snohomish County as the “vilest of 

prison fare”:  
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 Mush was the principal article of diet; mush semi-cooked and cold; mush 

 full of mold and maggots; mush that was mainly husks and lumps that could 

 not be  washed down with the pale blue prison milk.169  

After a particularly disgusting meal of rotten beans that made the inmates sick with 

cramps and diarrhea they voted to execute another battleship.170  This time they 

formed teams of four in each cell and slammed their weight in concert against ¾ of an 

inch slack in the cell locking mechanism.  Eventually the doors were forced open 

enough for the inmates to shuffle out into the upstairs corridor.  Using similar tactics 

the cells in the lower corridor were breached and the locking mechanisms destroyed 

with a loosed steam pipe.  Someone bent a nail into a hook and tied it to a piece of 

blanket.  They threw the line into a barrel of corn beef and drew the meat into the 

lower corridor.  They cooked it in the sink and use the blanket and hook to swing a 

portion to the inmates in the upper corridor.  The guards fled the jail and did not 

return until after the Sheriff arrived.  With no intention to escape, the Sheriff found 

the Wobblies sitting around the corridors feasting on the beef.  After this, they were 

given better food and even allowed to use a phonograph with records.       

 Before he was replaced in the election, McRae often insulted the prisoners 

from a safe distance beyond their reach in the cell.  For their part, the inmates 

endlessly mocked the way the sheriff cried from the City Dock, “O-oh, I’m hit! I-I’m 

h-hit!!  I-I-I’m h-h-hit!!!”171 

 McRae was succeeded by James McCullogh in January of 1917 and the overt 

mistreatment of prisoners was replaced with more subtle mechanisms of control.  For 

example, the prisoners were tempted with alcohol and firearms were left within reach 
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of the cells.  Smith reports that “the men saw thru the ruse” and touched neither 

the booze nor the weapons.172  Over the course of the first few months of the new 

year, through constant organization and direct action, the inmates forced more better 

treatment for themselves.  Eventually they were allowed to play baseball in the yard.  

Committees of women from Everett and Seattle were permitted to bring them food.  

The phonograph was reportedly in constant operation.173  

 As the prisoners won concessions through direct action, the Defense 

Committee carried on its work outside the jails.  They worked with local 

organizations to host public meetings in which leading officials spoke out about the 

Everett Massacre and provided legal updates.174  Even the AFL and the IWW 

temporarily squashed their differences to help raise funds for defense.  In January of 

1917 Elizabeth Gurley Flynn toured for the defense in Aberdeen, Hoquiam, Spokane, 

and California.  Six thousand people showed up in Seattle to see Flynn argue that 

“now is the time to defend yourselves in the persons of those 74, for the heritage we 

leave to the next generation will be in the conditions that we make now.”175  The 

defense deployed less famous orators throughout the country, some equipped with 

stereopticon slides, to raise funds.  Charles Ashleigh appealed to readers of The Blast:  

 We can free these men if you will help!  We need publicity and we need a 

 good defense.  This all costs money.  The money can only come from one 

 source: the working class.  It is up to you!  All funds should be sent to Herbert 

 Mahler, Secretary-Treasurer, Everett Prisoners’ Defense 

 Committee…Workers, remember Everett’s Bloody Sunday! (Protests do not 
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 help much, but at least they show the bosses that our men are not 

 friendless.  Send them to Governor Lister, Olympia, Wash., and to President 

 Wilson.)176   

Later, Alexander Berkman reminded readers that “seventy-four defenses, even though 

they be without much truckling to lawyers, will cost an immense sum of 

money…Labor must respond.”177  The liberal periodicals took up the calls for defense 

funds and even a preliminary report of the US Committee of Industrial Relations 

stated that “Nobody will deny, in fact it is cynically admitted, that the sheriff acted 

merely as the agent of the Commercial Club.”  The report went on to conclude that, 

 the only defense made, and it is made with absolute effrontery and disdain, is 

 that if the Commercial Club did not like these people to come to Everett, they 

 had to the right to prevent their entry into Everett by force of arms and in 

 violation of constitutional authority.178   

 The various and widespread appeals had the effect of raising $38,000 and 

provoking many local organizations to pass resolutions in sympathy with the 

imprisoned Wobblies and calling for federal investigations.  The former UMW coal-

miner Secretary of Labor William B. Wilson declared that his department “could not 

undertake a proper investigation…because it is not authorized by law to subpoena 

persons and papers and administer oaths, and, secondly, because it has no funds 

available which could be used to make such an investigation.”179  Wilson lacked 

either the political capital or the will to secure a congressional investigation.    

 The fate of the 74 Wobblies was to be decided in the State of Washington 

versus Thomas H. Tracy for the death of Jefferson Beard.180  Walker C. Smith’s claim 
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that the class struggle was reproduced in the theatre of the Everett trial, 

“sometimes in tragedy and sometimes in comedy,” calls to mind the famous opening 

passages of Marx’s Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte: “Hegel remarks 

somewhere that all facts and personages of great importance in world history occur, 

as it were, twice.  He forgot to add: the first time as tragedy, the second as farce.”181  

All of the Wobblies pleaded not guilty to the charge of murder in the first degree in 

December of 1916.  After various judges were replaced on grounds of prejudice, 

Judge J. T. Ronald was scheduled to preside over the trial in Seattle.182   

 The trial commenced in March of 1917 as the US edged closer to war. The 

prosecution explained to the jury that Thomas H Tracy “is charged with murder in the 

first degree, in having assisted, counseled, aided, abetted and encouraged some 

unknown person to kill Jefferson Beard.”183  Furthermore, even though, “as far as the 

state is concerned, no one knows or can know or could follow the course of the 

particular bullet that struck and mortally wounded and killed Jefferson Beard,” the 

evidence would show that “the first, or one of the first, shots fired was from the 

steamer Verona and was from a revolver held in the hand of Thomas H. Tracy.”184  

Prosecutor Lloyd Black turned next to the IWW, explaining that it “is an unlawful 

conspiracy in that it was designed for the purpose of effecting an absolute revolution 

in society and in government, effecting it not by the procedure of law thru the ballot, 

but for effecting it by direct action.”185  The witnesses for the prosecution testified to 

the IWW as a force of outside agitation leading up to and causing events of 

November 5th.  Foreshadowing the trials of the first red scare, the prosecution read 

from IWW pamphlets on sabotage and the general strike.  However, the evidence was 
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thin, so thin, that when the prosecution rested, Tracy leaned over to his attorneys 

and said, “I’d be willing to let the case go to the jury right now.”186 The defense 

called members of the IWW to explain the preamble, to discuss the meaning of direct 

action.  For example, James P. Thompson explained the principles of IWW unionism:    

 Solidarity is the IWW way to get their demands.  We do not advocate that the 

 workers should organize in a military way and use guns and dynamite.  The 

 most effective weapon of labor is economic power: the modern wage workers 

 are the  living parts of industry and if they fold their arms, they immediately 

 precipitate a crisis, they paralyze the world.  No other class has that power.  

 The other class can fold their arms, and they do most of the time, but our class 

 has the economic power.187 

Regarding freedom of speech, Thompson explained “free speech is vital.  It is a point 

that has been threshed out and settled before we were born if we do not have free 

speech, the children of the race will die in the dark.”188  Other witnesses testified to 

the conspiracy of Sheriff McRae and the Commercial Club to use force to repress 

speech in Everett.  The defense finally called a number of witnesses who offered 

testimony to rebuke the prosecution’s version of events on November 5th.  After a 

series of rebuttals, the final evidence was introduced on May 1st as a mass 

demonstration of labor gathered outside of the court.  Marching four abreast, the 

procession followed the band to the Mount Pleasant Cemetery and to the gravesites of 

the Everett Martyrs where they scattered the final ashes of Joe Hill.189  The parade 

was festooned with red flags in defiance to the conservative policies of the AFL 

leadership.  The radicalism of the rank and file was rekindled as speakers 
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memorialized fellow workers and condemned the war.190  On May 5th, after 

twenty-two hours of deliberation, the jury returned with the verdict: “We, the jury, 

find the defendant, Thomas H. Tracy, Not Guilty.”191  The remaining prisoners were 

released from Snohomish County; the delegates among them took out new credentials 

and headed back into the woods of the Northwest. 

The Fallout of Bloody Sunday 

 The union scale was restored in Everett as the price of shingles soared and a 

strike of strikebreakers forced concessions from even the toughest industrialists.  

Workers in the Northwest joined the IWW by the hundreds and by July of 1917, the 

union boasted thirty paid staff out of Seattle alone.  Marsh and the conservative 

delegates of the Trades Council perceived the IWW success as a threat, both to the 

AFL as well as the war effort.  They denounced the Wobblies as unpatriotic and 

resolved to purge the IWW from the union.192  They were unsuccessful and a wave of 

radicalism among the rank and file led to a general strike in the industry for the eight-

hour day.  Spontaneous walk-outs occurred throughout the Northwest.  The strike 

shut down nearly to the last shingle mill and a majority of lumber mills.193  To no-

one’s surprise, the bungling leadership of Marsh and the AFL led to failed 

negotiations with the industrialists whom no doubt dreamed of the profit from the 

demand stimulus of war-time production.  Over the next year, 75 percent of the 

timber workers joined the One Big Union.194  Clark laments that “with fires brightly 

burning, their numbers increased so rapidly that the power to conquer was suddenly 

thrust upon them.”195 
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 The IWW was revealed to the new members as an organization grappling 

with the tension between its recent successes and the constraints forced upon it by the 

discourses of war and the effort to organize the basic industries.  On the one hand, the 

discourses of direct action were justified during the trial of the Everett Massacre.  The 

prosecution did not prove that the IWW literature of sabotage incited violent 

expressions of industrial terror.  Tracy was acquitted.  The supposedly impartial jury 

had returned justice to the fallen Wobblies.  The capitalists and not the workers were 

left to decry the “bankruptcy of law and order.”196  Furthermore, for years, the AFL 

had marvelously bungled the insurgent power of the rank and file with its calls for 

peace and negotiation with the industrialists.  The migratory workers of the timber 

industry and the harvest industry now turned almost unanimously to organize with the 

IWW.  

 On the other hand, the leadership of the IWW increasingly emphasized the 

need for steady and permanent organization on the job.  The change in the priorities 

of the leadership was reflected in the shift from a model of organizing hobo orators in 

circulation to a model involving the central coordination of workers at the point of 

production.  Members were urged to stay on the job after a strike and help organize 

sustainable locals.197  The Industrial Worker no longer published lengthy appeals for 

sabotage.  As the leadership worked to craft a more conservative image for the OBU, 

the capitalist press increasingly accused the IWW of utilizing German money to fund 

the strike among the timber workers.198  The Chicago Tribune exclaimed that the 

lumber strike amounted to “nothing less than rebellion.”199  The Cleveland News 

called for mass imprisonment of the IWW.  The Tulsa Daily World explained that 
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“the first step in the whipping of Germany is to strangle the IWW’s.  Kill them, 

just as you would kill any other kind of snake.”200 

 In practice, the timber workers of the Northwest returned to the mills and 

struck on the job.201  The practice of striking on the job enabled the workers to deploy 

subtle methods of resistance like those developed in the bastilles during the free 

speech fights, and, at the same time, to avoid outright confrontations with vigilante 

thugs and strikebreakers.  The mobility of the timber workers enabled the circulation 

of knowledges and practices of withdrawing efficiency and job delegates ensured a 

relatively stable organizational structure for such knowledges and practices to 

flourish.  Logs filled with spikes busted saws.  Wasted material raised overhead 

expenses.  Wobblies worked eight-hours in ten hour days.  The mill owners could not 

even keep enough men employed as Wobblies randomly moved from job to job:     

 We went out together and we came back together, that’s what the lumber 

 bosses  couldn’t fight.  And then, of course, we learned some new tricks about 

 striking.  Ever hear of the “intermittent strike”?  Well, we tried that.  Our 

 funds were getting low, so we decided to strike on the job.  A bunch of us 

 would go back to work.  The bosses were glad to see us—thought we’d given 

 up.  And then—well,  the rules and regulations aren’t usually observed very 

 well when you’re at work.  We observed ‘em.  It certainly did slow things up!  

 Everything went wrong.  And then, to finish, somebody would institute the 

 eight hour day by pulling the whistle  two hours before quitting time.  

 Naturally, everybody stopped work.  The bosses had a fit and fired us.  So we 

 moved on to the next camp, and wired headquarters  to send another bunch to 
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 the last place.  It certainly worked.  I never saw a more peaceful strike in 

 my life than that one, and I’ve seen some strikes.202       

The new tactics attracted the interest of President Wilson who ordered a federal 

mediation commission to assess the situation.  Although the commission blamed “the 

hold of the IWW” on the “unimaginative opposition on the part of the employers,” 

the War Department ordered the formation of the Loyal Legion of Loggers and 

Lumbers.203  As the Loyal Legion organized to meet the demands of war-time 

production, various government and private detective agencies pursued the conviction 

of any and all IWW leaders under newly adopted federal and state criminal 

syndicalism and sedition laws.204        

 In this chapter I have described at length the class struggle of the timber 

workers in the Pacific Northwest.  The description helps to contextualize the Everett 

Massacre as an event precipitated by years of insurgent timber-beast militancy 

captured by arrangements made between trade union leaders and industrial capitalists.  

The fated voyage of the Verona carried with it the hopes of supplanting the AFL with 

an industrial organization under the democratic control of the rank and file.  The 

soapbox was not, like in Spokane, a technology of self-activity among the hobo 

orators.  Instead, with the scabs in the mills and the workers out on the pickets, it 

constituted an initial step toward revolutionary unionism in an open-shop town.  But 

the Verona never reached its destination, or, more precisely, the Verona was secured 

to the dock and the IWW unwittingly became object lessons in state violence.    

 As in San Diego, repressive forces utilized mass forces in pre-emptive raids, 

detainment, and deportations meant to capture the insurgent flows of hobo orators.  
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However, in contrast to San Diego, the hobo orators never fought the cops to 

install a soapbox and one by one fill the Everett city jail or Snohomish County.  In 

fact, they never had the chance.  The territorial enclosures of Everett and the roving 

guards of Sheriff McRae produced a blockade that could not be broken.  The harvest-

stiffs were thwarted even in their clandestine and secret attempts to sneak in on the 

rail cars or camp nearby in the thick forests.  The Wobblies aboard the steamship 

technology that cut across the clear waters of the Puget Sound gambled on the public, 

on publicity, as a technology to mediate any outright violence at the City Dock.  They 

were certainly not as heavily armed as they should have been to meet force with 

force.  Instead, by relying on the vague notion that a mass public demonstration 

would hold municipal authorities accountable, they placed their faith in a belief that 

some greater power, outside of their own self-activity and direct action, would save 

the day.  Some may have imagined, as Clark, suggests, “it would be a great day, part 

picnic, part holy war.”205  In any case, they placed their faith in God.  But McRae and 

his cowardly deputies, hidden among the ocean-front warehouses and makeshift 

bunkers, had placed their faith in the Commercial Club.  As the offices of the 

Commercial Club were transformed into a military command center, the victory of 

the open shop forces of Everett was bought with massive supplies of weapons and 

ammunition.  When the Pinkerton spies informed on the Wobblies, all that was left to 

do was gather arms, take cover, and wait in boozy courage for the arrival of the 

Verona.   

 Although the deputies won the day, C. E. Payne argues that the IWW won the 

battle:   
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 In ten minutes of seething, roaring hell at the Everett dock on the 

 afternoon of Sunday, November 5, 1916, there was more of the age-old 

 superstition regarding the identity of interests between capital and labor torn 

 from the minds of the working people of the Pacific Northwest than could 

 have been cleared away by a thousand lecturers in a year.206    

Indeed, the massacre at Everett—described by Payne as a kind of perverted 

propaganda by the deed—stimulated membership and promoted spontaneous class 

unity and organization among the timber workers in the region.  Even still, the 

ostensible successes in the aftermath of Everett were produced as much by the 

ensuing drama of the court than the ruthlessness of the deputies.  Either way, relying 

on the moral outrage of an agitated public is a tenuous prospect for a revolutionary 

union.  Even the innovation in tactics associated with striking on the job could not 

fortify the union enough to withstand the federal coordination of repression during the 

first red scare.  The question that haunts the Wobblies at the conclusion of the free 

speech fights is the same question that haunts the left of today at every turn: what 

forms of self activity and direct action pertain to building revolutionary organization 

in the context of deeply embedded technologies of security that mobilize multiple 

private and governmental agencies to police the communication of bodies of struggle 

and, in practice, seek to regulate those bodies at the level of their basic ontological 

capacity to exist and to be in relation with others?    
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Voyages of the Verona  

 The IWW offers insight into the future of the anticapitalist movement in an 

important respect insofar as they demonstrate a critique of the logic of modern 

business unionism as it would come to dominate the subjective force of class 

composition in the twentieth century.  The formulation of logics of equivalence and 

mediation—whether in the form of nineteenth-century craft labor or the organization 

of industrial unions in the middle of the twentieth-century—provide the conceptual 

basis for the identity of interest between labor and capital.  Now, in a moment in 

which everybody knows that the Bargain negotiated between capital and labor was a 

tactical step in the liberation of capital, we might be able to put the nail in the coffin 

of business unionism.      

  There can also be no mistaking the myth of a public advocacy model of free 

expression for the reality in which cynical administrators of all manners of 

governmental and non-governmental agencies provide free speech zones and 

permitted protest routes.  Even the so-called peace marshals know that their job is to 

protect the cops and property from irruptions of civil disobedience beyond the 

barricades.1  However it is perhaps only now—after the clearing away of romantic 

illusions of free speech and the old structures of class collaboration—that the 

liberatory potential of the free speech fights may be unleashed into the present 

moment and the weaponry of the hobo orators may be unloaded on the postmodern 

capitalists.   

 If in fact we wish to return fire on Sheriff McRae and the cowards dug in to 

the docks of Everett it will obviously do no good to resort to actual violence.  The 
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strategy of tension in Italy as well as the recent history of government repression 

in reaction to mass convergence in the US reveal that for the time being the state 

retains the upper hand in the technologies of death (even if they are now referring to 

these weaponries as less-lethal).2  Whatever else may be said about the free speech 

fights the hobo orators did not intentionally seek to become object lessons in state 

violence.  Particularly in the final stages of Everett they adamantly avoided 

conspiratorial secrecy and any notion of propaganda by the deed.  But neither were 

the free speech fights posed primarily in terms of reform.  Even though every free 

speech fight I have discussed in this dissertation resulted in the eventual repeal of 

repressive speech code, the real ontological drama, as I have sought to show in every 

chapter, involves the antagonism over the local and immediate constitution of the 

class.  Thus I have avoided analyzing the fights within the dominant categories of 

discourse that structure the thought of a world beyond capital throughout the vast part 

of the twentieth century: reforming the state or seizing state power through 

revolution.  In this regard, however, the hobo orators of the free speech fights are 

already in the good company of the hobo insurgents of the Seattle 1999 and the post-

Seattle mass convergences.     

 The question today is not over reform or revolution but about the nature of 

and prioritization of movement and organization.  The question is no longer where 

one stands on the Bernstein-Luxemburg debate but whether or not one prioritizes 

affirming the prefigurative politics associated with mass convergence organizing or 

the construction of long-term organizational structures to facilitate the mass actions in 

the community and class struggle on the shop floor.3  A step further, our concern with 
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movement and organization is formulated within a context in which crisis seems 

inadequate to describing the process of liberation (given the integration of crisis into 

the global sovereignty of empire).  In this concluding chapter, I summarize and 

analyze the historical narrative of the free speech fights one last time in an 

exploration of how and in what way the hobo orators help us to address these pressing 

concerns of anticapitalism today.  To answer these questions I introduce a new 

formulation: the chiastic structure of liberation.  Introducing a new formulation in a 

concluding chapter is a rhetorically risky thing to do.  Nevertheless, as I will show, 

the structure reflects the internal development of the struggles and helps to reconnect 

the fights as episodes in a commons of class composition.  In other words, the 

analyses of the preceding chapters were bound by space and time of specific 

struggles; whereas this chapter seeks to address the movement as a totality and to, in 

effect, connect the movement with struggle in the present.  I conclude this chapter 

with some final thoughts on oratorical composition and possibilities for future inquiry 

into the formulation of revolutionary communication.    

The Chiastic Structure of Liberation  

 In formal terms, the Don’t Buy Jobs campaign and the free speech fight in 

Spokane, illustrate a chiastic structure of liberation.  Chiasmus is based on the X-

shaped Greek letter chi.  As a rhetorical or literary device, chiasmus refers to any 

“pattern in which the second part is balanced against the first but with the parts 

reversed.”4  For example, Whitman’s “I hear America singing, the varied carols I 

hear,” illustrates a syntactic chiasmus.5  The pattern could also be phonemic as in 

“moonstruck mushroom.”6  Richard Lanham notes that “chiasmus seems to set up a 
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natural internal dynamic that draws the parts closer together, as if the second 

element wanted to flip over and back over the first.”7  In terms of liberation, the 

struggle against capital seems in this case to have constituted by an internal dynamic 

of the organization of movement and the movement of organization.   

 In order to capture the significance of this structure, it is necessary to recount 

the movement of struggle in the process of composition.  So, in other words, let me 

be more specific.  The combined efforts of bosses, sharks, and transportation agents 

produced a circulatory logic of control that the migrant workers of the Inland Empire 

described as the three job system: one gang coming, one gang working, and one gang 

going.  The dark IWW joke that the sharks had discovered perpetual motion 

illustrates that not only did capital seek to command labor on and off the clock it 

commanded the migrant workers to reproduce their own conditions of ceaseless 

exploitation.  The Don’t Buy Jobs campaign established communication and 

coordination among this mobile and fragmented workforce and in fact used mobility 

and fragmentation as a weapon of struggle—thus redirecting the flow of capital 

against itself.  That is to say that the initial tendency of the campaign consisted in the 

organization of a movement of refusal within and against the capture of movement as 

capital.  The establishment of communication and coordination among the mobile and 

fragmentary workforce meant building a union of jaw-box hobo orators, who railed 

against work on the streets among the thronging masses of the slave markets and 

then, when they had the chance, whispered of withdrawing efficiency to their fellow 

workers on the job.  The soapbox as a platform of social production.  The hobo as the 

“social wildcat.”8  Against the transcendent solutions proposed on every street corner 
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(e.g. for God, country, the party, or the future) the hobo orators worked out simple 

refusals of capital as it intruded in their everyday life: go slow, follow the book of 

rules, steal food, write poetry, sing.  All of these little refusals became one big refusal 

the moment the state sought to prohibit their coordination and communication with 

prohibitive speech codes.    

 It is true that the IWW occasionally referenced the First Amendment in their 

various appeals to cops, bosses, and judges.  What mattered in practice was the 

transformation of the organization of movement to the movement of organization--that 

is to say, how the union effected timely and significant transformations in order to 

overcome the obstacles to the organization of movement:  

 There is one thing I can tell you 

 And it makes the bosses sore. 

 As fast as they can pinch us, 

 We can always get some more.9        

As the previous chapters indicate, this promise was more or less true and more or less 

effective depending on the changing circumstances—namely, the increasingly 

effective transformations of blocking composition in advance (deterrence). 

  So far, I have discussed the organization of movement in the context of the 

Don’t Buy Jobs campaign.  The coupling of the organization of movement with the 

movement of organization proper is illustrated by the first major free speech fight—

which occurred after a year of anomalous growth in Spokane.  The IWW first of all 

intensified the organization of movement by re-routing hobos from the harvest to the 

Spokane main stem.10  The arrival of the hobo orators coincided with the movement 
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of organization as soapbox oratory was transfigured as a form of direct action.  

The municipal authorities were simply incapable of absorbing the shock to the system 

produced by the circuitous method of speaking on the streets, practicing jail 

solidarity, and then returning to the soapbox.  In an ironic twist to the production of 

the social inscribed in the three job system, there always seemed to be one gang 

leaving jail or otherwise showing up to speak, one crew speaking, and one crew 

getting hauled off to jail.  

 The subsequent free speech fights illustrate different ways in which the 

chiastic structure breaks down.  The hobo orators of the fight in Fresno sought to 

duplicate Spokane but lacked the same connection to regional flows of bodies in 

circulation and production.  Whatever else may be said about the fight in Fresno it 

assuredly lacked the same kind of momentum and organization that precipitated the 

fight in Spokane.  Thousands of hobo orators rallied in the streets of Spokane prior to 

the actual fight.  Sharks operated under the constant threat of a mob composition.  In 

fact, IWW organizers had to persuade the hobo audiences not to spontaneously attack 

the sharks out of pure revenge.  In Fresno, no such mobilization could be drawn upon 

to effect a movement of organization.  To be sure, the numbers can be misleading and 

there is a strong sense in which, win or lose, the broader significance of the 

movement for free speech resides in the processes of composition affected in 

struggle.  Yet the stakes were incredibly high.  Faced with the unbridled violence of 

organized capitalists, the hobo orators of the San Joaquin Valley were forced to bet 

that publicity would mediate their relationship to their enemies.  The gamble paid off 
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in Fresno but with the unfortunate consequence of revealing the extent of their 

vulnerability.   

 By the time of the San Diego free speech fight municipal authorities worked 

directly with organized capitalist vigilantes and used every means short of execution 

to deter the mass composition of hobo orators in advance.  As Melvin Dubofsky 

argues  

 the city’s citizens learned from the mistakes previously revealed in Spokane 

 and Fresno.  San Diego [was determined] not to be invaded by armies of 

 Wobblies, nor bankrupted by scores of prisoners who resided in jail as 

 beneficiaries of the public purse and who demanded costly individual trials.11  

The initial tendency of the fight in San Diego to organize OBU of all Spanish-

speaking workers may have resulted in the chiastic structure in evidence at Spokane; 

but in reality, the fight was all too idealistic—lacking any foundational organization 

in movement to provide a lever for a movement of organization.  With the support of 

civil libertarians and party socialists, the Wobblies simply repeated the formal 

elements of the previous free speech fights and were summarily vanquished in open 

hostility.     

 The fight in Everett was almost completely pre-empted by the militant forces 

of the open-shop town.  I have shown in some detail the lengths to which the 

transformation of Everett into a work-camp was part of a broader strategy to prevent 

self-organization and direct action among the timber workers.  In addition to the 

repressive means available to Sheriff McRae and the industrial fascists of the 

Commercial Club, the institutional union leadership provided a crucial element of 
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mediation.  For years, the spontaneous insurgencies among the Shingle Weavers 

were captured in negotiations and false promises.  The Wobblies were forced 

underground and to sneak crews in under the cover of night or of wooded passes.  

They were often captured by roving patrols of armed citizen deputies, mercilessly 

beaten, and sent back down the line.  Such conditions prompted the union to 

announce an open meeting and to steam to Everett in broad daylight.  They were 

profoundly mistaken in their assumption that the open nature of their meeting would 

mediate the repressive forces of the Commercial Club and their armed lackeys.  

Zeppelins were exploding over London.  Wilson preached preparedness.  Rumors 

circulated everywhere that the Wobblies were agents of the Kaiser.  In the shocking 

outcome of events, the Verona was not turned away.  McRae announced, “you can’t 

land here,” but the bowline was secured to the dock; the signal had been given and the 

foul murderers did their worst.   

 As I mention in the conclusion of the previous chapter, the question that 

haunts the Wobblies after the Everett Massacre is the same question that haunts the 

left today: what forms of self activity and direct action pertain to building 

revolutionary organization in the context of deeply embedded technologies of security 

that mobilize multiple private and governmental agencies to police the 

communication of bodies of struggle and, in practice, seek to regulate those bodies at 

the level of their basic ontological capacity to exist and to be in relation with others?  

If this is our question, we are still on the voyage of the Verona.   

 Consider the transformations in the recent history of the mass convergence 

movements.  For Negri, and many others, in the advent of the global justice 
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movement at the World Trade Organization protest in Seattle “there was the 

spontaneous realization that another world is possible.”12  There can be no doubt as 

the eventfulness of the disruption of the WTO meetings.  The imagination of the left 

has indeed been captured by the historical break represented by the irruption of a 

challenge to an Empire of global capital.  Nevertheless “spontaneous realization” is 

untenable as a program.  On the one hand, the organization of the movement was 

easily redirected toward composition within the framework of anti-war protest.  In the 

fallout of September 11, 2001, the old protest formations of past decades were 

resurrected and largely adopted without criticism.  Meanwhile, stockades were 

erected to contain demonstrations and peace marshals were requisitioned to police 

marches.  On the other hand, the efforts to reproduce Seattle reflect a failure in the 

movement of organization.  The most recent mass convergence at the 2008 

Republican National Convention sought to recreate Seattle (by dividing the city into 

sectors, by operating under consensus models, by attempting to re-activate the tactics 

of swarm and network) but was easily infiltrated by the FBI and the organizers were 

charged under the Minnesota version of the Uniting and Strengthening America by 

Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act (the 

PATRIOT Act).13  Thus as in the IWW free speech fights, the recent history of the 

mass convergence protests illustrates the breakdown of the chiastic structure of 

liberation.  In other words, in both cases, it seems as if the formal elements of the 

event were repeated without the necessary internal dynamic between the organization 

of movement and the movement of organization in order to prevent a repetition of the 

same.      
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 The various proposals on the table today seem inadequate to the task of 

preventing further repetition without difference.  For example, some comrades 

assume that forms of democratic process prefigure the world beyond capital that we 

are trying to create.  To be fair, the various forms of consensus decision-making often 

do destabilize the reproduction of traditional power relations in communicational 

activity of radical organizations.  In the words of David Graeber, consensus based 

organizing was, 

 based on a conscious rejection of the older model of Maoist or Leninist or 

 Trotskyist sects that sought first to define the strategic moment, usually 

 according to the teachings of some Great Intellectual Leader, and then to 

 quibble over the finer points of doctrine, while leaving the actual fashioning 

 of democratic practice to some hypothetical point far in the future.14           

Yet despite these advantages, to suggest that such reforms of process are prefigurative 

suggests that the future consists directly of the norms through which we reach 

decisions in the present.  Thus all other critiques of consensus aside (that it is 

unwieldy, that it presupposes ideological conformity, that it is entirely undemocratic 

to assume that an individual would “block” the will of the majority and hence is 

actually a concealed form of majoritarianism, or on the contrary, that it simply inverts 

the tyranny of the majority with the tyranny of the minority), at the level of the 

concept, prefigurative politics foreclose the radical potential of liberation in advance.  

In actual historical practice, consensus has often proven to be productive only of 

itself, that is to say, an increasingly tedious domination of process.    
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 The alternative proposal among anticapitalists involves a return to 

building mass organizational structures of working class power.15  This all seems very 

hopeful to me-- given that class composition today is organized through the social 

production of fragmentation and mobility.  More importantly, the construction of 

mass organization faces the task of overcoming fragmentation and mobility rather 

than learning from the Wobblies by organizing within fragmentation and mobility as 

motors of organization and movement.   

 In the free speech fights, the base of movement is founded in the everyday 

practices of refusal, and constructed, so to speak, from the bottom up.16  Yet as the 

broader history of the free speech fights demonstrates it is simply insufficient to 

assume that random acts of refusal will be left alone to constitute in and of 

themselves the real movement of the world beyond capital.  Over the course of the 

free speech fights, the initial vulnerability of the state provided the state with the 

opportunity for the re-elaboration of more insidious methods of control.  The efforts 

to give organization to the movement of refusal must be undertaken with an eye 

toward the strategic value of crisis and push for a crisis to which the state is incapable 

of responding, lest the Verona dock on all too familiar shores.   

…And the Oratorical?    

 In contrast to all theories of speech communication which are based on a 

fundamental logic of mediation, in each chapter I have attempted to attempted 

demonstrate how rhetorical historians may approach the oratorical in its historical 

specificity as an embodied form of liberation.  The distinction between this sense of 
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embodied liberation and mediation is nicely summarized by Pierre Macherey in 

his description of revolution in the work of Spinoza and Negri:      

 Let us understand that liberation is not a manipulation of reality by a subject 

 that, by its own initiative, would be positioned outside of the organization that 

 it imposes and that is imposed on it: it is the direct expression, without 

 mediations, of the ontological power that defines the subject in itself by 

 constituting it not as an independent individual element but as taking part in 

 the relational and collective system in which its action is dynamically 

 inscribed.17  

More specifically, the oratorical has been analyzed in this sense as an attempt at an 

embodied form of liberation rather than as a more or less successful means by which 

an ideology of liberation was transmitted.  I have tried to replace the compelling and 

interesting work of the rhetorical analysis of texts with a historical description of the 

way in which the hobo orators composed themselves as a class.  Is this still rhetorical 

history?  Perhaps.  If the constitutive turn in rhetorical history is limited to the 

descriptions of the text, then no.  If we allow space for materialist inquiry into form 

and the relation between form and production, then yes.  I hope to have shown the 

need and the urgency for us to do so.  It seems to me that the more compelling 

question is how and in what way the technologies of communication that fragment 

social ontology today can be redirected as weapons against capital.  Who are the 

immaterial workers of the world and in what way can they smash the myriad forms of 

mediation seeking to capture our dissent?18  Can the oratorical function as an 

embodied form of liberation today and, if so, in what way?  It is obviously beyond the 
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scope of the present work to address these questions.  Yet in order to reach these 

questions it has been necessary to trace the history IWW so as to finally detach 

ourselves from their fate and, rather, to become-Wobbly in the compositional dynamic 

of organization and movement in our own present.  That has been the goal all along.      
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